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FOREWORD 
Most modern linguistic descriptions of Quechua dialects in 
circulation at present have concentrated on aspects of morphology 
Traditional grammars have aimed at rather wider coverage of 
particular'dialects. Middenforf in his grammar, deals fairly 
extensively with phonetics, word-formation(roughly, morphology) 
and sentence-formation(roughly, syntax), in Cuzco Quechua. In 
phonology(and in syntax, too, though this aspect is not under 
discussion here), modern linguistic approaches to Quechua have 
given only very modest descriptions. This is all the more sur- 
prising given the advancas made all. over the world in the last 
fifty or so years in phonological theory. 
It is difficult to specify exactly why phonology has been 
treated in this rather summary fashion. Partly, this may be a 
result of particular linguists' interest in morphology(with an 
$agglutinating' language like Quechua, for many this will be its 
most fascitating aspect). Partly, it may be a result of a trend 
of thought which does not believe phonology to be a subject 
worthy of independent investigation. Phonology, withinthe sphere 
of reference under discussion here, has been regarded as no more 
than a subsidiary to grammar. There is only one work in existence 
(excepting the present one)which concentrates exclusively on 
1 Grambica Keshua(1892), transl. E. More, 1970, Lima, Peru. 
ii 
Quechua phonology. 
Cuatro Fonologlas Quechuas 
1 
is an essay into phonology in 
its own right, performed by four linguists of Bloomfieldian 
theoretical bias. Unfortunately, it cannot be said to be an 
exhaustive treatment, four dialects of Quechua(Picoy, Wanka, 
Caraz, Yanacocha)being described in its eighty pages of text. 
The four descriptions which together constitute the book follow 
2 
a fairly uniform theoretical framework . The phoneme inventory 
is stated; the phonemes and their allophones are stated; syllabic 
structure and the distribution of phonemes are described with 
reference to the sylla. b1c, $model' described in 1V of the present 
work; no - phonetic nor phonological text, is included apart from 
one or two forms used to illustrate each. phoneme. The author's 
major criticism of these descriptions is of their lack of adequate . 
explanation of descriptive procedures and problems. 
Other modern, linguistic treatments of Quechua phonology have 
limited themselves to- providing a preliminary to morphology(or 
rarely, to syntax). Parker(on Ayacucho Quechua, 1965). gives only 
eleven pages on phonology; Lastra(oLn Cochabamba Quechua, 1968) 
gives some fifteen pages; Sol; (on 11u; nuco Quechua, 1967), and 
'This 
work was preparecl under the "Plan do Fomento Lingiiisticol, 
of, the, University of San Marcos, Lima, in 1967. The contributors 
are G. J. Parker(Caraz),, R. Cerron(Wanka), A. Ear-obar(Yanacocha), and 
J. 'Creider(P: Lcoy). 
2 
This is not a complete coincidence. Sola and Parker(bringing the 
theory of Hockett from the Un-ited States)have exerted a great deal 
of influence in the project in question. 
iii 
Proulx/Eacribens(on Huaylas Quechua, 1971)follow the same plan, 
giving only short accounts of phonology as a preliminary to 
grammar. There is very little literature on Quechua phonology 
which can assist the linguist who wishes to gain a detailed 
knowledge of phonology in any d: Lalect of Quechua. The most extreme 
case of brevity in the treatment of phonology is the work called 
Bolivian Indian Grammars which gives the phoneme inventory in 
a 'footnote on the first page of the description. It is fair to 
say that linguists have only scratched the surface of, Quechua 
2 
phonology in the dialects which they have studied 
While the present. work is far from being a Idefinitivet one, 
it does aim at providing a fairly complete phonology of San 
MartIn Quechua. The author has tried to give a satisfactory account 
Of the descriptive problems and their possible solutions for the 
dialect. The theoretical principles used to solve the problems 
are explained, the notions of the theory are defined, and their 
application to the data is outlined in every case, and explained 
in some detail in many cases as well. 
This work is unusual among works on Quechua as regards the 
space it devotes to explaining and solving problems in the des- 
cription. Existing descriptions of Quechua may be characterised as 
1 Summer Institute of Linguistics publication, Riberalta, Bolivia, 
1965. 
2 
It is difficult to specify the proportion of dialects which have 
been studied; Ecuador and Bolivia are largely untouched, while 
many areas of southern Peru have yet to be investigated. 
iv 
supposedly problem-less descriptions. The present work treats 
Phonology, not as a subsidiary to grammar but as a, universe in 
its own right, with its own problems and solutions. The tEuropean" 
background of the work, and the 'axiomatic' approacli of Mulder, 
have undoubtedly contributed in, great measure to the nature of this 
description, and to what some might call its 'preoccupation' with 
problems. Without wishing to tag derogatory labels on Bloomfieldian 
1i; Iguistics( enough writers have done so already), I have written 
the. present, work as a possible answer to what I believe, to be an 
'inadmissable Igapt in Quechua linguistic description as it stands 
, t4e,. lack ýof' 
a rigorous autonomous phonology, which attempts to 
", redognise., 'state and-solve'descriptiie'problems. *It is to be hoped 
4hat'the present work provides a beginning for a fully-fledged 
discipline,. of Quechua phonology. 
-Thii'is not to say that the phonological statement which follows 
has no relevance for graminar. '' On. the bontraryo it is vital for. 
atating the phonological form of allomorphs in San Martin. Quechua. 
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. 
PRELIMINARY NOTE ON THE TERM-'QUECHUA' 
To my_knowledge, the word 'Quechua' does not figure in the 
language spoken by the Indians of San Martin. The. term 'Quechua' 
is used, only by'mestizos 
1 
to referi,, to the language of the 
Indian. The Indians call their language Wkwag], which may be 
given, the orthographical forta 'Zhakwashl. 
The form [E; kwag] appears to be related diachronically to the 
form [Fakwa], meaning "lick", therefore there do not appear to be 
any grounds for doubting that it is a bona fide Indian word. 
If we accept the view of Middendorf2, 
'we 
must regard 'Quechua' 
as a loan word(from, the Indian language of some region of Peru), 
in Spanish Origina, llylý, -. Iquechual meant "a highldnd region". The 
use of this term to apply to-the Indian language is more than 
likely a late scholastic innovation in Spanish. 
There are grounds for supposing, that it would be more accurate 
to, call my description 'Zhakwash Phonology' than 'San MartIn 
Quechua Phonologyt 4owever, -convention among Andean linguists 
has laid down that the term 'Quechuat be used to refer to all 
varieties of this language. Throughout the thesis, I shall follow 
this convention and will use the term 'Quechua'. 
The term 'mestizo? in this work has no-anthropological implications. 
It is defined as tspeaker whose 
, 
first 
, 
language is Spanish'. 
2 
Gramatica Keshua. S6e p8 for discussion of the term Iquechual. 
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FIELD-WORK 
,, 
The linguistie-data described in this thesis were collected 
on two field-trips. to the Department of San Martin, Peru(see Maps 
1 and 11). The first of these two field-trips was made by myself 
to the town of Lamas, during the summer months(May-September)of 
1969, During this trip, some recording of Lamas Quechua was done, 
the 'basia, vocabulary was elicited from the informants, and I made 
some progress in conversing with native Quechua speakers. 
The second field-trip was made izi the months of June-July-Auguat 
of 1971p in the company of my wife, Angola. On this occasion, ' the 
Centre chosen was theý town Of Sisa, some fifteeri miles. from Lamas. 
The body of data colleoted in Sisa was of the order of twenty-five 
Ao thirty thousand words of continuous narration which, with the 
advantage of knowledge acquired in 1969 in Lamas, I was able to 
transcribe and check with the informants in Sisa. The data collected 
in Sisa forms*the core of the total body of data used for the 
description. 
The data consists'Of thirty-five stories, four lengthy accounts 
of the life and history of'Sisa, 'and a fair amount of random 
recorded conversation. These texts are rich in vocabulary; the 
. topics'relate to many aspects, of the Quechua Indian's environment 
-and culture.. FOr the resti-it must, be'left-to the description to 
state the Inaturel of the-data. 
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NOTATION/SYMBOLS 
I have tried to use as few symbols as possible in this des 
P-r 
cription. One or two symbols, the use of which proved unavoidable, 
are, : listed here: 
is functionally opposed too 
X Is in combinatory variance witht 
is in- free or variance with' 
t syllabic boundary 
/abc/ phonological form 
[abc] phonetic form 
archiphonsme. /A/ 
a class [a, bt cl 
For. the rest, any abbreviations used in the course of the des- 
cription are explained at the appropriate point. in the thesis. 
The symbolization of the logic of. classes is assumed through- 
out. The symbolization used here is comparable to thatof Sets, 
WP96). 
The phonetic notation is that of the International Phonetic 
Association, as laid down in The Principles of the International 
Phonetic Association(1949). reprinted London, 1970. 
For facility in ty ing, I use the mark- It I for lopent, as in [a]. C 
Similarly, I use [rý for flapt, and [? ] for $rolled'. There is very 
., little use of symbols. without accompanying explanation in phonetic 
terms, therefore I do not anticipate any confusion. 
"Description ia the application of a theory to a select 
class of phenomena. " 
J. W. F. MULDER 
... By the immediate feeling of conviction which it con- 
veys, we can distinguish the true statement, the one whose 
terms agree I with experience, from the false statement, whose 
-, terma do not agree with it. Science is merely an attempt 
to classify and describe this perceptual knowledge, these 
immediate experiences whose truth. we cannot doubt; it is 
the systematic presentatio'nof our immediate cI onvictions. 
This doctrine founders on the problems of inOuction 
and of universals. For'we can utter no scientific state- 
ment that does not go far beyond what can be known with 
Certainty #on the basis of immediate experienc. 0. (This 
fact may be referred to as the ttranscendence inherent in 
any descriptions. ) Every description uses universal names 
(or symbols, or ideas); every statement has the character 
Of a theory, of a hypothesis. " 
KARL POPPER 
1. 
METHODOLOGY 
1. Methodology. of Existing Descriptions of_Quechua. 
It is only comparatively recently that scholars have begun to 
use modern linguistic approaches to the description of the Quechua 
language. -flowever, in. spite 0f ever-increasing activity on the part 
of the universities of the United States in the matter of bringing 
to bear on Quechua the results of theoretical linguistic research, 
It is fair to say that the greater part of the work published to 
date on Quechua has been dome in accordance with the principles of 
traditional grammar. The relative merits of traditional grammar and 
-modern linguistics are not under discussion here. My work is 
_4 directed to those who are involved in. bringing the results of 
modern theoretical linguistics to bear on the problems encountered 
in the linguistic description of Quechua. 
Thq modern theories which have been used to date in describing 
2. 
the Quechua-language have been mainly those formulated by American 
linguists. In, particulaý, the, theories of Bloomf ie. ldia_n and_ neo- 
Bloomfieldian' linguists such. as Hockett have exerted influence on 
several linguistic descriptions of Quechua. Such is the magnitude 
of the American output in descriptive Amerindian linguistics that 
one could be forgiven, for supposing that there is little-room left 
1 
" 
By #Bloomfieldian linguists', I refer to those linguists who adhere 
to views deriving from'BlOomfieldle Language See Setsq, pl-7. 
3 
fcir xLew research in. this field. While fully recognising the 
achievements of Americam scholars in Amerindian linguistics, more 
particularly in Quechua linguistics, I make no apologies for 
presenting the present work, which sets out from a stand-point 
very different from the 'American. ' one, and whichp I believe, 
highlights several problems hitherto left unaccounted for by 
I existing descriptions of Quechua. The present work cannot be 
viewed in the same light as previous work on Quechua, because the 
philosophical base upon which it rests is quite different from 
that used in. any previous work on Quechua. 
American linguists(I exclude those who adhere to theories of 
transformational phonolo*gy and grammar)have invariably sought after 
objectivity izL their de,. pcriptions of particular languages . This is 
a characteristic of the inductive method, used by nearly all those. 
linguists who have written about Quechua. Karl- Popper 
2 
gives the 
-'following characterisation of this method: 
"It is usual to call an inference 'inductive' if it 
passes from singular statements..., such as accounts 
of the results of observations or experiments, to 
universal statements, such as hypotheses or theories. " 
Roughly speaking, in an inductive description of a language, the 
linguist collects data and, by enumerative(and purposely objective) 
1 
objectivity in. the inductivist sense is held to be achieved by 
(proposed)impartial observation of data. While the fEuropean' view 
also seeks after objectivity, it seeks to achieve this by attempting 
to account for the data by way of a theory. 
2 Logic, p27. 
reflection on those data,. premises a hypothesis which he claims to 
represent the pattern which he finds(by observation)in those data. 
This is EZ characterisation of this approach. An inductivist would 
state that, by impartial observation of or by enumerative reflection. 
upon the data, the patterns which exist in the language may be 
discovered and stated in the description. Inductivists have been 
very explicit about their faith that in languages there are patterns 
which can be discovered. Furthermore, they have even suggested that 
an unequivocal statement of the patterns can be reached. For example, 
take the following view of Gleason. 
1 
:' 
"In any language, there is a definite and usually small 
number of phonemes. English has forty-sik. " 
Hockett, who has supervised a considerable amount of modern linguistic 
work, on Quechua, is equally explicit about his faith in the inductive 
method: 
"Linguistic research can achieve nothing unless it is 
strictly inductive. " 
2 
The belief that one can proceed from particular observations to 
general or universal statements(such statements as the $phonemes of 
Quechua' or the 'syntactic structure of Quechuat)has prevailed in 
Quechua linguistic studies, not to say in the whole of Amerindian 
linguistics. 
2. The Deductive Method of Testing. 
The present description begins from a stand-point which doubts 
4. 
. Introductioal, pg. 
Course, P7. 
; 4,. 
-- 
5. 
the absolute objectivity of 'facts'. The stand-point adopted here 
is that there, is, a-ZaZ between phenomenon and statement which may 
not be removed, no matter h. Ow much we seek after objectivity(in 
inductivist sense). There is no, way, in this view, by which 
mere observation of or enumerative reflection upon phenomena can 
lead to an unequivocal statement of, their nature. On this point, 
quote once more Karl Popper, who, is one of the leading advocates 
o -the here on, the nature of statements: f:, view adopted.. 
s not only the more abstract explanatory theories "Thu 
transcend experience, but even the most ordinary 
singular statements. For even ordin ary singular 
statements are always interpretations of the 'facts' 
in the light df theories. " 
it' is not possible to Xeconcile this point, of view with that 
, ta, dopted. by those who favour inductive methods. This is, because 
ý-thi a view denies precisely what 'the inductive method bases itself 
, 
Upon i. e. the absolute objectivity of "factst. The inductive method 
holds that, ýfacts are in, the-"data- to", bb'Aiscovered; the present 
. -, i-approach holds that"far-tal-are interpretations of the, data in 
question in the light of theories. 
In our'ýýview, 'there may. pe several different statem I eats of the 
ý,, IfactsO` each-of which is a true statement in terms o f, the th22r 
used to'produce that statement. This is not tantamount to suggesting 
that,, in, th1s'view,. orxeAs permitted to devise hypotheses in an 
P423. 
"A I, * ýý ý F. Ik ý, -, tI--, k, --. 
ý-t.,,:. " ýý Ii.. I.... , 
-y? 
indiscriminiLie ways, or, to'suggesting. that all points of view are 
equally. vaild. ''These are two widely held. misconceptions about 
-methodologies which recognise'th .e approach to tfacts' by way of 
-theories. 'Theýfact that Popper's view is.. fundamental does not imply 
that* there 'the problens. of description, end. While recognising that, 
ixt description, we are making statements which purport to apply to 
p enomena, and-that these statemeats. are produced by theories of 
. greater or lesser precision, ýwe must*. also; recognise. that there is 
a, way by. -whicX. to'judge the. effectiveness of one statement against 
-view that 'One statement is the equal of any that of. another. The 
Other 
., 
is only possible if. we, adop t. a wholly. uncrit ical attitude to 
description. and to partic*ular descriptions. 
y mphasis on the views propounded by m 'work, 'I p1ace, great e 
Popper in. his logic Of scientific dlscovery.. Descriptive statements 
havp the character-of hypotheses, which must be tested in the light 
'Of their consistency one. with another* and. which mizat be confronted 
with a ny hitherto unknown or unaccounted for(by the statement)data, 
which may be presented in the form of a statement im a refuting 
hypothesis. If a hypothesis can be shown. to fail in either of these 
two tests, it must be considered refuted. In producing the present 
set of statements(i. e. the present description), I submitted all 
my statements to this procedure called test-ia& Many were refuted, 
often. because of a relatively minor illogicality. The set of 
descriptive statements presented in the thesis are those which have 
7 
proved their mettle in. resisting $attempted refutations'. This 
epistemological point of view has been called by Popper the 
deductive'method of testl,. na- 
1 
The demand that hypotheses be 
submitted to tests means that one should not present whatever 
hypothesis comes to mind, but that hypotheses should be carefully 
formulated in. terms of a rigorous theory, and then tested. Only if 
these two steps are taken(and if the statement proves its mettle), 
may a given statement be said to be corroborated. 
2 
Theory and the Testability of Statements. 
We arrive at descriptive hypotheses by applying the theory of 
our choice to protocolized phenomena, which are our data. As Mulder 
says, fdescription' is: -* 
"... the applicatiom of a theory to a sele. ct class of 
phenomena. l#3 
The theory used in the present description of 'bilingual data 
4 
is , 
Mulder's 'axiomatic theory', as formulated in Sets. 
In relation to the demand that hypotheses be tested, it is, of 
course, a requirement that any hypothesis be in principle testable. 
This is in no way an-aiterthought, but lies at the very heart of 
the deductive method of testing. The statements which constitute 
a given description, in this view, must fulfil the following 
Logics P30. 
ibid., P33. 
3setS, 
p7. 
4 For $bilingual datall, see m'y page 42. 
8. 
requirements a and b: -- 
a. They must be clearly understandable in terms of a 
theory. 
b. They must be testable for consistency and adequacy. 
Here, I implies b. If a statement is clearly understandable in. 
terms of a theory, then it will be testable as a matter of course. 
In order that conditions a and b be fulfilled, it is essential 
that the statements which constitute the description be explained 
in terms of the theory which is used to produce them. It results 
from these considerations that the definition of the theoretical 
'models' 
1 
used to produce'a given description is a. sine qua non, 
both as far as our own. statements are concerned, and as far as our 
testing of the statements made by other linguists'is concerned. 
Definition is not a requirement for those who adopt the 
inductive method in linguistic description, for they hold that 
the 'facts' of language are self-evident, not to say indisputable. 
Once more, we are brought face to face with the problem of the 
diametrically opposed philosophical bases of the inductive method 
and the deductive method of testing. The philosophical principles 
of inductivism do not lead to statements which fulfil the 
requirements a and b(above). As a result of the view that one does 
not need a theory in order to state 'patterns' in languages, it 
is rare indeed to find a description of this kind formulated in 
terms of a unified theoretical point of view. The fact that the 
1 sets, P8. 
9. 
inductive statement is not easily testable does not make its 
position any more secure than that of a statement which is 
formulated in such a clear manner that it is in principle testable 
and, therefore,. Eefute-able. On the contrary, the real problem 
for an inductive statement is that, in the absence of any definition 
of the theory used to produce a statement, that statement is 
theoretically open to almost any interpretation whatever. If a 
statement leaves one in doubt as to what it actually means, the 
explanatory power of that statement is bound to be greatly reduced. 
Without definition, a statement is vague and ambiguous. As such a 
statement is not in principle testable, we have no way of finding 
out which of two inductiVe statements is the more consistent and 
adequate. Again,, this results in a loss of explanatory power as far 
as both the statements in question are concerned. 
The inductive statement does lead one easily to the conclusion 
that all statements are equally acceptable - if statements are not 
__----defined, 
it is very difficult to argue with this conclusion. One can 
also arrive, however, at the conclusion that all statements made 
in a vague and imprecise: way are equally an-acceptable. This is the 
case, quite simply, because, if statements are not in principle 
testable(and vague statements are scarcely ever testable), we have 
no way of knowing whether an advance has been achieved by a 
particular statement or not. One of my goals in this work is to 
produce a description which has a high degree of explanatory power. 
I- 10. 
I am not satisfied that the inductive method can achieve such 
a description. Here, I have confined myself to the descriptive 
weaknesses of the inductive method. On the question of the logical 
problems facing that method, I refer the reader to Popper, who has 
given what I believe to be a successful refutation of inductivism. 
The criterion of explanatory power and the related criterion , 
of adequacy have been emphasised by surprisingly few linguists. 
'American' linguists, in particular, do not appear to consider this 
a point worthy of emphasis. This is probably a result of the view 
that patterns are self-evid ent in particular languages. Given this 
view, it is not too difficult to see why 'American' linguists may 
be led to-take lexplanat6ry power' for granted for their descriptions 
of particular languages, The question of the explanatory role of the 
descriptivist is well put by Lyons 
2 
"The second requirement is one of material adequacy. 
Thase terms used in the theory which have been taken 
over from traditional theories of semantics or from 
ordinary language(emeaningt, 'denotation', 'synonymous' 
etr-. )are not to be applied arbitrarily: their 
application*and definition, must satisfy certain 
external criteria. For the linguist's task is to 
some extent one of explication. " 
Here, Lyons refers to what are often assumed to be primitive terms 
in a linguistic descriptioa. Given, that it is highly debateable 
1 
Logic, p27-40. 
2 
Structural Semantics,. p5. 
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whether a given term is primitive or not, it is preferable to 
make our explanation of the models in the theory(and of their 
application in the description)as clear as possible, in order to 
avoid any ambiguity which will ultimately reduce the explanatory 
power of the statement. In, addition, any further terms, as Lyons 
points out, must be defined and explained. What Lyons refers to 
as "external conditions" can be specified for the present work 
in the conditions whereby a statement is made testable. Definition 
and explanation of the theory and of the statements made in terms 
of the theory are given in order that the descriptive statements 
be rendered understandable and testable. Though Lyons does not 
use the deductive method of testing, his work is one of the few 
to emphasise explicitly. the role of definition irr determining 
the explanatory power of statements. 
It is not my purpose here to explore all the aspects of the 
disparity between inductive and deductive approaches to linguistic 
description. Beyond a certain point, this is a problem best left 
to logicians. I-believe, however, that often it has gone unnoticed 
that these two kinds of linguistic description exist 
1 
and that, 
more important still, they are completely different. 
As I said before, under the view adopted here, we arrive at a 
descriptive hypothesis about particular data by applying a theory 
11 
do not mean to give the impression that any linguistic method- 
ology is either inductive or deductive. For discussion of other 
possible approaches, see Sets, 1-7. 
12. 
to our data. The 'axiomatic' theory of J.. W. F. Mulder has, I 
believe, qualities unsurpassed by any other Istructuralist' theory 
of phonology formulated to date. My- use of the term tstructuralist' 
has none of the connotations given to that term by transformational 
grammarians and phonologists 
I- 
In fact, I use the term precisely 
in order to distinguish what I(and other Ifunctionalistst)mean by 
'explanatory power' from what is meant by transformationalists 
when they use that term. No attempt is made here to explain our 
$linguistic, competence'. In this respect, it is worth emphasising 
the fact that the present theory is Istructuralistl(as is the 
description, too, of course). 
Data and Descriptive'Adequacy. 
For a complete descriptiOU of a language, it is necessary to 
apply the theory in its most complete form to anything that may 
count as data under the terms of that theory. 
3 
It is, of course, 
imperative to have access to an as large as Possible body of data 
in order to come to a. satisfactory statement. 
It is very difficult to measure data in a quantitative way. It 
is preferable to cast the onus on to the description to 'prove' 
(test)the data. It is not really possible to ponsider the data 
apart from some kind of description of those data. We can list 
1A 
particularly emotional attack on $structural' phonology is to 
be found in Postal, Aspects of Phonological Theory. 
2 
See Sets, p2O. 
3 
For example, the difference between male and female voice pitch 
does not count as data under the theory. 
13. 
data, or count the number of instances of a given form inthe 
data, but even this constitutes a crude descrIption of those data. 
If we wish to approach the question of data, we can do, this in an 
indirect way by means of the criterion of descriptive adequacy 
It is ncut possible to produce an adequate set of statements 
about a language on the basis of insufficient data. One of the 
reasons why a statement may be refuted is that it applies to some 
data(let us say the data which one has), but that it does not 
account for some other data(the data which do not figure in the 
text, or the data which have been overlooked, either by accident 
or in order, to protect the statemerit).. 
-If 
a refuting hypothesis is 
devised which shows that the statement in question claims to have 
accounted for certaindata, but has not, in fact,. accounted for 
those data, this constitutes a successful refutation. The description. 
will have been shown. to be inadequateO The 'adequacy' of a se .t of 
statements, under Mulder's view equals the scope within which 
attempted refutations are un-successful. Therefore, we may say 
that, as successful refutations increase, the adequacy of a state- 
ment decreases. A statement which accounts for only a part of all 
relevant data will be refuted very quickly. The above point of 
view not only makes any defence of the data in terms of quantity 
unnecessary, but renders it rather futile. There is no strict 
guarantee that a vast amount of data will enable us to produce 
1 
Sets, p2O. 
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an, adequate statement, but it is more than likely that a very 
small body of data will be insufficient. What is certain is that 
deficiencies in the data become known only after description has 
begun. 
As soon as a description is made, it is held to apply, not 
only to actual data, but to any data which may be found in the 
future. The failure of the descriptive statement to account for 
data which, for some reason, are unknown or have been overlooked 
will, if acted upont result in a refutation of the existing des- 
cription, and a new one will have to be formulated in the light of 
those data which have been left unaccounted for by the description. 
In this thesis, I do'not explain all the implications of an 
axiomatic approach to phonology, for that is clearly beyond the 
scOPe of a work of this kind. However, the description is formulated 
in such a way that it can be understood in terms of the theory, and 
is, therefore, in principle testablejor consistency, and adequacy. 
This has entailed a certain degree of'explanation of the theory 
in abstracto but, where possible, I have explained the theory in 
its application to San Martin Quechua,. A 
5. Consistency and Adequacy. 
Mulder explains that: - 
"The three main requirements for a good theory are 
1 
This contingency does not constitute a refutation of the theory 
A theory is refuted whea it is shown. to be internally inconsistent, 
or inapplicable to ceitain. data. 
15. 
consistency, adequacy and simplicity. " 
1 
Given that 'description# is the result of applying a theory to 
data, it follows that a particular description is required to meet 
the same three conditions as stated above. Simplicity is the least 
important of the criteria. It assumes, it8 greatest significance 
when we arrive at two statements which we judge to be equally 
consistent and adequate. Of two such statements, we shall always 
opt for that statement which is the simpler of the two. In. my view, 
the simpler of two statements is the statement which is the more 
easily testable. 
2 
In connection with particular descriptions, it is important to 
remember that Igapst(i. e. ' data left unaccounted for)should not be 
met by the ingenious invention. Of new criteria, in-order that the 
gaps be removed at all costs. If it is found to be quite impossible 
to account for some data, it is preferable to maintain the consistency 
of that part of the description which is possible, rather than to 
introduce new criteria which, while they account for a tgapt, may 
well affect the consistency and adequacy of the total set of state- 
ments. This point has 
. 
been put succinctly by HaaS3 , who makes a 
telling criticism of American linguists in the cited article: 
"There are various methods of filling gaps. One is the 
eclectic method. It consists in freely multiplying and 
I 
Sets, p20. 
2 
See Logic, P 136-45,, and my page 84. 
3 
"Linguistic Structures"* P253. 
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and mixing principles of analysis. Whenever one 
approach is found wanting, another is adopted 
This is a way of securing empirical completeness 
at the expense of consistency. " 
I 
Therefore, if anythiag, completeness in the description is a 
secondary requirement, in the sense that, if we are forced to make 
a choice between a and b(below): - 
a. We account for a great part of the data in a consistent 
and adequate way, but leave some data undescribed. 
b. We devise new criteria in order to account for that 
small(we assumOsection, of data left undescribed in 
a. - 
we should always opt fox a i. e. we should sacrifice adequacy at the 
margins of the description rather than risk distorting the consistency 
I 
of the total descriptioii-by attempting to account for all the data 
by which ever means we find available to us. This view is in perfect, 
agreement with Martinet's classic principle that the linguist should 
not allow marginal elements to figuref in the description if their 
inclusiou means that the central parts of the description are weak- 
ened. 
2 
In addition, the observatioa Of this principle nearly always 
means that we produce a simpler(more easily testable)statement than 
we do if we "multiply and mix principles of analysis". More will be 
said about 
. 
'simplicity' and $testability' in V, 
'such descriptions are usually very difficult to test. This fact 
alone lowers their status under our view, even forgetting the 
inconsistencies likely to come about. 
"Realism versus Formalism1f, pao. 
17. 
Protocolized Data. 
I believe that a fairly large amount of protocoliz2d data 
1 
should be made accessible in the description. I have reached this 
point of view as a result of my having spent many hours trying to 
test existing statements purporting to apply to Quechua. I am far 
from convinced that a statement of the 'facts' in terms of a theory 
(even if this theory is carefully explained)should be given 
completely apart from the data to which that statement is held to 
apply. 
The present description contains a good deal of exemplification 
by way of phonetic form, in order that the reader can appreciate 
to what and how a statement applies in the description. The work 
comes to a close with a *election of sample texts in phonological 
form - these enable the reader to understand the implications of 
describing the form level of Quechua in a 'functionalist' way. 
There are good practica reasons for adopting this attitude as 
far as the description of Quechua is concerned, because relatively 
little is known in Europe about this language. Therefore, considerable 
exemplification in the form of phonetic and phonological form(s) 
is included to make_the description more readily understandable and 
testable. 
The present work is intended purely as a contribution to Quechua 
linguistic description, within the field of Amerindian linguistics as 
1 
Sets, p2O. 
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a whole, and is in no way intended as a contribution to theoretical 
linguistics. Nearly-all the theoretical points made in this thesis 
are to be found elsewhere(though not applied to the particular 
problems tackled here), mainly in Mulder's Sets, and in Poppervs 
Logic. 
There is always the possibility that a slight misinterpretation 
of these views is present and, if and when this occurs in what 
follows, it must be attributed directly to the author of the present 
description of Quechua. Criticism of any such eventuality should be 
termpered by the realisation that the author is an Amerindian 
scholar with a knowledge of linguistics, and not a linguistician 
who has set out to describe Quechua. 
19. 
11 
ASPECTS OF PHONOLOGY IN AN 'AXIOMATIC' THEORY 
1. Axioms and Definitions. 
This chapter is concerned with introducing the theoretical 
notions used to produce the present description. Before proceeding 
to explain those notions, I shall give the axioms and definitions. 
In giving these, I quote Mulder 
1 
:- 
AxiOm A: All elements in semiotic sets are functional. 
Def. la. 'Functional' for 'separately relevant to the 
purport of the whole of which it is a part'. 
lb. lsyst6m$ for 'set of functional entities'. 
Explanation 1 Nothing can be functional unless it is - in 
equivalent contexts - opposed i. e. distinctive in respect to some- 
thing else, or to the absence of any member of the same class. Non-' 
functional elements are not regarded as part of the system. 
Axiom B: Semiotic'systems may contain elements which can 
be articulated into elements which have both form 
and meaning or elements which have only form. 
Def. 2a. 'Sign' or 'symbol' for 'element in a semiotic 
system with both form and meaning, simply called 
#grammatical element'. 
2a 
1. 'Sign' for 'grammatical element with wholly 
conventional meaning'. 
1 
See Sets, plO. 
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2a 
2 
.- ISymbol"for 'grammatical element to which a 
temporary meaning can be attached by a definition'. 
2b. 'Phonological element' for 'element which has only 
forul. 
Explanation 2: The terms 'grammaticalt and #phonologicaV have a 
very special and at the samle time wide range of meaning. They merely 
refer to the two articulations me/ntioned in Axiom B. 
1 
Def-3b. : esimple semiotic system' for Isemiotic system without 
combinations of elements#. 
3c. ý lComplex semiotic system' for Isemiotic system with 
combinations of elements'.. 
3c 1*, 'Unordere d semiotic system' for Isemiotic system 
without ordering relations between elements'. 
3C @Ordered . semiotic system$ for 'complex se, miotic system 
with. ordering relations between elements#. 
3d. 'Articulated semiotic systems for 'ordered semiotic 
systenit. 
3d 'Articulation' for 'set of ordering relations between 
elements in, combinations'. 
Explanation 3: Definition 3d. is exclusive, therefore all other 
semlotic systems(i. e. simple or ordered)are unarticulated. No semiotic 
system is to be called a language unless it possesses both 
articulations. 
Def. 4a. 'Paradigmatic' for 'the oppositional or distinctive 
aspect of semiotic elements'. 
1 For the complete, Explanation, consult Sets, plO. 
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4a 
1. tParadigmatic relations" for 'relations of 
opposition between members of setst. 
4b- ISyntaonaticl for 'the articulation aspect of 
semiotic elementat. 
4b ISyntagmatir- relations' for 'ordering relations 
between elements in combinational* 
'Relations Of simultaneity$ for Inom-ordering 
relations between elements in combinations'. 
4C-- Combination' for I divisible(i. e. analysable, or 
molecular)element'. 
1 
4C vChain, for 'articulated combination i. e. syntag- 
matically divisible-elemen. M. 
2 
-4c opositions' for tsyntagmatically equivalent sections 
of a chain'. 
3 4C 'Distributional. unit#, OPOsition-group or 'field 
of relations' for 'self-contained bundle of inter- 
dependent(and therefore, infact, simultaneous) 
-positionst. 
1 
Explanation 4: By Axiom A, and the definitions connected with that 
axiom, every element in a semiotic system stands in a paradigmatic 
relation with at least one other element, or with zero. In ordered 
semiotic systems, elements may stand in syntagmatic relations with 
other elements. In the latter, there may be unordered combinations 
as well. (In grammar, one has to consider fields of relations on 
different hierarchical levels, the one at the lowest level to be 
'In 
this work, only th'e term 'distributional unit' will be used. 
I 
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called tdistributional unit'. In phonology, only one type - the 
distributional unit' - has to be considered. ) 
Def. 5. 'Element' or Isexiotic element' for Iparadigmemel 
or syntagmemel. 
5a. 'Paradigmemel for #member of a seniotic set'. 
5b. 'Syntagmemel for Oparadigmeme standing in a 
position'. 
2. 'Positions' and 'Ordering Relations'. 
The notion which Most characterises Mulder's functionalist 
theory in relation to other theories of this kind is the notion 
2 
'positionf(Def-4c This notion has a bearing on the establishment 
of the 'distributional unitf(Def-4c, 
3 
., Explanation 4), tsyllables' 
(to be defined), and ail: paradigmatic sets(Defs. 4a., 5a., 5b). 
Though the notion 'position' is important in grammar also, here I 
shall consider only its place in the theory as far as Phonology is 
concerned. 
In phonology, the elements which may occur in 'positions' are 
the phonemes 'Phonemes' are potential Isyntagmemest(Def-5b. ), in 
fact the minimum potential syntagmemes in phonology i. e. minimum 
Iparadigmemes standing in a position'(Def-5b. ). Between the 
distinctive features(to be defined)of phonemes, there are no 
ordering(syntagmatic)relations. 'Distinctive features' are para- 
digmatic features with no syntagmatic possibilities. They cannot, 
23 
Dlagram 1 
complex 
semiotic. systems 
unoil-eOred red 
one two 
articulation articulations 
4ON (into phonological 
elements and signs) 
into-phonological into grammatical 
elements elements 
into into 
signs' symbols 
t 
t 
a'. traffic signs a. Morse code arithmetic a. algebra. human 
b. commuAcation b. digital b. mathematical language 
system/bees computer logic 
Mulde0s Scheme for Semiotic. Systems 
(Froia Setsp P14), 
' 
u- nlike lphonezaes', be regarded as potential Isyntagmemes'. 
24., 
'Phonemes' can be described, but not yet defined, in the following 
three equivalent ways: - 
1. The minimum phonological elements which may be regarded 
as having position 
2. The minimum phonological elements between which there may 
be ordering relations. 
3. The minimum potential Isyntagmemes, in. phonology. 
I. 
The notions, isyntagmatic' and 'position' are thus closely related in 
the theory. As far as description 2(above)is concerned, it should be 
noted that there are not always, ordering relations between phonemes 
(see Explanation 4). An examPle which shows that this is a true state- 
ment in terms of the the6ry is provided by Castilian /bueno/. The 
combination(of phonemes)/bu/ is unordered(i. e. /b/ and /u/ are in 
relqtions of 'simultaneity'). In these positions in the distributional 
unit in Spanish, the combination /ub/ does not occur. /b/ and /u/, 
while they are in relations of simultaneity, are nevertheless single 
and separate phonemes in, Castilian. This is because, in Castilian, 
/bu/ is described as extending over two positions in the chain(see p27. 
i 
for the complete discussion of the notion 'phoneme'). Not all 
simultaneous bundles of distinctive features are single phonemes, 
for two phonemes may be in relations of simultaneity in the chain. 
An itep can only be set up as a single phoneme if it is a simultaneous 
I 
bundle of distinctive features extending over not more than one 
25. 
position in the Chain. In general, but not as a definite consequence 
of the theory in One Position we establish one, phoneme. In order 
that the above be completely clear, we must say something about 
'ordering relations'. 
In San Martin Quechua, the following two'phonetic forms occur: 
[kuZ] 
and [Euk]. In the phonological description, they will be 
established as /kuE/ and /-zuk/. The fact that these two forms are 
opposed to each other in a functional way indicates that in this 
language there are ordering relations between /k/, /u/ and /Z/. This 
is equivalent to stating that /k/, /u/ and /Z/ may be regarded as 
Isyntagmemeal(i. e. as elements standing in a position). The elements 
/k/, /u/ and /2/, considei-ed in their e4pacity as "syntagmemest, may 
be represented as u) and where-let, In# and fit 
denote the positions in which, /k/, /u/ and /E/ stand. We use gel as 
am abbreviation for explosive' 
a (position), On' for 'nuclear' 
(position), and 'it for $implosive' (p9sition). For the syntagmeme 
as an n-tuple of this form, which is relevant for a statement of the 
3 
distribution of phonemes, see Sets , and the present work, P259. 
Diagram 
Positions 
nuclear implosive 
/k/ /u/ /V 
/u/ /k/ 
ýSee 
Sets, p200-1- 
2 
The positions are underlined in this case to avoid confusion with 
the phoneMe8. 
3P117-118- 
26 
Later, the bundle of positions (explosive, nuclear, implosive)will 
be established as the 'distributional unit' and 'syllable' for 
San Martin Quechua in terms of System A. 
I 
The notion 'position' enables us to deal in a rigorous fashion 
with both the syntagmatic and the paradigmatic aspects of phonemes. 
Mulder defines the 'distributional unit' as a 'self-contained bundle 
of interdependent(and therefore, in fact, simultaneous)position8l(Def. 
3 
4c Within the bundle of positions called the 'distributional 
unit', the properties of the phonemes can, in almost every case, be 
described completely and exhaustively, 
2 
In the thesis, I refer to the distributional unit as follows - 
(e, n, i) represents a unit of three positions, where fel, In' and 
'it denote 'explosive', ! nuclear' and 'implosive' respectively. In 
System A, (e, n, J) is the distributional unit. For System B3, we 
require to consider an extra 'explosive' position, in order to handle 
forms such as /t baxa/, which has a combination in the explosive 
. 
Ira 
position. A unit with two explosive positions takes the form (el, e2, 
n, 1. ). where Ielt denotes 'first implosivet(positioa) and Ie2I denotes 
'second implosivel(position). The notion larchipositiont, which 
figures in the cases where there is a neutralisation of positions 
in the syllable, is explained in, the application in Ill(P44). 
For an explanation of I System At, see P42. 
In certain cases, notably for some neutralisations, in Quechua, we 
have to use the'accent grouplas the distributional unit. See P57-9. 
3 
For an explanation of 'System B1, see P42. 
27. 
The Definition of the 'Phoneme'. - 
Mulder 
1 
defines the 'phoneme' thus: - 
"A simultaneous bundle of distinctive features 
in phonology, which does not extend over more 
than one position in the chain. " 
We said before that between the distinctive features of phonemes 
there are no ordering relations - distinctive features have 
paradigmatic, but not syntagmatic, possibilities i. e. they may 
not be syntagmatic elements. Distinctive features are regarded 
as coming in lbundles'(N. B. A 'bundle' of one feature is not 
excluded) - between these lbundlesýbut not between the features 
which constitute the Vundle)there may be ordering' relations i. e. 
bundles of distinctive features may be syntagmatic'qlements. 
The fact that there may be instances where a given phoneme 
is not in syntagmatic relations with another phoneme in the chain2 , 
does not mean that it may no longer be regarded as a syntagmatic 
element. What is important is that there are cases where that 
phoneme may be regarded as a syntagmatic element. In contra- 
distinction to the distinctive features, the phoneme. has the 
capacity for entering into syntagmatic relations with other 
elements. 
In San Martfn Quechua, in Is' and In', the combinations /iu/ 
and /ui/ are functionally opposed - they are sequences of two 
1 
Sets, p26. 
2 
For example, Castilian /bueno/, where the phonemes /b/ and /u/ 
are in relations of simultaneity. 
28 
phonemes. The existence in the dialect of syllables such as /ýuik/ 
and /jLtk/j, which are functionally opposed to one another, indicates 
that between /u/ and /i/(above)there are ordering relations. 
ýo give a point of reference for the description, I have 
deyised a diagrammatic representation of the description of /u/ 
and /i/ in such syllables(omitting the element /k/ in fil). In 
the diagrams, OR 00 denotes 'ordering relations', and IR 
Sim I denotes 
'relations of simultaneity'. 
Note that, while there are ordering relations between the 
elements which stand in positions, there are no ordering relations 
1 
between the positions themselves 
Diagram 111 
a! 
('labial' 'vocalic') 
0 /1/ 
0 close, lspreadl)ý' 
in lel in In' 
Ro /u/ 
07 0000 palatalt Rr"m 
7ocalic') 
Ro 
f0clojB7ýRa%'m 
lrounde7t)% 
in let in In' 
The reason why the distinctive features of /i/ and /u/ are 
different in lel and In# is part of the subject matter of 4(below). 
1 
'Positions' are in relations of simultaneity. See Sets, P28. 
29. 
'Distinctive Features'. 
As I have said already, 'distinctive features' are features 
with only paradigmatic aspect i. e. they are in relations of 
simultaneity. In order to show relations of simultaneity, it is 
2 
sufficient to show non-ordering relations. By Def. 4b ., the 
notion 'simultaneity' is defined as 'non-ordering relations'. 
In San Martfn Quechua, /m/ is opposed to /n/ by virtue of the 
distinctive features 'labial' CO lapicall: 
/m/ : labial, nasal 
/n/ : apical, nasal 
This may be expressed for the description(in particular, for 
cases of neutralisation). in the manner given by the diagram below, 
which treats /m/ and /n/ as classes of distinctive features. The 
classes constituted by /m/ and /n/ are: 
/m/ : flabial, nasall 
/n/ : ýapical, nasall 
Set-theoretically: 
/m/ /n/ 
C) .'( { -\ 
30. 
The intersection of the-two classes may be the feature of an 
archiphoneme, should it be that in, a particular language the 
opposition between /m/ /\j /n/ i. e. I labial' (nasal) ,V lapicall 
(nasal)is neutralised in a certain context. Diagrams of the above 
form are used on1v where cases of neutralisation of opposition 
are concerned. If there is no neutralisation of opposition in a 
particular language between 'labial$ and lapicall(nasals), we 
should have no reason. for considering an intersection of classes. 
Intersection of classes of distinctive features is of interest 
only where there is a tentative neutralisation, for in the absence 
of sucli a neutralisationx classes of distinctive features(phonemes) 
are disjoint. 
A typical situation 
izL-a language for-a classification into 
distinctive features might be as follows: 
SERIES 
ORDER 
occlusive nasal 
la. bial. p 
apical. t 
ThR use of the notions IserieO and 'order# is a hall-mark of 
'functionalist' linguistics. Mulder explains the notions 'series' 
and 'order! in the following waY: - 
The notions are used by Martinet, EGL, 3.15; also, by Mulder, 
Sets, P115. 
31. 
'T..... torders' and Iseriest are sets of disjoint(non- 
overlapping)8ubsets of phonemes having in realisation 
roughly the same 'placet(orders)and the same #model 
(series)of articulation. " 
I- 
tSeriest are subsets such as 'occlusive',, 'fricativel, $nasaV, 
'-sibilant', Ivocalic' etc.. tOrders' are subsets such as ? labial', 
lapicall, 'palatal', tvelarl, ýIuvularf. Which 'series' and 'orders' 
we establish, of course, depends on the phonological system. and 
subsystems of a particular language. 
By classifying phonemes in series and orders on the basis, of 
distinctive features, we arrive at what is termed the over-all 
systen(based on., distinctive features). A good initial hypothesis 
for the over-all system for mestizo Spanish(Lamas, 4isa)would be 
the following: 
voiced 
occlusive 
unvoiced 
occlusive 
fticative nasal trill 
Ivocalic 
labial 
-b p f M U 
simple d t n r 
complex z 
Idorsal 9 k x 
LUnclassified: /1/] 
ý7 
It may not always be possible to bring every phoneme under such a 
classification. In many languages /r/, 'for example, is not opposed 
P115. 
to any other *trill' phoneme. Assuming, for argument, that in 
zestizS SpanIsbL /r/ is not opposed to the phoneme /r/, we should 
have to omit /r/ from the over-all system.. It is important that 
we understand exactly why this is the case. It is not permissible 
to have a subsystem with the following characteristics: 
22/ý/Z/ 
nasal trill 
. sizmple a r 
complex n 
This is because there is no way by which 'simple$ can be shown to 
32. 
be a feature of /r/. The phoneme /r/ is said to be outside the 
sYster. We. say that it has only the feature Ir-ness'. A situation 
io 
very similar to the aboveýrholds in San Martin Quec4ua for the phoneme 
'It also comes about in San Martin Qjuechua that /k/ is outside 
the system, for it cannot be shown to have the feature 'occlusive': 
occlu. sive,,.. nasal 
labial p m 
apical n 
palatal 
(dorsal k) 
The phoneme /k/ is outside the system, and has only the feature 
lk-aess'.. 
We arrive at subsystems of the type discussed in this section 
33. 
oxx the basis of 'connective opposition classest(see p118). I 
will demonstrate how we arrive at connective opposition classes 
in San Martin Quechua in V111. 
The notion 'distinctive feature$ in the true functionalist 
sense has little or no relation to the Jakobsonian notion 
'distinctive feature#. 
1 
Given that extensions of Jakobsonian 
phonology have been taken up recently with specific reference to 
Quechua 2, I shall devote some space here to explaining some of the 
more important differences between Jakobsonian $distinctive features' 
and true functionalist #distinctive features'. In the functionalist 
scheme, the distinctive features of phonemes in a particular 
language are always stat6d as the outcome or product of a network 
Of Oppositions between, phonemes in. that particular language,. In 
this scheme, the phonemes of one particular language have no relation 
whatever to Phonemes in another language(no matter how close the 
approximation between two sets of distinctive features, or between 
two phonetic realisations). If /r/ in language _A. and 
/r/ in language 
B. both may be described as simultaneous bundles of the features 
'simple, trills, they are regarded as different phonemes, for they 
belong to different systems. In the functionalist scheme, 'distinctive 
featuresl(and phonemes)are particular to each language. In Jakobson's 
scheme, 'distinctive features' are. universals. He holds that the 
Preliminaries to Speech Analysis, 
See under PARKER, G. J. in BIBLIOGRAPHY AND REFERENCES. The Working 
Papers in Linguistics bulletin is privately circulated, and the 
author's permission has not been received for citing specific 
sections of the article mentioned. 
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phonemes of all languages may be described in terms of a limited 
set of binary oppositions between universal features. 
1 
In such a 
system, it is possible to have the same phoneme /r/ in two different 
languages, if in both cases the item in question can be shown to 
utilise the same features out of the universal set of oppositions. 
This trend of thought lies at the basis'of recent attempts in 
Quechua linguistics to establish a generative phonology for certain 
dialects. 2 
5.! Distinctive Features in Subsystems. 
It will often be the case that the set of distinctive features 
established for a phoneme in a subsystem may not. be established 
for that same phoneme in the over-all system, (either for consonants 
or for vowels , or in 
the over-all inventory(of Consonants and 
vowels). 
3 
A good example is provided by the phoneme /u/ in San MartIn 
Quechua. As will. be shown later, /u/ operates in all three positions 
in the syllable in System A-i. e. in let, In' and tit. In the 
peripheral positions (t, el and tit), /u/ Commutes with /p tkmn 
rs1.0/. In the consonantal system, /u/ has the 
features 'labial, vocalict: - 
Preliminaries-to Speech Analysis, P18 et seq 
2 
See Footnote 2, P33. 
3We 
term 'consonantal' those items which may only come in peripheral 
Positions. We term 'vocalic' those items which may only come in 
nuclear position. See 1V. 
35. 
unvoiced ce vo nasal sibilant vocalic 
occlusive occlusive 
labial pmu 
apical tns 
palatal na 
[Unclassified: /k/, /1/, '/r/] 
In the nuclear position in System A, /u/ commutes with /a i/. A 
tentative classification which suggests itself is the following: 
open close 
rouaded au 
spread 
Such tentative systems were ruled out on P32. The phoneme /a/ can 
not be shown to have the feature #rounded# in thQ absence of an 
'Open' Phoneme which is not $-rounded'. The phoneme /a/ lies outside 
the system - it has the feature la-ness% Given this, it follows 
that /i/ and /u/ are outside the system also - they have the features 
7i-nessf and lu-ness' respectively. In the vocalic system, and over- 
all Anveniory, ju/ has the feature lu-ness'. 
'Syntagmatict, Iýaradigmaticl and 'Position'. 
Diagram 1V On P36 illustrates the relations which hold between 
a paradigmatic class with the members fp, t, k, m, n, 11, Z, Zp it ul 
which occurs in lei. This is an imaginary paradigmatic class. In a 
hypothetical language, this class could constitute a 'position class, 
in let, or a tcommutation class", but the class does not correspond 
1 
see Sets, p115- 
36 
Diagram 1V. 
to any class in the description of San MartIn Quechua. It is 
used here merely as an illustration. 
In the, diagram, Isyntagmatic' relations hold between 
1ý. Any member of the class in, let 
and b (a, 
37. 
'Paradigmatic$ relations hold between any member of the class in 
let and any other member of that class. This is equivalent to 
stating that the members of the class in let may be regarded as 
'paradigmemes' i. e. as /p/, /t/, /k/, etc., or as I. paradigmemes 
standing in a positiont(Isyntagmemes'), which we may represent as 
(e, p), (e, Q, (t, k) and so on, in which case we take the element 
in question along with the position in which it occurs. 
7. Some Definitions. 
At this point, I would like to give a set of definitions which 
are relevant for the phonological description which follows. Some 
of these definitions have been given already, but they should be 
viewed now along with thq definitions of other models given below, 
therefore I have drawn tc5gether several definitions here. 
Def. I 'simultaneous bundle of distinctive features 
'phonemes 
in phonology, which does not extend over more 
than one positionin the chain' 
, 
Def. 2. 'paradigmatic feature in phonology#(Def. 4a., 
'distinctive 
, feature$ Explanation 1), OR 'feature which distinguishes 
(or sets tkp a relation of opposition)between 
a phoneme and any other member of the same set' 
Def 3. 'substitution of one member of a set occurring 
$commutation$ 
in a position by another member of the same set 
(which member mu8t be capable of occurring in 
38. 
Def. 4* 
Idistributional 
unit$ 
Def - 5ý 
syllable 
that position, too)" 
: -. 'self-contained bundle of interdependent 
positions, within which the properties of the 
phonemes can be described exhaustively' 
1 
: -'a simultaneous bundle of positions which is 
a subset Of a simultaneous bundle of positions. 
called a distributional unit, which subset 
contains an explosive, a nuclear and an implosive 
position or position-group' 
Def. 6. #the re. lation of a form with regard to all forms 
'distinctive 
function' to. which it is opposed by commutation' 
Def. 7. 'suspension of distinctive function' 
Ineutralisations 
Def. 8. 'the product of a neutralisation' OR 'a phoneme 
larchiphonemet 
in, a subsystem which, when projected into the 
over-all system, is represented there by two 
2 
or more phonemeslý 
The explanation of Def. syllable' , which is conceived as a 
subset of the 'distributional unit', will be given in 111. 
Those operations demonstrated by Mulder in "Classificatory 
3 
Calculus and Ordering Relationst' , are applied in V111. These 
1 
For the source of this definition, see Sets p24. 
2 
See Sets , P114 
3Sets,. Ill, p115. 
T 
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,, 
operations are important for thelestablishment of the distinctive 
features of phonemes, but also have an important bearing on the 
problear of the 'bilingual systems 
I 
as approached in this thesis. 
These operations enable us to perform as penetrating an anlysis 
as has been possible to date in establishing such systems. To explain 
the procedures involved in the 'classificatory calculus# at this 
stage would be to repeat what Mulder has already explained very 
clearly in Sets(13-1), with reference to Pekingese. In V111 of the 
present work, howevers the definitions of the relevant classes and 
the procedures by which'those classes are established will be given 
in, the course of the description. 
8. Explanation and Testa'ýilitY- 
-This brief explanatLil of, the models used to produce the present 
description will, I believe, serve as a useful preliminary to the 
application of the theory. Throughout the application, however, 
the description. and how it is arrived 'at under the theory is ex- 
plained and'referenceiare made in the Footnotes to the "Axioms and 
6efinitions" given. in. 1. of this chapter, and to relevant sections 
of Sets. Needless to say, consultation. of Mulder's book, particular- 
ly of Chapter 111, will bring the reader many advantages when he 
comes to read the present work, for clearly I cannot hope to achieve 
the completeness of explication attained in Sets. 
See P42- 
11 "ýV. -",:.. 
40. 
This is not to say that the explanation given here, along with 
that to be given in the course of the description, will not be 
sufficient to enable the reader 
a. To understand this description in terms of the 
'axiomatic' theory used 
and b. To test the description for consistency and adequacy. 
If the explanation given does not enable the reader to carry out 
a and b(above), there are grounds for criticism of the work. 
9. The Problem. of 'Spanish' Forms* 
In order that the present description be understood clearly, 
the limits of a strict. 1y synchronic approach must be realised. By 
Isynchronict, I mean 'performed with reference to one system at one 
point of time$. It is Particularly important to realise the limits 
of synchronic description when we attempt to describe those elements, 
which We recognise by diachronic criteria to be 'Spanish'. By 
Idiachron-ic criterial, I mean 'criteria which involve reference to 
either more than one system or to more than one, point of time(in. the 
history of a language) 
By diachronic criteria, we can state that the elements /b dg 
fxe o/ occur mainly, but not exclusively, in 'extraneous' forms, 
Iforeignisms', 'Spanish loans' or 'Spanish' forms, depending on 
our choice of terminology. I use the term 'Spanish form' in the 
thesis. When we describe an element in this way, what we are stating 
1 
There is an element'of re-definition which may be signalled here. 
Traditionally, the terms Isynchronic' and tdiachronic' have been 
regarded as having only temporal reference. 
41. 
is that, on the whole, it occurs in forms which are formally 
similar to mestizo Spanish 
1. 
This is a diachronic statement, in 
that it does not confine itself to the description of one set of 
data at one point of time, but makes a cross-reference to another 
system. 
It would be very 
ýonvenient if there existed a criterion by 
which an element such as /f/ in San Martin Quechua could be 
demonstrated to be 'extraneous' without such a cross-reference to 
mestizo Spanish i. e. if there were a purely 8ynchronic procedure 
for establishing marginality or extraneity. There does not, however, 
appear to be any means by which such a conclusion might be reached 
within the bounds of one dynchronic description. This conclusion 
can Only be reached in au intuitive way by a (diach-ronic)comparison 
Of two(or more)synchronic descriptions. 
the description, I isolate a set of forms in which /b dg 
fxe 0/ occur on the basis of their formal similarity to Spanish. 
This decision is perforce diachronic, and arbitrary. In fact, some 
items resist even. this intuitive description. The phoneme /1/, for 
example, occurs in a set of (diachronically), quechual forms, and 
in a set of (diachronically)tSpanishl forms. In the former, it occurs 
in let; in the latter, it occurs in Oil. This suggests that, when /l/ 
comes in fell it is 'Quechua', but, when /l/ comes in $it, it is 
$Spanish#. In fact, such a decision is very difficult to maintain 
1 
Nowhere in the thesis ýs any reference made to Castilian in this 
connection. 
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in the description. - The element /l/ is best regarded as neither 
'Spanish' nor #Quechual(in the sense referred to here); it will 
be included in both systems which we establish to account for the 
data - the phoneme /l/ figures in both my System A and my System 
BY In spite of this kind of difficulty, most diachronic 'loans' 
can be isolated. In the thesis, I describe the data 1. without 
the diachronic #loans', and 2. with the diachronic 'loans'. The 
two systems arrived at are called System A(l) and System B(2). 
It must be stressed that there is no way of stating that /b, dg 
fxe o/ are 'extraneous', except by a diachronic argument. 
The synchronic procedures which I outline in the. course of the 
description can bring no more than a measure of reinforcement to 
the diachronic ar. gumeiit. 
The following definitions must be noted in connection with I 
this problem: 
'bilingual data' - $data with intuitively observable foreign 
(in this case, Spanish)elements in itt. 
'bilingual system" - #system in which a set of forms has been 
specified as foreign(in this case, Spanish)' 
'Spanish forms or - $element which is formally similar to a 
'extraneous form' 
or $foreign form$ member of another system(in this case, 
Spanish) I 
see p126-33 P-a-r-sim- 
43. 
In spite of the fact that we cannot, solely by reference to one 
system, or within the bounds of one description, demonstrate that 
an element such as /f/ is extraneous 
1, I do not reject as useless 
the exploration of the implications of such elements in the system. 
On the contrary, several interesting issues emerge which lead us 
to a greater understanding of the system. 
Much space is devoted to these matters in the thesis, where the 
procedures are made quite clear, and the permissible synchronic 
arguments are set down. The purpose of this short note is to 
emphasise the fact that the. above-mentioned set of forms cannot be 
isolated by synchronic., criteria. The notion of a 'loan' does not 
figure in this(nor, perhaps, in any)synchronic theory. 
1 
In order that such a conclusion(or any conclusion, for that matter) 
be demonstrated, it would have to be shown to be a logical follow- 
on from certain initial conditions either in the theory or in the 
description. I doubt yery much if such a demonstration can be found. 
44 
'DISTRIBUTIONAL UNIT' AND ISYLLABLEI 
Preliminary Tests. 
3 
For 'distributional unit', see Def-4c (11), and Sets, p25- 
26. 
A unit of three positions enables us to give a straightforward 
and exhaustive description of a very large set of forms in the 
data(at a rough estimate, 90percent). In this model, the three 
positions are called 'explosivet, Inucleart and 'Jinplosivel -I 
abbreviate these terms to le't 'a' and $it respectively. I refer 
to the unit as a whole as (e, n, i). * The model applies to the data 
in the following way(notq that I anticipate a later description which 
establishes the items in. the positions as phonemes): - 
Fig. I 
/Uik/ 
rs ik/ 
/uao/ 
/tao/ 
/kag/ 
/uau/ 
/-cuk/ 
9- 
T-i 
iiIk 
s 
. u 
LýLlksaj "belly" 
[-ciZsikc] 11OW111 
! Laýt a "year" 
Iýaýt a "father" 
[LaZna] "this way" 
[1! ýauki] "brother" 
[Z4k-ca] "hair" 
45. 
This set corresponds formally in most, but not all, cases to 
the set which, by diachronic criteria, we call fouechuat. 
There is a small set of forms which cannot be handled with a 
three-position-unit, unless we allow complex items to figure in 
lei. 
1 
These are forms such as [_bwenu] and [fjesta]. Unless we 
allow complex items in lei, these require a unit of four 
positions. This unit differs from (e, a, i) in that it has two 
'explosive' positions, 'ell and le2f. This unit applies to the 
data in the following way 
a 
:- 
Fig. 11. 
/bueO/ 
/f ies/ 
/tieN/ 
/briN/ 
/kuaN/ 
e2 11 
b u e 
[t 
e 
b 
k 
r 
u 'a 
[! Lw4nul Iffinell 
[Sjjeýsta] "party" 
[. jjLmpu] "time" 
[Irfnka] "leap" 
[lSw; nde] "then" 
Once we have reached this point, we have made a reasonable start 
to describing the system. The above preliminary test for the 
distributional unit suggest s that, broadly speaking, there are 
two sets of forms in. the data. The set which can be described by 
Non-compleX items are I items such as /p/. /t/, /k/ etc. Complex 
items are items such as /ti 
' 
/, /pl/ etc., which may be described 
as one or two phonemes, depending on the distributional unit chosen. 
2 
For a more complet6 account, see P46 et sect, P214 et seq 
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a unit of four positions corresponds formally in most, but not 
all,, cases to the set which, by diachronic criteria, we call 
'Spanish'. 
The choice of the distributional unit is not an easy one. There 
are several alternative descriptions which can be made(not all 
equally satisfactory, however), of which I shall discuss four 
here. To discuss more than four would complicate the description 
without giving additional information. The four alternatives which 
:I shall discuss here are: 
We can describe all the -data with a unit of four positions. 
This is the unit (el, e2, n, i)* 
We can describe one set of forms with the three-position unit 
'(e, n, i), and the rest with the four-position unit (el, e2, 
n, i). This way, we establish two unrelated systems at the 
first level. 
We can describe all the data with & three-position unit 
(e, n, i), and allow a complex item in Is'. 
We can arbitrarily exclude the diachronically 'Spanish$ forms, 
thereby rendering the data describable, without complexes in 
let, by the three-position unit (e, n; i). 
Alternative 1: this description uses a unit (el, e2, n,, i). If 
we apply this unit, it is found that the contrast between fell 
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and le2l is neutralised when we describe certain forms, and a 
subset 'El is the product of the neutralisation. The product of 
a neutralisation of positions is called an archiposition 
1, 
and can 
be shown diagrammatically to be conceived as the intersection of 
two classes(in this case, tell and le2l): - 
Fig. 111. 
The Archiposition 'El 
From the distributional unit (el, e2, n, i), two subsets can be 
established. These are (el, e2, n, i) and (E, n, i). These subsets 
are termed 'syllables'. The definition of the 'syllable' is: - 
'a simultaneous bundle of positions which is a subset 
of a simultaneous bundle of positions called a 
SetS, p105. 
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distributional unit, which subset contains an 
explosive, a nuclear and an implosive position 
or position-groupl(See Def. 5., P38). 
The reason for establishing the archiposition 'EI(and hence a 
subset I(E, n, i)')can be shown by the example of the potential 
syllable /kuk/: - 
Fig. lV. 
a. 
b. 
el e2 ni 
kk 
9f kuk 
No decision is possible as to which position the first /k/ belongs, 
In fact, 'both the above interpretations are untenab 
I 
le in terms of 
the theory, because lot"(-zero) in both a. and b. is meaningless. 
There is no phoneme which can come in 'e2* in a., nor in fall in 
k- The item /k/ must be given as standing in an archiposition tEl, 
which position stands for both 'ell and le2l. The correct descrip- 
tion of /kuk/ in terms of the theory is: - 
Fig. V. 
LJ 
1k I 
_____ 
u 
- 
k 
____ 
There is no doubt that one can arrive at a consistent and adequate 
description of the data with this model. A random set of forms 
1 
$Zero# is used to indicate a position which can be filled. Unless 
we maintain this, any number of Izeros, may be given in a form. 
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from the data would be described as follows: 
Fig. V1. 
/plaN/ 
/kuk/ 
/rar/ 
/briN/ 
/kag/ 
/0a2/ 
rcuk/ 
/tieN/ 
el e2 n 
p1 a 
k u k 
r a r 
r N 
t 
k 
[plantanul "banana" 
LrimAkuk] "one who 
speaks" 
[IaLrka] "barrancoll 
[ýrfnka] "leap" 
[hLsna] "this way" 
L'- a] 2-ZP "earth" 
LZuk-caj "hair" 
[ 11 Lem! RU ] "time" 
There is one drawback irv. this description. It involves assigning 
most of the forms which are a majority and, in most cases, 
diachronically 'Quechua', to a subset which is included in (el, e2, 
n, i), which unit of four positions is only necessary because of 
the minority set of forms which, in most cases, is diachronically 
$Spanish'. For the sake of a small number of forms in the data, we 
use the unit (el, e2, n, i). In. this description, the majority set 
of forms is allocated to the subset (E, n, i). Theoretically, there 
can be no objection to this, for it is a matter of pure coincidence 
that the majority set of forms may be handled in a satisfactory way 
only by a 'syllable' which has a greater extension than that required 
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for the majority set of-forms. The archiposition 'El is a 
product-of tell and le2l. Without lel. 1 and le2l, there would be 
no 'El. In the description, this means that there would be no 
syllable /tOaO/ without a form /tra/(and the diachronically 
'Quechua' /ta/ has to be described as /tOaO/). This suggests that 
without the 'Spanish' forms, there would be no $Quechua' forms. 
This description is pragmatically difficult to accept, given our 
strong intuitions that a minority set of forms is being allowed 
to dictate the description. 
Alternative 2: we could recognise that one set of forms can be 
described by (el, e2, a, i), and another by (e, n, i), and describe 
the two gets accordingly. This would mean setting up two separate 
systems right away, because (el, e2, n, i) and (e, n, i) are un- 
related units. They are not related in the way that (el, e2, n, i) 
and (E, a, i) are'related, with IEI < 'ell X Ie2l. This method has 
the apparent advantage of being more, straightforward than Alternative 
I(it involves no archiposition), but involves apriorism which will 
become clear if we consider the following theoretical problem, which, 
of course, has implications in the description. Consider the form 
/tra/ - in (el, e2, n, i), this would be described as /traO/. Now 
consider the form /ta/. This form would have to be described in 
(el, e2, n, i), given the occurrence of /tra/ - it would be given 
as /tOaO/. But now consider /Za/ - there is no form /gXa/(where OXI 
denotes any phoneme or archiphoneme)which would allow us to give 
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/-sa/ as /90aO/, 'therefore /Z/ would be described in (e, a, i) 
as /i; a/. It results from this that /ta/ and /9a/ would have to 
be given as members of. different systems, and the diachronically 
#Quechua' system loses, in /ta/, one of its syllables par excellence. 
By giving /tOaO/, in this description, and /ZaO/, we assign /ta/ 
and /ga/ to dif-ferent systems, because (el, e2, n, i) and (e, n, i) 
are unrelated models. This is quite different from (el, e2, n, i) 
and (E, n, i), which are subsets of one distributional unit leading 
to two subsystems of one and the same system. If we set up two un- 
related systems, we are faced, in several cases, as well, with the 
dilemma of knowing in which system to place a given sequence of 
phonemes. These are suffidient reasons for ruling out Alternative 
2. 
In this description, the final result is that no system can be 
set up for (el, e2, n, i) - the forms which require this unit are 
too few in number to be established in a system on their own. 
I" 
. 1here 
is the added difficulty that the establishment of two 
unrelated systems 'cuts across' the set of diachronic 'Spanish 
forms' - elements such as /sol/(a diachronic 'Spanish formt)may 
be described in (e, n, 
Alternative_3: this alternative is simpler than Alternative 1, 
because, by using a unit (e, n, i) to describe all forms in the 
data, we do not have to consider the archiposition, and the two 
Subsystems which are a consequence of establishing two syllables. 
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Also, this description does not bring the pragmatically undesirable 
consequence that the majority set of forms is, as it were, on a 
lower level than the minority set. 
However, one very serious(and, I believe, insurmountable) 
problem comes with this description. The form /tra/ is described in 
the following way: 
Fig. V11. 
e 
tr 
That is, we have to include-a complex in le'. If we use (e, n, J), 
we cannot establish /t/ and /r/ as separate phonemes - if we are to 
establish /tr/ as a phonQlogical element, it is a single phoneme. 
In describing two syllakes such as /taN/ and /tra*N/, /t/ would be 
opposed to /tr/ in 'el: 
Fig. V111. 
N 
Vr 
Given that /tr/ occurs in one position, it has to be treated as a 
single phoneme. The element /tr/ is a simultaneous bundle([rt] does 
not figure in this position)extending over only one position in the 
chain - i. e. one phoneme. 
It is totally impractical to establish a system for San Martfn 
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Quechua phonology which includes complexes such as /pl/ in the 
inventory and over-all system as single phonemes. The distinctive 
features of these phonemes cannot be established without yielding 
absurdities in the system. For instance, /p/ is opposed to /pl/, 
let us say, by the feature 'lateral' or 'liquid', but to /pu/ by 
the feature 'vocalic', and to /pr/ by the feature 'trill' and so. 
on. This particular problem has no ready solution. Even if we were 
able to overcome this problem of distinctive features, we should 
have an inventory of some forty-two phonemes. 
In the face of these problems, we could decide to omit the 
elements such as /pl/, /fr/, /tr/ etc., but this 'cuts across' the 
diachronically 'Spanish' tet for the same reason as Alternative 2 
i. e. some diachronically., 'Spanishl elements(e. g. /sol/)may be des- 
cribed without too much difficulty in (e, n, i). 
Before discussing Alternative 4,1 shall review the general 
situation. We have a diachronically 'quechual set of forms which 
can be described with a three-position unit, and a diachronically 
'Spanish' set of, forms which require a four-position unit. A small 
set of diachronically 'Spanish' elements may be described by a 
three-position unit, but, as far as I know, only two diachronically 
'Quechua' forms could conceivably require a four-position unit. 
1 
If we use two distributional units (el, e2, n, i) and (e, n, 
as well as encountering the difficulties described on p50-1, we 
have the undesirable consequence that some of the 'Spanish' forms 
II 
refer to [wambra](baby), 
[EAngwa](leaf). 
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are described in (e, n, i), while others are not(those which 
require a four-position unit). The set which require a four-position 
unit are simply too few in number to constitute a system 
similar thing happens when we attempt to describe all the data 
with the three-position unit - the elements which require a four- 
position unit prove unworkable, but other 'Spanish' forms are 
described. We describe /sol/, but not /briNka/. 
believe that we must either describe all the 'Spanish' forms 
or none at all. I can see no significant increase in our knowledge 
coming about by our describilng roughly half of the 'Spanish' forms 
together with the 'Quechua' forms, and leaving the other half out 
of the description completely. If we agree that to do this would be 
unsatisfactory, we can riarrow our range of alternatives to 1 and 
1. We include extraneous, 'Spanish' forms, and proceed to use aI 
unit of four-positions throughout - (el, e2, n, 
We omit the extraneou-s, 'Spanish' forms altogether on 
diachronic grounds, and proceed to describe the remaining 
('Quechual)forms with a three-position unit - (e, n, i). 
If we opt for 1. we have to accept the counter-intuitive'result 
that the 'Spanish$ set of forms 'dictates' the whole description, 
including that of the 'Quechua$ forms. In fact, if we include the 
diachronically 'Spanish' forms, there are grounds for the argument 
that the system at which one arrives is no longer an autonomous 
'Quechua' system. I can assure the reader that bona fide Quechua 
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(diachronically speaking)can be described by a unit of three 
positions. 
My description of Quechua is quite different from Bloomfieldian 
ones - in the latter descriptions, 'Spanish' forms are included 
apparently ad hoc 
1 in the system for Quechua, without any hint of 
descriptive consequences. It is usually the case that, im a Bloom- 
fieldian scheme, there are no consequences. 
Under a functionalist view, there are descriptive consequences 
involved in Alternative 1. These can be avoided by opting for 
Alternative 4, but only at ýhe expense of leaving a set of forms 
in the data undescribed, 
Firstly, I shall formulate a system according to Alternative 
this system corresp6ýds to the diachronically quechua systen. 
shall then formulate a system according to Alternative 1- this 
I 
system corresponds to the diachronically 'mixed' Quechua-Spanish 
system. The former I call System A; the latter I call System B. 
One of the notable conclusions to arise out of this dual des- 
cription is that the gLata which we call(intuitively)'Quechual is 
not described in the same way in Systems A and B. The inclusion of 
'Spanish' forms in the description does not merely entail 
describing the Quechua forms, then 'tagging on' to them the Spanish 
forms. 
This point may be schematized in the following way: - 
In the absence of expianation, this is exactly the appearance of 
these descriptions. 
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Data 
$Quechua formal 
$Quechua forms' 
.9 + 'Spanish forms' S 
Description 
System A('Quechua'system) 
System B(Imixed' system) 
System B does not include System A, although, diachronically, the 
data has the same intuitively observable set 
_q 
of $Quechua forms' 
throughout. To give one example: - 
Data Description 
[riptiul(Q) /riptiN/('Quechual system) 
[riptin](Q) 
" [pýka] 
/riBtin/(Imixed' system) 
" [bSka] (S) 
The inclusion of /b/ entaiis a neutralisation in System B, and an 
archiphoneme /B/ in System B. The form 
[rIptin] is diachronically 
#Quechua', but is described as /riRtiN/ in the Quechua System A 
and as /riBtiN/ in the mixed System B. 
In this description, the 'Quechua' system secures autonomy only 
via a diachronic decision to limit the data. Synchronically, we 
cannot arrive at other than a 'mixed' system. 
Contrary to a Bloomfieldian description(which betrays 'Spanish' 
elements, but is not 'mixed' 
1 ), where, 'Spanisht forms are apparently 
included ad hoc into the system and without consequence, in a 
functionalist system the 'Spanish' elements have implications through- 
out the system. In the course of the description, one of the points 
1 
Bloomfieldians do'not specify diachronic loans from Spanish in their 
systems. 
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to emerge will be the great difference between the application 
of a 'European' theory to this kind of data as compared with that 
of a Bloomfieldian one. I have chosen Mulder's theory for this 
description for reasons already stated, but we may note that with 
Martinet's phoneme theory more than one of the conclusions reached 
in this thesis can be stated, albeit in a rather more intuitive 
and'less rigorous fashion. 
2. The Distributional Unit-and Neutralisation. 
In San Martla Quechua, there is a form Lkimpa], which poses a 
problem when we come to appýy the distributional unit of three 
positions(SYstem A), and of four positions(System B). There are 
good grounds for stating that [m] in this form is not the realisation 
of'the phoneme /m/,, butýlof an archiphoneme INI. It we exclude the 
contexts /-u/, /-i/, no oppositions between nasals 
are. possible before any phoneme. 
Applying the three-position distributional unit Of System A to 
[kampa], we come to the syllables /kaN/ and /paO/(assuming further 
phonological operatio. ns which establish the phonemes and the archi- 
phoneme). It is laid down by the theory that no phoneme outside 
a distributional unit(in this description the 'distributional unit' 
is the Isyllablel)may act as a context for any phoneme inside that 
unit. Now, it is very likely in this case that the context for the 
1 
See V, of the present work for a complete discussion of this 
neutr7alisation. 
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neutralisation is the phoneme /p/. This phoneme lies outside the 
distributional unit in which the proposed neutralisation is held 
to occur. 
In this case, we must con-sider a distributional unit of greater 
extension than the Isyllablel(of three positions), if we wish to 
regard the phoneme /p/ as a context for this neutralisation. The 
required unit coincides with the'accent group of the form in question, 
which accent group has greater extension than the phonetic syllable 
in question(the phonetic syllable in which the conditions for 
neutralisatioa come about). 
. 
The accent group for [kimpal is provided 
by [k5mp]. This enables us to regard /p/ as one of the generating L 
contexts for thisneutralisation(there are other such contexts - 
/t/, etc. ). 1. . 
Although undoubtedly a difficult case for the description, the 
instances of the 'failure2 of the distributional unit of positions 
are not sufficiently numerous to justify a complete rejection of 
the distributional unit(syllable)of three POsitiOns(System Mor 
four positions(System B). The great majority of forms can be handled 
with that unit of three positions without difficulty, therefore it 
would run counter to functionalist policy to dispense with the three 
position unit for the sake of a limited set of forms in San MartIn 
Quechua. In addition, no alternative presents itself which is more 
consistent, adequate and simple than that of using the accent group 
as the distributional unit within which this neutralisation occurs. 
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The neutralisation. can be conceived of as occurring before a 
phoneme in the same accent group. 
Such combinations of phonemes at the end of accent distributional 
units also have a bearing on certain aspects of variance. In 
particular, they enable us to get over the problem of the form 
Lki3ga], where I establish [g] in System A as a combinatory variant 
of /k/. If we did not have this kino of distributional unit, we 
should be faced with a problem in stating in which context /k/ has 
a combinatory variant realisation [g]. By using the 'accent group' 
criterion, we avoid the difficult problem of having the nasal 
(the context for [g])as the realisation of a phoneme outside the 
distributional unit in wkiich Lg] is held to occur as a variant of 
/k/. If we use the 'accent group' criterion, we may state that [g] 
after nasal at the end of an accent group is a combinatory variant 
of /k/, provided that we have demonstrated that the other require- 
ments for combinatory variance are fulfilled. 
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iv 
THE BLOOMFIELDIAN 'SYLLABLE' 
The model for the 'syllable' advocated in 111 gives rise to 
phonological statements which are radically different from and, 
in large part. opposed to the Bloomfieldian statements which have 
been put forward by Quechua scholars. In view of this, I have 
devoted a short chapter to the application of Mulder's 'syllable'. 
In this chapter, statements produced by the syllable (e, a, i) 
applied to the data are compared with Bloomfieldian syllabic state- 
ments which, in turn, derive from the Bloomfieldian notion of 
isyllablel, which is quite different from that used here. 
Most descriptions of- ýyllables in. Quechua have. assumed a priori 
an absolute dichotomy between consonants and vowels. These are not 
my notions - they have been defined in several different ways, but 
in the majority of cases they have been assumed be primitive terms. 
Ja my opinion, this assumption is questionable but, for the sake of 
this chapter, I also assume that they are primitive terms. My own 
definitions of 'consonant' and 'vowel#, which are derived from the 
notion of 'syllable' used here, are given later in the present chapter. 
1 
Syllabic structures are characterised in Bloomfieldian statements 
by way of a series of hypotheses of the form ICVI, ICVCI and so on, 
where ICI = 'consonant' and IV$ = 'vowel$. To cite an example: 
See Sets, p2, l-61 for discussion of 'syllable'. 
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wa-way-ni-ku-na-wan-ga 
cv cvc cv cv cv cvc cv 
This is reasonably satisfactory if we work in an inductive way, 
because a form such as [wAwa] appears to present patterning 
CV-CV. In fact, we are so used to finding a form such as this 
described as CV-CV that we might be forgiven for thinking that 
this is the, only way to describe it. This description stands or 
falls with the assumption that Quechua(or any language, for that 
matter)has only 'C' and tV'. A simple set-theoretical representation 
will show that logically the assumption is untenable. It does not 
rule out in an acceptable way(e. g. by a t. heory)two further classes 
which are logically possible. Logically, we have the following: 
Fig. 1. 
-c--y. - 
C-V.,, Cv -cv 
In Bloomfieldian descriptions, the claoses 'CV' and I-C -VI are 
not ruled out by a theory. As it stands, the Bloomfieldian scheme 
does not permit elements which are neither 'C' nor IV$, nor does 
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it permit elements which'are both ICI and IV'. Therefore, we must 
take it that, for the Bloomfieldians, the following scheme is 
axiomatic: 
Fig. ii. 
- 
If we do not have ICI and IV' as disjoint, classes, and give this 
as an axiom, which Bloomfieldian scholars have not done, we can 
only conclude that they have failed to take account of the classes 
tCVI and I-C -VI. No matter how we view it, the Bloomfieldian 
#syllable' is imprecise and ad hoc(it is not the product of a well- 
formulated theory). The terms ICO and IV' are not primitive. It is 
equally untenable to maintain that ICI and IV' are disjoint classes 
- jakobson, for example, establishes phonemes which have both 
consonantal-and vocalic features. 
1 
It is purely arbitrary to say that 
Lwai] 
= ICVCt. In an equally A 
arbitrary way, I may argue that 
[wai] 
= ICVVI, with 
[1] 4 'C', but 
AA 
See Preliminaries to Speech Analysislplg. 
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= 'Vt. It is easily seen why Bloomfieldians who use this quasi- 
model(it is not a 'model' in the sense used here, for it is not 
established as a component in a theory)have insisted on giving 
forms such as 
[J] in [waj] as instances of ICI. If [1] were given 
as IV', we should have a syllable ICVVI, There is no reason why 
we should not now establish [w] as IV' also. This would result in 
a syllable IVVVI. Bloomfieldians have not faced this possibility, 
but have arbitrarily given all the items on either side of the 
syllabic nucleus as instances of #CO. If we do not impose such an 
arbitrary limitation, the number of possible models increases. I 
have not taken this method to its ultimate logical conclusion, but 
it would seem that there Is no limit to the number of models of the 
form ICVI, which could -be established to account for the data. 
Bloomfieldian. scholars give Lw], LJI, [X] and [J] which, roughly 
speaking, occur on either side of the syllabic nucleus 
1, 
as instances 
of tC. Here are some examples from ýan MartIn Quechua, which I have 
described in the Bloomfieldian manner: 
Lwl lw; -Si] cv-cv "house" 
[Wik-ki] cvc-cv "brother" 
LZSZ-wal cvc-cv "fish" 
[wf-ta] cv-cv "year" 
I 
This is stated rigorously in the present theory by reference to the 
positions sel and $V of the distributional unit/syllable (e, n, i), 
which may be termed the peripheral positions. 
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[ja-nal CV_CV "black" 
[tarl--Ja] CVC-CV 'train" 
[6p-jan] VC-CVC "drinks" 
[ja-ku] CV_CV "water" 
Eul _0 Ecau-pi] CVC_CV "the middle" 
A 
[kaR-san] CVC_CVC "lives" 
[P; U-fill CVC-CVC t1variety of partridge" (A 
[kli-ki] 
A 
CVC_CV "I give youýl 
[15-kai] VC_CVG 11twoll 
[kaj] CVC "this" 
In my desc ription, the above set of, forms are described by the 
#syllable" (e, n, i. ). The-items 
[w] and are treated as 
combinator y variants of 
ju/, 
which occur in let and til, respectively. 
The items [j] and [i] are treated as combinatory variants of /J/, 
A 
which occu r in let and lil respectively. This is. because the 
following oppositions cannot obtain in San Martin Quechua if we use 
a model of the type (e, n, i): 
[w] j [uj] 'j [u] 
[i] - [i]  
A 
We thus arrive at the following statement in System A: 
/a/ is realised Lw] ............. in lel 
1 
"It should be noted , 
that by'admitting the 'position' criterion, the 
ergument for establishing /w, J/ as distinct from /u, i/ in most 
languages does not'obtain. any more. They are merely explosive or 
implosive variants Of /uo i/. "(Sets, p27) 
(/u/) is realised [u] ................. in In' 
is realised Lu] ................. in lil A 
/i/ is realised Lj] ................. in tel 
it Is realised [I] ................. in. t a# 
it is realised [i] ................. in #I' A 
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It is interesting to compare this statement with the Bloomfieldian 
one, in which [w] and [u], given here as combinatory variants of 
the phoneme /u/, are treated as the single. phoneme lwl, while the 
nuclear element [u] is described in a way analogous to our own 
phoneme /u/. The items [j] Eind (i], given here as combinatory A 
variants Of the phoneme . /. i/, are treated as the phoneme lyl, while 
the nuclear element [i] ir. described in a way analogous to our own 
phoneme /1/. 
1 
The items /wl and /. v/ are given as instances of tC$v 
and occur on the right and/or left-hand side of tVt, if they occur 
at all. Only IV can occur in those peripheral positions. In 
consequence, phonological form is given a different shape in a 
Bloamfieldian description -I have devised some examples to illustrate 
the difference: - 
2 
[wauki] /uau-kiO/ /uauki/ /wawki/ 
[jaku] /iag-kuO/ /iaku/ /yaku/ 
J 
[k; usai] /kau-sai/ Aausai/ /kawsay/ 
C. % ^ 
[kLki] /kui-kiO/ /kuiki/ /kuyki/ 
Note carefully that I say 'analogous' and not lidenticalt. 
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(1. ) 
[jj; upa] /Rau-paO/ 
CA 
[kýwan] /kuO-uaN/ 
[kiwi] /k-tO-uiO/ 
[kaj] /kai/ 
(2) (3) 
/Ilaupa/ /Rawpa/ 
/kuluaN/ /kuwan/ 
/kilui/ /kiwi/ 
/kai/ /kay/ 
1. 'Phonological form' in terms of (e, a, i). 
2. 'Phonological form' as a sequence of phonemes without overt 
reference to (e. n, i). 
3. The Bloomfieldian. scheme, which does not use a rigorous model 
for the Isyllable', and. which treats /w/ and lyl as phonemes 
separate from /u/ apd, /i/ respectively. 
The advantage of using the 'position' criterion is that it 
enables us to treat phon . emes as occurring in a context, which is 
an indispensable requirement if paradigmatic operations are to be 
carried out consistently. 
Here are some further examples of the syllable (e, n, i), 
this time applied to 'diphthongs' in San MartIn Quechua: 
en Mulderian Bloomfieldian 
[WI] Ul 9F /Uio/ /wi/ 
1 /011/ /iy/ 
LWA] 
A u /Uii/ /wiy/ 
Lia ia 9r /iao/ lyal 
1 
The symbol I merely marks the syllabic boundary, for clarity. 
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e n i Mulderian Bloomfieldian 
lw; l u a 0 /uao/ /wa/ 
[a'ý] Qf a i /Oai/ /ay/ 
u a /uai/ /way/ 
W; U] u a /uau/ /waw/ C^ 
[jai] 
A i a /iai/ lyayl 
[a-u] a u /oau/ /aw/ 
IL ^ 
EJ61 i u 0 /iuo/ /yu/ 
[ui] 
A u 
i /Oui/ /uy/ 
[j6i] 
A 
i u i /iui/ /Yuy/ 
When we state a syllable-instance as a sequence of phonemes in 
terms of (e, n, i), eithpr set or 'it, or both positions at once, 
may be filled by Izerol, "which I represent as either 100 or 101 
'Zero' must be established in every case where it is relevant if I 
the model is to be applied consistently. We give a syllable /kaO/, 
for we can establish other syllables'such as /kai/ and /kaN/. The 
fact that in the statement of phonological form(s) I often give a 
form such as /ka/ doeýs not mean that no account has been taken of 
the limplosivel position. A representation such as /ka/ always 
presupposes a prior analysis /kaO/. It would be cumbersome to give 
a phonological form such as /kaO-uaO-ZuN-kiO-saO-paO/ on every 
occasion that reference is made to phonological form, therefore I 
11 
use 001 everywhere except between slants. Between slants, 19r' 
is visually somewhat qonfusing. 
6S. 
give only /kaluaguNkisapa/. The description according to (e, n, i) 
is always understood in such cases. 
In this description, a sequence of phonemes such as /ui/ can 
represent two different phonological forms /uiO/ and /Oui/. In /uiO/, 
/i/ is in Inl', while in /Oui/, /u/ is in In'. Given that a syllable 
/01ji/*, with 101 in le', is not a member of the syllable inventory 
of San martfn quechua(there is always a phoneme in fel in such cases), 
the problem noted by Mulder for French houille and ouil does not 
arise. In San Martfn Quechua, it is always clear that /u/ is in In' 
in syllables such as /kui/, /mui/, /iui/. In a form such as /kilui/, 
the symbol I denotes the syllabic boundary therefore, in this case, 
it is clear that /u/ is In fel, and not in In'. Where I see fit to 
make the nuclear phonemp absolutely clear, it is my practice to 
place a dot under that nuclear phoneme - in the case of /ui/, any 
ambiguity possible is removed by giving the forms /iýi/ and /ui/. 
As regards the definition of 'consonant' and 'vowel', the 
syllabic model enables us to define them. Those Phonemes which can 
only occur in the peripheral positions(i. e. in le' and/or in 
are termed consonants. Those phonemes which can only occur in the 
nuclear position are termed vowels,. Those phonemes which can occur 
in all three positions I term consonant-vowels or consonantal- 
vocalic phonemes. This latter term does not coincide with Mulder 
2 
1 sets, p26. 
2 Although I use the term 'consonantal-vocalic', I do not diverge 
from the theoretical view of Mulder. See. Sets, p26. 
Cý'). 
and I shall explain why I feel that it is particularly appropriate. 
Returning to the set-theoretical representation of the classes ICI 
and IV#, we have: - 
Fig. 111 
-C-V 
C-V cv 
--(7v 
The class 'Consonantal-vocalic' 
sconsonant' and 'vowel'. Set IC 
can occur only in In'; ICVI can 
follows from the model that the 
functional element - no element 
fil. 
is the intersecti on of the c1nss(IF3 
canoccuronly in set or 'it; 'V' 
occurin let, In' and 'it. It 
set I-C-VI does not apply to any 
comes neither in to', nor In' nor 
Now, I give a further diagram, in which I substitute for the 
general classes the specific class of phonemes in San Martfn Quechoo: 
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rCI(in tel or 
IVI(in 
ICVI(in tel, In' and lil) 
- lp, t, k, m, n, 71,1, 'ý, 
F, r. s. ZI 
- jal 
- ji, ul 
Following the set-theoretical pattern already laid down above, we 
have: 
FiC. 1V. 
Phonemes in 1ý 
I el ,I nI and I it 
t 'k mn 
ýZriua 
s 
phonemes in phonemes in 
tet or fit In' ( V) 
For the 'syllable' in Mulder's theory, see Sets, p26-8. For 
discussion of its application(s), see Sets, pl? 7-91. 
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V 
NEUTRALISATION AND THE ARCHIPHONEME INI 
1. The Nasal Series in tel. 
jo r the description of the archiphoneme INI, a partial descrip- 
tion of the phonemes /m/, /n/ and /Z/ is required. For a complete 
account of those phonemes, see, Vlll. 
In System A, /m/, /n/ and /-a/ are opposed to each other in a 
functional w ay in. fel, as is shown by the set of-forms - mama/nana 
/galia(llmotherfl, "pain", 11sister1t). The distinctive features of /m/, 
/n/ and /-a/, treating the phomemea as classes of distinctive features, 
may be given as follows: -. 
flabial, nasall' 
/n/ tapical, nasal) 
jpalatal. nasall 
This set of phonemes is opposed to all others in. the system by 
virtue of being in the-nasal series: 
voiced 
occlusive 
unvoiced 
occlusive 
1 
nasal sibilant vocalic 
labial 
, 
p U 
apical t n 8 
palatal 
are the only members of the nasal series in San Martin 
f 
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Quechua - 
[13](velar nasal) is not a phoneme, but a realisation. 
of either /n/ or /N/(depending on our choice of description). 
The neutralisation established in this chapter can be described 
completely within the limits of the 'nasal$ series. This series is 
termed the scope of the neutralisation. The neutralisation can be 
described fully by reference to that series, but is also limited 
.1 
to that series. The neutralisation, has no implications for any 
other series in the system. 
In fel, /m/, /n/ and /ii/ are opposed to one another by the 
distinctive features Ilabialt -I%J tapicalt eV "palatal'. Set- 
theoretically, we have three classes(of distinctive features)which 
are disjoint(we have thrde different phonemes). This is illustrated 
by Fig-1 on P73, in which the intersection of the. three classes 
(the intersection is the feature 'nasal'), which is empty in lel 
by virtue of the disjoint character of the classes in that position, 
is indicated but bracketed. 
2. Distributional Unit and Neutralisation. 
In 111,1 pointed-out that nasals may occur before other phonemes 
in the same accent group, which 'position' may be used as a context 
for a neutralisation hypothesis. The context for the proposed 
neutralisation is the succeeding phoneme(or in some cases 'zero', 
where the nasal is absolute-final in the accent group)in the same 
1 Sets. P191. 
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Fig. 1-- 
/Wt/ 
(a (Cat 
accent group. In this scheme, we regard 1pI in [kampa] as a 
context for Im. 1; It' in Lkanta] as -a context for 
[n], and so on. 
The reasons for using the 'accent group' as a distributional 
unit must be clarified. If we apply a unit of three positions 
(the 'syllable' in Quechua), we have to posit something of the 
order of the following syllabi f ication. for the phonological form 
which is to describe [kimpa]: 
/kaN/(one distributional unit) + /pa/(one distributional unit) 
The difficulty is that the generating context for the tentative 
For the purpose of the classificatory calculus(p112 et seq), 
it is convenient to regard INI as occurring in lil of (e, 4,1). 
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archiphoneme INI cannot be said to be /p/, for that phoneme lies 
outside the distributional unit in which the neutralisation is 
held to occur. A description of 
[ki'mpal as two syllables /kaN/ plus 
/pa/ will not enable us to overcome-the problem of the generating 
context, if we insist that the context is to be a phoneme such as 
/p/ in its position. 
The only possible way to maintain the syllabification /kaN/ 
plus /pa/ is to have as the generating context, not a phoneme in 
its position, but thejqýpýjýRR itself in which the neutralisation 
is held to occur. In order ýo maintain IkaNI + /pa/, we have to 
regard mere 'implosive'. position as the context for the neutralisation, 
and not any subsequent phoneme in its position. This leads to some 
problems with forms sucfi-as [w'mbra] and [rlprib*where both [m] 
and [5] occur. In fact, the mere occurrence of all kinds of nasal 
realisations in this position is unsatisfactory for the description 
which has 'it as the only context for the neutralisation. Most 
importants this scheme has the counter-intuitive result of splitting 
up(irrevocably)into two different distributional units phonetic 
combinations such as Imp', Intl, li!, gl. This hypothesis distorts the 
speech facts and is unconvincing. 
L3efore considering further Possible approaches to the problem 
of the syllabification of [k'mpa], I will list forms which exemplify 
the situation with nasals, which we have to solve here: 
75. 
a, A. k2mpa 
kanta 
ký ga (-I 
kanZis 
B 
0 kar3gi 
kanEa 
0 karunn 
LJ L 
0 kanna 
never kaUa* 
never kamta* 
never kamga* 
never kam6*(or anything like) 
never k; in'g*(or anything like) 
never k; mý*(or anything like) 
never k; mman* 
never k; mna* 
, 5sapa B. 
klmsa Ra 
týmja ZaIjuk 
b9 
wTm ra rf ri 
k; mwa5 E; Igua 
As I pointed out above, if we regard more implosive' position as 
the context for this neutralisation, we make an inadequate descrip- 
tion of Set, B(above). 
Further possible solutions to the syllabification of [kampa] 
fail for several different reasons. Here are three possibilities: 
1. ka + mpa 
2. kamp +a 
kamp + pa 
Solution I requires that we posit a counter-intuitive syllable 
fidpat, while also having to establish a series of bound syllables 
for clearly, in quechua, Impal can only figure if a syllable such 
as /kao/ were to proceed it. This syllable Impat is counter- 
1 sets, p18o. 
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intuitive, and I can see no justification for establishing 
bound syllables in Quechua. Quite the opposite, it is a notable 
feature of the language that a great number of instances of 
distributional units can combine in a great number of ways. We 
must reject Solution 2, as it stands(and it can only be modified 
to Solution 3), because there are no syllables of the form /a/ 
in this position in Quechua i. e. as an instance of a distributional 
unit succeeding another instance of a distributional unit. There 
are no forms such as /kak-a/*, where the second phoneme /k/ is in 
#V, and the /a/ of the second distributional unit Is in In'. It 
is just possible that we could establish a syllable IkamV as in 
solution'3, and give also the syllable Ij2at, after the fashion of 
English 'liking, where we establish Ilik' and 'king' in order 
to avoid an arbitrary decision as to the syllable to which /k/ 
should be assigned. This recourse again(like 1)requires that we 
establish bound syllables. 
I believe that we must seek a hypothesis which describes the 
unity of groups-like I IT I Intl etc., and which does not split 
such groups into separate distributional units. I do not believe 
that 'bound' syllables are required in Quechua. If established, 
they can add nothing in the way of extra information to the des- 
cription. 
If we use the accent group as a distributional unit, this 
1 
Sets, p179- 
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preserves the unity of groups like I10 'at', Ing', InZI, Ing', 
I L. 0 %. 11 
MIT 
%- %.. - 
tnZI, and we may also attempt to describe Set B in a more adequate way 
than is possible if we used mere 'implosive' position as the context 
for the neutralisation(thoughp as I will show, Set B is problematic). 
One immediate consequence of adopting this point of view is that 
the forms of Set B cannot be held to partake in the neutralisation, 
for there is no Igapt in the inventory of nasals before /r/, IsI, 
/i/ and /u/, with the possible exception of the absence of a phoneme 
/E/(this is a different problem, to be treated separately - it is 
a matter of distribution). 
I will give the context of the neutralisation as one of the 
phonemes /p t k. mn following the nasal in the same 
accent group. 
I will proceed with this assumption to see if a satisfactory 
neutralisation hypothesis can be reached with it. 
In this context, the oppositions between 'labial# --v lapicall 
spalatal. 1 nasals do not hold. In this context, we do not have 
disjoint classes. of distinctive features /m/, /n/ and /Ii/, but an 
archiphoneme INI. The archiphoneme INI is conceived according to 
. 
Fig. 11. on 09, where the classes /m/, /n/ and IV, on this occasion 
empty, are bracketed. The scheme of Fig. 11. should be compared with 
that of Fig. l. on P73. 
The only feature any tentative 'nasal' phoneme can have in this 
context is the feature Inasalt, as this is the only feature which 
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can be functional in this context. We cannot establish a phoneme 
/m/ in a form /kampa/* because, in the absence of an lapicall(or 
Opalatalt)nasal to which a tentative /m/ might be opposed, Iml* can 
not be shown to be 'labial, nasaV. 
It should be understood that having the notion larchiphonemet 
is one of the hall-marks of true functionalism. If one accepts 
that a phoneme is a simultaneous bundle of distinctive(i. e. opposition- 
al or functional in the functionalist, not Jakobsonian sense 
1) 
features, one must accept that if one finds somewhere else a different 
bundle of distinctive features, even if the phonetic realisation is 
the same, it would be inconsistent to regard that as the same phoneme. 
That is, 'labial nasal', realised [m] is not the same as tnasall, 
r. ealised [a]. The second. is distinguished from the' first by calling 
it the archiphoneme INI. 
2 
Most 'European' linguists recognise the 
need for a notion larchiphonemel. On the other hand, Bloomfieldians 
such as Parker 
3 
have no difficulty in identifying [m] in Lkimpa] 
as a realisation of the phoneme /m/. Under a functionalist view, 
this phonological enti. ty can have only the feature 'nasal', there- 
fore It cannot be identified with the phoneme /m/, which has the 
features 'labial, nasal#. The most vociferous rejection of the 
1 See 11,4, *P33. 
2 Note that while /u/ in the consonantal system - 
has the features 
-, Ilabial,. vocalic', and 
inthe vowel system has only-the feature 
'u-nessf, it is the phoneme /u/ throughout. The different sets of 
features derive from different subsystems in which /u/ may figure. 
There is no reason why. 1labial, nasal' /m/ should not figure in the 
subsystem-which has the archiphoneme INI. 
3 1965, P17. 
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Fig. 11. 
4 
MNj 
Pr 
IJ 
dictum. 'once a phoneme, always a phoneme' has been provided by 
Martinet. 
I 
Mulder defines the larchiphonemel as: 
".. a phoneme in a subsystem which, when projected into 
the over-all system, is represented there by two or 
more phonemes. 11 
2 
The subsystem in which the archiphoneme INI occurs in this 
hypothesis is 'the set of phonemes preceding /p tkmn 
in the same accent groupl. This archiphoneme has only the feature 
'nasal' - it is represented in the over-all system by the three 
1 
"Realism versus FormdlismIIt-*P1. 2 
Sets, P114. 
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phonemes /m/(labial, nasal), /n/(apical, nasal) and /ri/(palatal, 
nasal. The archiphoneme /IN/ does not figure in the over-all system, 
but is represented there by the three phonemes /m n 
Mulderls larchiphonemel differs from that of Martinet in that the 
former regards the archiphoneme as being included in each of its 
terms - /N/(nasal) is included in each of /m/(labial, nasal), /n/ 
(apical, nasal) and /E/(palatal, nasal). Martinet, on the other hand, 
regards the archiphoneme as including each of its terms. Martinet 
would regard INI as 'covering, /m/, /n/ and /R/. 
A neutralisation which is linked with concord is termed a strong 
neutralisation. The neutralisation under discussion here is 'strong', 
because of-the phonetic hzirmony involved in Imp', Intl, Ing' and so 
on. 
If we describe the forms [kfmsa], [t; mja], [w; m 
b 
ra] and [Eiagwa] 
of Set B, there can be no neutralisation of nasals in the contexts 
/ -r. -s. -i, -u/. In the absence of a functional Opposition, we rely 
on distinctive features. to establish a phoneme /m/ in /tamia/, --/-kimsa/t 
/uamra/, and phoneme /n/ in /Fanua/. The realisation of /uamra/ is 
[wimbra] or Lwjm 
b 
ra](the prominence of Lb] varies). The Lb] may not 
be ascribed phonemic status, as it has no distinctive function, nor 
does it have any identity apart from [m]. Following Mulder, I call it 
a parasitic consonant. 
2 
The same goes for Lg] in [Egigwa] and Lrfýgri]. 
It has no phonemic status, and is termed parasitic 
Sets, p205- 
2 
Sets, P203 
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There remains to be considered the non-occurrence of a palatal 
nasal before /r si u/. Only /m/ and /n/ may occur. The non- 
occurrence of /5/ before /r ai u/ may be adequately accounted 
for by a distributional rule. 
The above hypothesis is consisteftt and adequate. Nevertheless, 
one fairly serious problem has to be cleared up in connection with 
Set B. I believe that the above hypothesis can be put forward, but 
it is perhaps not so simple as another which is also possible. I 
will explain the difficulty. The moneme for 112nd person" in San 
Martin Quechua will now have three forms: 
/ka n/ 
/kam/ 
; (kaN/ 
The forza /kan/ comes when 11/kan/, /kam/, /kaN/11 is combined with I 
the moneme II/ra/1' for example(in context / -r/); the form /kam/ 
comes when this moneme is combined wiih the moneme 11/uaN/11 for 
example(in context / -u/); AaN/ comes when this moneme is combined 
with the moneme fl/pa/11 for example(in context / -p/). Similarly, the 
moneme for "path" will have the three forms /Zan/, /Ram/ and lZaNI, 
depending on the form of the moneme following. None of the phonemes 
/r 6J u/ is regarded as a context for a neutralisation of nasals 
in the hypothesis given, because both [m] and [n] may occur before 
those phonemes. The inclusion of the forms 
[kfmsa], [t; mja], 
[wim b ra] 
and [Ejjgwa] means tha 
.t 
we have to restrict the context for the 
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neutralisation - one result of this is that 02nd person" has 
three forms Aan/, /kam/ and /kaN/, and that we have to devise a 
morphophonological 'rule' to explain where any particular form of 
this moneme occurs. 
If we omit from consideration the forms 
[w; 
m, 
b 
ra], 
[t; 
mja], 
[kimsa] 
f- 
and [Za'lgwa), there is no need to restrict the context of the 
C 
neutralisation as before. Omitting these four forms, we may give the 
context of the neutralisation as any phoneme which follows the nasal 
in the same accent group. The four forms cited above are the only 
ones where the establishment of /m/ and /n/ is obligatory. 
We must seriously consid-er whether it is worthwhile to insist on 
accounting for these four forms, when their inclusion complicates 
the description to such a high degree. The complication is considerable, 
for only in the one case of the formal element /ni/1 does San Martin 
quechua demand that we formulate a morphophonological 'rule'. I 
The best way to characterise /m/ before /r/, for example, is to 
call it 'unproductive'. 
2 
It does not'operate freely in that position. 
This is an intuitive description of /m/, but it applies to some 
palpable reality in the description of speech facts. There are some 
further consequences of establishing a phoneme /m/ in the three 
forms cited above: 
By virtue of the fact that /m/ occurs in a position in 
the language(# implosive' position), it has exactly the 
See P178--83. 
Martinet(EGL, 6.5) would state that /m/ 'conflicts with linguistic 
economy'. 
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same paradigmatic potential as, say, /k/ in the same 
position. This potential is not realised. 
2. The element /m/ must be included in the classificatory 
calculus in the same way as any other element in the 
system. Here, indeed, it would represent a marginal factor, 
occurring in only three forms 
1 
in the system: /tamia/, 
/uamra/ and Aimsa/. 
The elements /m/ and /n/ are not opposed to one another 
by any minimal pair - this argues for the unproductive 
character of Iml and /n/ in this context. 
our choice is between. the following two statements A. and B: - 
Statement A: INI occurs-before /p tkmn 0/ in the 
same accent group; /m/ and /n/ occur before /r si u/ in this 
context. 
Statement B: INI occurs before any phoneme in the same accent group; 
/uamra/, /kimsa/, /tamia/, /Zanua/ are marginal. 
At this point, we appear to have reached the point where non- 
arbitrary criteria are exhausted. If we are prepared to treat /uamra/, 
/tamia/, /kimsa/ and /Eanua/ separately, we can make the following 
statement which is intuitively satisfactory: - 
There is a neutralisation between nasals of all orders 
before any phoneme in the same accent group. _ 
11 
exclude tentative'allomorphs such as /kan/, /kam/, /kaN/. 
84. 
The alternative is to maintain the four forms cited, and tolerate 
a morphophonological rule which explains /kan/, /kam/ and /kaN/ as 
phonological forms of the moneme for 112rLd person". 
Intuitions tell us that we should not have recourse to the more 
complex hypothesis, but strictly speaking I can find no non-arbitrary 
grounds, as far as consistency and adequacy are concerned, for 
regarding one hypothesis as preferable to the other. 
The_Appeal to a Simplicity Criterion. 
There is little to choose between Statements A and B(above)as far 
as consistency and adequacy -are Concerned. I accept, of course, that 
it may not always be possible to decide such matters in a satisfactory 
way - it may be quite impossible to decide them in an absolutely 
clear-cut way. For this rbason, I believe that one should have a 
fairly rigorous criterion of simplicity on which to fall back in 
cases of doubt. 
mulder(P206)chooses not to formulaie a criterion of 'simplicity' 
in his theory, preferring to regard 'simplicity' as an intuitive 
criterion. I follow Popper in regarding 'the most simple hypothesis# 
as tthe most. easily testable hypothesis'. 
1 
This rigorous formulation 
has an intuitive reflection in 'the most easily understandable 
hypothesis', given that for a statement to be easily testable, it is 
a requirement that it be understandable - if it is easily understand- 
able, so much the better. As I said in 1,5, one should not strive 
1 Logic, P136-42. 
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for simplicity at the expense of consistency and adequacy. Between 
two statements which we judge to be equaUy consistent and adequate 
(i. e. between which we cannot trace any difference in the matters 
of consistency and adequacy), we opt for the statement which is the 
simpler - i. e. for the statement which is more easily testable. 
On the basis of this criterion, I believe that we can choose 
between Statements A and B. I opt for Statement B, for we shall know 
very quickly whether Statement B is wrong. It can be refuted in a 
direct and simple way by showing that /m/ in lilois productive - 
i. e. by showing that there are forms in the language where /m/ as 
opposed to /n/, before /r ai u/, is crucial, and that there LS 
a sufficient number of such forms to merit a rejection of Statement 
B(which regards such foxms as marginal). Statement- B is more easily 
testable. Statement A allows for productivity of /m/ as opposed to 
I 
/n/ in forms such as /uamra/ etc., therefore can only be refuted by 
showing Ron-productivity. 
1 This statýment is much more difficult to 
test than is B, which asserts non-productivity. Popper, I believe, 
would regard Statement B as of higher status than Statement A, given 
that it rules out mor e basic statements 
2, 
thereby asserting more 
about the data. By doing so, however, it throws itself more open to 
refutation than does Statement A which is, I believe, a 'safer' 
hypothesis. 
1 
The distinction between /m/ and /n/ is potentiallY- productive - we 
can say no more than that on the basis of my data. 
2 Logic, P112-3. 
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If we adopt Popper*s simplicity criterion, we can attribute 
more importance, I ýelieve, to the appeal to such a criterion than 
if we use an intuitive criterion. The criterion may help us, not 
only to choose the simpler of two statements, but to choose the 
more powerful of two statements, particularly in difficult cases 
where we are faced with whichdisplay a certain imbalance, 
necessitating a difficult decision between two hypotheses. It is 
not always easy in such cases to choose between two hypotheses on 
the basis of consistency and adequacy alone. A simplicity criterion 
as formulated here provides a safe-guard - by opting for the more 
easily testable statement, we reduce the likelihood of a less than 
adequate statement persisting at the expense of a better one. This is 
so, because we have chosqn, the more easily testable of two statements 
(and, hence, the more quickly refute-able, Lf wrong). It is much 
better to make a statement of this kind than to blunt progress in a 
science by formulating hypotheses which are in principle irrefutable. 
An irrefutable hypothesis has no particular merit. - 
1 
Martinetts Imarginality' criterion, in general, when applied, 
leads ta statements wbLich are easily testable, in contra-distinction 
to statements of Bloomfieldians, who insist on achieving wide coverage 
of the data at all costs. Repeating Haas: 
".... whenever on approach is found wanting, another is 
adopted... This is a way of securing empirical complete- 
ness at the expense of consistency. 112 
For example, Popperts 'it may or may not rain tomorrowt, Logic, P41- 
2 
"Linguistic Structures". 
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We may add that the practice of mixing principles of analysis 
in order to achieve wide coverage of the data renders a statement 
very difficult to test, for one can never be quite sure where one 
principle of analysis ceases to operate and another takes over. I 
agree with Popper that science needs straightforward unambiguous 
statements which can be tested. 
IL 
Throughout this description, we shall have to face further cases 
where a large majority of the forms in. the data can be described in 
a Statement & butwhere a small. set of forms resist such description. 
In such cases, provided that we are reasohably sure that a Statement S 
is consistent and adequate, we should maintain that statement, and 
list the remaining elemerits as marginal. Our assertion that such 
forms are marginal is, of course, open to refutation like all other 
assertions in the description. By adopting such a procedure, we 
produce Isimplel(easily testable)statements while, if we adopt 
Statement T which attempts to cover all the data OR we maintain 
Statement S in rough outline but add, t: o it a further description of 
the marginal. elements via new criteria, we may achieve completeness 
in coverage of data, but at the cost of blurring the outlines of the 
statement as a whole. 
maintain that Martinet's functional principle is very useful 
- what is really worth stressing is that its use is in no way an 
escape route from difficulties. On the contrary, it throws state- 
1 Logic, P86. 
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ments into clear reli6f'and makes them easily testable. 
4. Summary. 
My statement may be exemplified by the following phonological 
forms, together with their realisations: 
-p kaNpa [kimpa] 
-t kaNta 
[kgnta] 
-k kaNka Lkl, *äga] 
-M kaNmaN 
[k4 u man] 
-n kaNna [kAnna 
_Z kaNZa 
[kgeEa] 
kaNZia [kanZis] 
v 
-r 
'kaNramJ- [kigrými] 
-13 ZaNsapa [EW9pa] 
-9 tiO iaNgi [tijgniii] 
-i iiaNiuk Zaajuk] 
-u ilaNuaN 
The context for the neutralisation is the succeeding phoneme in 
the same accent group. Only IV is excluded from being such a 
context, by a distributional restriction. 
The forms /uamra/, /tamia/, /Fanua/ and /kimsa/ are described 
in an ad hoc way. 
The adoption of Statement B as opposed to Statement A does not 
1 
In this case, there is geminatio_n of the nasal realisation. 
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4 
affect certain contingent conclusions reached in connection with 
Statement A. TLhe neutralisation is still termed I strongt, and the 
item [b] in [w' 
b 
ra], together with the [g] in LrIjgri] and [-zfý g wa] V 
are still termed parasitic consonants in Statement B. 
5. Spanish Forms. 
In the mestizo Spanish of Sisa, there is a similar neutralisation 
of opposition between nasals in conjunction with a succeeding 
phoneme in the same accent group - /aNZo/ "wide"; /pa. N-/ "bread"; 
/nl, Nfa/ "nymph"; /aNdaR/ "walk"; /allpo-za/ "injection"; /ziNbaR/ 
"cross over"; /FaNta/ 11tyre"; /bRiNkaR/ "leap" and so on. 
This is not an argument for establishing INI in 'Spanish formst 
in Quechua, but given this condition it is not surprising that 
the question of nasals,: Ln contexts such as / -p/, -t/ and / -k/ 
etc., is not a problem when we come to describe"Spanish forms7in 
System B. 
I 
In 'Spanish formal(or loans), nasals are neutralised as 
elsewhere in the system: 
/brihyka/ "leap" 
/plaNtanu/ "banana, ' 
/kaNta/ "sing" 
The simplicity Of the synchronic description of nasals in this 
position in 'Spanish forms' is intuitively related to the fact that 
in both Spanish and Quechua there is a neutralisation between nasals 
1 
As we proceed with the description, we shall find that such simple 
solutions to the phonological form(s) of Spanish loans are the 
exception rather than the rule. 
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before another phoneme in the same accent group. 
VI 
FREE AND COMBINATORY VARIANCE IN SYSTEM A 
Realisations of /P/`. 
- 
In System A, [p] and [b] occur in free variance as realisations 
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of /p/ after a nasal at the end of the accent group. Im the following 
list of examples, lort denotes 'varies freely with': - 
/ukuNpi/ : [ukýmj2i] or 
[ukýmbi] "inside it" 
/uasiNpi/ : [wasim2i] or [wasfmbi] "in his house" 
/malraNpi/ : [mag"mpi) or 
[ma-'mbi] Itby the side of it" t_- rit 
I 
/tataNPa/ : [tat'm2a] or 
[tatimba] "his father's" 
/saluaNpi/ :[ sT w F`* pi 
] or [sfwgmbi] "on top of it" 
/kaNpa/ : [ký'mj2a] or 
[+2ba] "yours" 
/rinaNpa/ :[ rin; mj2a] or 
[rinamba] "so he may go" 
&L- 
The occurrence of [b] after [m] in. forms such as these is not 
common, but when it does occur it is namistakeable. The realisations 
[b] and Lp] alternate on occasion in a non-functional way in data 
collected from one and the same speaker, therefore there is no 
question Of 
[b] occurring in the speech of one speaker, but not in 
that of another. Of the realisations 
[p] and [b] Of /P/, LPI is much 
more common. The description we must make is to establish 
[p] and 
[b]'as free variants9 given the description we are making, in System 
A, without minimal pairs which resemble mestizo Spanish forms. In a 
1 
It should be noted that I anticipate a later description(in 1X), 
which establishes the items under discussion as phonemes 
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later chapter, I shall discuss fully the implications of a phoneme 
/b/ in the system as far as the variance established here is con- 
cerned. In IA(following), a short note on these implications is 
given. 
There are further cases of 
[b] after a nasal where there is no 
possibility of variance with [p]. I refer to the following forms: 
9finba. ] 11 roof It 
t: Cnbu "boil" 
[Fdmbfl "belttl 
[ tilmbu] "variety of fruit" 
[Z: fmba] "cross a river"" 
This group of forms constitutes a descriptive problem in. System A. 
We cannot establish /b/ in this position(except in an ad hoe way), 
because [b] is not opposed to [p] in a functional way. The pair 
[Zimba]/[Zi4ja]* will not do, because it does not enable us to set 
up 'voice' as a feature of a tentative. /b/ phoneme. In addition, 
[g] is not the realisation. of a phoneme /g/ in System A, but a 
combinatory variant realisation of the phoneme /k/. We require a 
pair something like - ZiNba/ZiNpa*, but no such pair is to be found. 
On the other hand, [b] and [p] are not in free variance in these 
forms, because we always have Lb]. We could treat [b] in an ad hoe 
way, and establish an, ad hoc, phomeme /b/ in. order to account for 
the data. Such. a tentative ad hoC. phoneme would not be functional. 
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In view of this, I see no. reason why we should not merely give 
a phoneme /p/ here, and list the forms where only [b] may occur 
as the realisation of /p/. This is a very simple hypothesis, which 
brings none of the consequences of a phoneme /b/ in the system(see 
IA below). 
There may well be an historical explanation for this set of 
forms. Of course, sucli an explanation does not enable us to solve 
the synchronic, problem, nor can such an explanation be used for this 
,. purpose. 
In establishing a phoneme /p/ to account for the set of forms 
which. have only [b], we expfain that there is no opposition between 
'voiced' and $unvoiced' 14Lbial. occlusives in this position in System A. 
By listing the forms wherh [b] only occurs, we have described them, 
albeit in a very limited way. It may not be possible to do better 
than ULts, without allowing a counter-intuitive phoneme, /b/ in the 
jtystem. To have /p/ and /b/ in, System A suggests that there is an 
oppo'sition. between $voiced# and luavoiced' labial occlusives in the 
system, which is contrary to the speech facts in general. It could 
only be held, if anything, to apply to a minuscule set of forms. In 
spite of applying only to this small. set, /b/ would figure in the 
over-aU system as one element. 
1A. A Short Note on a Tentative Phoneme /b/. 
If a phoneme /b/ after nasals in. System. A were established, we 
should have to modify the above description of free variance between 
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[p] and [b]. 
The over-all system with. a phoneme /b/ would be as follows: 
volced 
Occlusiv e 
unvoiced nasal 
occlusive 
sibilant vocalic 
labial b, p Im u 
, apical tn 
- 
8 
F palata'l zT z r, I i 
We could state that /p/ = have free variant realisations [p] and 
[b],, but' that /b/ may be realised only [b]. That is, /p/ Lnay vary 
to [b], but /b/ may not vary to [p]. Alternatively. we could state 
that forms such as /tataXpa/ and /tataNba/ are the forms of two 
synonyms for "of his father", treating the variant for Lb] as in 
Ltat; mbal as a realisatýpa of the phoneme /b/. We should have to 
choose between these two alternatives by way of simplicity, -criteria. 
maintain that it is preferable in System A to recognise the five 
forms where only [b] occurs as marginal, as suggested in l(above). 
2. Realisations of /t/. ' 
In System A, [t] and [d] occur as free variant realisations 
of the phoneme /t/, after a nasal. at. the end of the accent group. 
Here are some examples: 
/ZaimaNta/ [Zaim; nta] or [-caimgnda] "therefore" 
/sisamaNta/ [sisamýnta] or [sisam9nda] "from Sisal' 
/tataNta/ [tat; nta] or [tatanda] "his father(O) 
lit 
By l(O)II, I denote the fact that this form means 'this father(object)".. 
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/kaNta/ [k; nta] or [kanda] 11YOUMI, 
/karaNta/ [kar; nta] or [karanda] "its skin(O)II 
As in the case of [b] in l(above), [d] occurs only rarely in this 
position. It can co-occur with [t] in data collected from a given 
speaker. It is not possible to establish a phoneme /d/ here, because 
no distinctive function can be attributed to a tentative phoneme 
/d/ in this position. This is mere free variance. 
There are no cases of [d] comparable to that of [b] in a form 
such as [9ýmba] i. e. there are no forms where only [d] comes. Such 
instances occur only in 'Spanish' forms, and are part of the subject- 
matter described by System B, not System A. 
3. Realisations of A& 
The realisations Lk] and [9] can be established as combinatory 
variants of /k/ after nasal at the end of an accent group. The element 
[g] is also a combinatory variant realisation of the phoneme /k/ 
when it comes before /i/ in the same accent group. Firstly, I shall 
deal with the situation after nasals in the same accent group. 
If we take a partial inventory of occlusives(labial, apical, 
dorsal)in the following contexts: 
a. not after a nasal Lý ] in the same accent group 
after a nasal [ý ] in the same accent group 
we find the following realisations: 
1 
There is always a problem for diachronic statements such as this, 
when, we come to a form sucý as [puiiundefro] where [pugul is Quechua' 
and ndero] is 'Spanish'- Ldj comes onlYwith the Spanish suffix, 
therefore I treat [pu5unddroj as a 'Spanish form'. 
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a. kalZa A 
k; ita 
A- 
kaika 
b. +. Ea OR kjrýba 
kanta OR k; nda 
kjj, &a 
The realisation [k] does not figure in the context /nasal- / at 
the end-of the accent group, nor does [g] figure in the context 
/i- /. That is, in their respective contexts, Lk] and Lg] are 
mutually exclusive. We find no instances comparable to [k; kga]* 
or to Lk; nka]*. 
We cannot establish a-phoneme IgI, which tentative phoneme 
would have to have the features Idorsal, voiced, occlusive% for 
there is no way of showing that 'voiced' is a feature. The item 
which is established can only have the features 'dorsal occlusive'. 
This reasoning bears a certain resemblance to that of Martinet, 
who would say that the relations of [k] and [g] to their respect- 
ive inventories are-in this case the same: 
Ptk 
p9 
Martinet 
1 
explains 'combinatory variance' as follows, with reference 
to Castilian [9 ] and [d]: 
1 
EGL, 3.16. 
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"We speak of combindtory variance when we take note 
of the difference in the manifestations of one and 
the same phoneme in different contexts; that is to 
say, when the difference is so striking that it 
could lead, as in the case of Spanish [F)] and [d], 
to non-identical descriptions. " 
It should be noted that the realisations [k] and [g] could not 
possibly be in free variance, for there is no question of one 
realisation occurring in the context which is the domain of the 
other. Note that [p] or [b](free variants) and [t] or Ld](free 
variants) occur in the same context. 
This description of [k] and [g] means that our statement of 
certain phonological forms assumes a shape quite different from 
Bloomfieldian statementa: - 
Bloomfieldian Functionalist 
/Pungu/ /puNku/ "door" 
/kanga/ /kaNka/ "and yoult 
Aungul /guNku/ "heart" 
/kanguna/ /kahauna/ "You(plural)" 
/panga/ /paNka/ "leaf" 
/ungu/ /uNku/ "illness" 
/pinga/ /s: LNka/ "nose" 
/manga/ /maNka/ 11potle 
/'Canga/ /ZaNka/ Itleg" 
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The occurrence of only [S] after nasal in the same accent 
group in System A gives us one strong argument for disregarding 
instances of [k] in this context as not part of the system(they 
can. only be described in System B). All instances of [k] after a 
nasal in the data correspond formally with mestizo Spanish. In 
SYstem A, if we choose to describe a form such as [brinka] at all, T- 
we must do so in. an ad hoe way. 
3A. The Phoneme /k/ Before /E/. 
In two forms in the data, a realisation. [g] occurs before [ý] 
in the same accent group: - 
[ .1 agýa] "choose" 
[wagEicxj "do harm to" 
It is not possible to establisha phoneme IgI here for reasons 
wholly analogous to, those given in 3(above). In this context, we 
establish [g] as a combinatory variant of /k/. 
3B. The Phoneme /k/ in #it. 
In 'it, the 'occlusive' realisation. [1--] of the phoneme /k/ is 
attested in a great many cases, but, in addition, we have cases 
where a fricative 
[x] occurs. The latter realisation is the exception 
rather than the rule. 
As there is no question of these two items being opposed in a 
functional way, this is treated as free variance. 
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A Phonetic Correlation. 
This dialect of Quechua is unusual among Peruvian dialects in 
having the phonetic correlation: 
9 
J. 
The realisations [b], [d] and [g] after nasal are attested also in 
the Quechua of Ecuador. 
1 
I must register what I believe to be an error of Torero(1964), 
who asserts that [b] and 
[d] after nasal are a feature of Lamas 
Quechua. These realisations-occur only in the Quechua spoken in 
Sisa, and in neighbouring towns such as Huaja and Chumbaquihui. 
None of the forms in which [b, d, g] occur as variants of /p t 
k/ has formal characteristics similar to mestizo Spanish. This is a 
feature parexcellence of the Quechua system. 
Realisations of /u/ and /i/. 
As explained in 1V, we describe [w], Lu] and [u] as combinatory A 
variants of'/U/ in get, In' and 'it respectively. This is because 
the oppositions [w] r, ýl [u] /V [u] cannot be demonstrated to obtain 
IN 
in a syllable of the type (e, n, i), which uses the notion 'position'. 
The realisations [j], [i] and [i] are treated as combinatory A 
variants of I the phoneme /i/ in get, In' and 'it respectively. This 
is because the oppositions [j] ev [i], -Y [i] cannot be shown to 
A 
obtain in a syllable of the type (e. n, J). 
1 See p176-8. 
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6. Realisations of /_z/. 
The phoneme /i/ is realised either [E], [1j] or [11. The 
realisation [E], palatal voiced 'hushl(rather like French '. lour') 
occurs in both few and tit. The realisation [1j], palatal lateral 
plus 8emi-vowel(rather like Castilian tllevol)occurs in lel only; 
this is one of the realisations of San Martin Quechua which may be 
termed typically @explosive', the other being the palatal nasal plus 
semi'-vowel [Rj]. The realisation [Z] is similar to [1j], but is 
typically 'implosive', lacking the $explosive' [J] of [. tj] - it may 
be termed simply 'palatal lateralf. Of the three realisations singled 
out, is by far the most common in both explosive and iMP108iveý 
positions. - 
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vil 
T AM INSTANCES OF IVARIANCEI IN NUCLEAR POSITION 
The problem of the apparent variance of [o] 2. r [u] and of 
[e] 
or [i] has not been broached in any depth in existing descriptions 
of Quechua. It is indeed a problem of considerable difficulty. 
The situation may be summarized as follows. While some forms 
always have the realisation 
[u], 
and some always have the realisation 
[o], some forms may have either 
[u] 2r [0]. The situation is almost 
[i], but I shall take 
[u] 2r [o] first. wholly analogous for 
[e] 
Diachronically speaking, some(but not all)instances of lot in 
Spanish ldan-words, are being assimilated to Quechua Out. However, 
in certain cases, to' is yesisting assimilation e. g. 'palbof or 
'polbul may occur, but there is no instance of 'pjL1bof* or 'pjL1bu'*. 
In those cases where assimilation may occurlthe occurrence of Lol 
and [u] is largely unpredictable. We can speak only of sporadic 
assimilation,. The process of assimilation to Quechua ful is proceeding 
in an erratic fashion, and may in. fact not reach the expected stage 
where all cases of Spanish lo' are assimilated to lut. It is not 
possible to make the diachronic argument much clearer than the above. 
The resulting situation is difficult for the synchronic description 
but, as I hope to show, not difficult out of all proportion. 
1 
1 
Mulder, Sets(208), cites a similar problem in. Pekingese: I'Diachron- 
ically, many(and probably most)of the expressions having untoned 
syllables as their phohological forms are the reflections of more,., * 
I divide the forms into three sets: - 
A., Always realised [u] P-U5 ga "door" 
p 'Ilk a "red" 
P kýua 11wormll 
k1ru "tooth" 
suk "One"' 
li6ka t1jif 
B. Always realised [0] 
.0 
pk1bo "smash" 
moso "merchant" 
k6rte "tribunal" 
Por6to, ýIbeanlt 
Sol "one Sol piece" 
palbora. "Powder" 
C. Rsalised either [o] s'kta/sukta 11Six1t 
or [u] 
Iskol/Isku "nine" 
pes-o/Pe, su "scale" 
fndj, 2/fndju "Indian" 
troso/tr6su "piecelf 
alto/; ltu "high place" 
in Set A, there is no difficulty in setting up a phoneme /u/ - the 
forms are diachronically 'Quechua' in nearly all cases, and there 
Cont. from plol.... and more Conventionalized suspensions of fully 
distinctive realisatiOaS of originally toned phonological forms 
of those expressions. This process is still going on. " 
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103. 
are many Spars 
I 
for a phoneme /u/ e. g. kiLru/klru/kuru ("tooth", 
#'the distancett, ftworm"). 
in Set B, I see'no reason for giving other than a phoneme /o/. 
In System A, this can only be done in an ad hoc way, for the 
minimal pairs which serve to identify /o/ are all formally similar 
to mestizo Spanish forms. This is not to say that the instances 
of /o/ are confined to 'Spanish' forms - the form /poroto/, for 
example, which is diachronically 'Quechua*, is always realised as 
[por6to]. Our problem does not come with this set, but with Set C. 
It is important to note that our conclusion for Set C depends on 
the establishment(or non-establishment)of a phoneme /o/(albeit in 
an ad hoc way). In the absence of a refutation of the phoneme /o/ 
in Set B, I shall procped to Set C on the assumptýon that there are 
phonemes /o/ and /u/ in this description. Note that the fact that 
-- /o/ in Systeim A is an ad hoe phoneme does not affect the issue as 
far as Set C is concerned - we still have to identify which 
realisations are of the phoneme /u/ and which are of the ad hoc 
phoneme /o/. If we adopt the procedure of System B, the pair - 
Foro/Z5uru ("monkey"/1'snail")serves to identify /o/ as a fully- 
fledged phoneme separate from /u/. 
will discuss two hypotheses for Set C. The same arguments can 
be taken over into System B, the only difference being that there 
/o/ is not an ad hoc phoneme, but a fully-fledged phoneme /o/. 
The same solution holds for both Systems A and B. 
For Spar(strict paradigm), see §ets, p125. 
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Hypothesis 1: we could establish a phoneme /o/, and state that 
/o/ may vary to 
[u]. We would further state, if we adopted this 
view, that in those cases where /o/ is realised 
[u], the upper 
limit of the distinctive realisation of /o/ is suspended. 
1 
The 
realisation of /u/ may be said to have the features(phonetic, not 
distinctive) - 'rounded, close', while the phoneme 
/o/ in its 
normal distinctive realisation has the features 'rounded, half- 
close'. Limiting ourselves in the inventory of vowel phonemes to 
those elements which are 'rounded', we may note that /o/ is 
opposed to /a/ and /u/. The upper limit of distinctive realisation 
of /o/ is I half I of I half -close'. As soon as /o/ is realised I close' 
and not Ihal f-closel, thdt upper limit of distinctive realisation 
is suspended, because the realisation is no longer-distinctive with 
respect to the realfsation of /U/, which is also 'close'. Therefore, 
in those cases where /o/ is realised 
[u], the upper limit of its 
distinctive realisation is suspended. 
There are two problems for this hypothesis which may be singled 
out here: - 
1. There is an arbitrary element involved in giving the phoneme 
as /o/j and not as /u/. Although a phoneme /o/ is intuitive- 
ly more satisfactory, given that most of the forms in which 
either [o] or [u] may occur are 'Spanish' forms(in Spanish 
the forms have /o/), I can find no way of demonstrating that 
the phoneme must be /o/ in a tentative form such as /sokta/, 
1 
See Sets, P182. 
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which may be realised Lsokta] or [sukta]. 
2. If we make an arbitrary decision to describe [o] and [u] 
as realisations of /o/, we still have the problem of 
deciding on a statement as to which instances of /o/ may 
be realised [u] - we must provide a criterion of demarcation 
between Sets B and C. The same problem would occur if we 
were to give a phoneme /u/ - only in this case we would 
have to provide an explanation of which instances of /u/ 
may be realised [o]. 
There seems to be no ready solution which removes the arbitrariness 
involved in stating that either /80kta/ or /8ukta/ is the correct 
phonological de8cription, of [sokta, 8uktaj, nor of any other form 
like this. 
Hypothesis 2: as is the case with Hypothesis 1, it does not affect 
the issue whether the phoneme /o/ is established in an ad hoc way 
ýSystem A)or via a minimal pair(System B). 
Given that /o/ and /u/ are different phonological forms, we 
could describe 11/sokta/11 and II/sukta/11 as sy onyms for "six". We 
would thus be treating the description of II/sokta/11 and II/sukta/11 
in Quechua as analogous to English 11/0ýr/lt and 11/ai'Sr/11 as synonyms 
for "either". This solution has two advantages: 
1. It removes the arbitrary choice between /o/ and /u/. 
2. It gives wide coverage of the data(without in any way 
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conflicting witýh consistency), while also removing the need 
for a criterion of demarcation between Sets B and C. 
The only disadvantage is a pragmatic one. This hypothesis is rather 
inelegant. Synonyms have to be given in several cases where it may 
seem 'simpler' to have only one phonological form. However, this 
pragmatic disadvantage is a small price to pay for our gain in 
consistency, ad equacy and non-arbitrariness. As to the question of 
'simplicity', that criterion is not to be observed over and above 
considerations of consistency and adequacy. 
When further research has-been done on San Martin Quechua, it may 
well be found that to/sakta/11 for "six" is used by a particular set 
of speakers, while II/sukta/11 is found to be used by another set of 
speakers. If my intuitioni. prove to be near the mark, it will be found 
that II/sukta/1' is more common among Spanish speaking Quechuas and I 
among mestizoa who know Quechua. Of the two forms, II/sokta/11 appeare 
to be much more common among pure Quechua speakers, while mestizos 
generally uiqe II/sukta/1. This is a somewhat unexpected hypothesis, 
given that the Quechua-vowel system par excellence, is /a i u/. The 
form II/sokta/11 Is one of a very small set of #Quechua' forms which 
has /o/. In order to clarify these matters, a great deal of very 
painstaking statistical research is required - here, I can only hint 
at general patterns. Roughly, the following scheme seems to hold 
for forms which have /o/(either 'Quechua' or #Spanish' in the 
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diachronic sense). In the-scheme, /o/ denotes use of a synonym with 
/o/, while /u/ denotes use of a synonym with /u/: 
'Quechua' words 'Spanish' words 
Quechuas /0/ /U/ 
mestizo8 /U/ /o/ or /u/. 
Quechuas will prefer II/soktaP to II/sukta/11, but 11/peau/11 to "/peso/" 
('Spanish' form). That is, they assimilate loan-forms to the Quechua 
pattern /a i u/. Mestizos will generally use the form with /u/ in 
cases such as II/sukta/11, and will be unpredictable in their choice 
of synonym for Spanish loan-forms. The above may find an explanation 
in the mestizo's intuitively observable habit of converting loari-forms 
to the Quechua pattern -Ahis conversion, however, is not one hundred 
percent consistent.. One would have to investigate a very large(perhaps 
prohibitively so)number of cases like this before hazarding a fully- 
,, fledged hypothesis concerning tha usagp of /o/ and /u/-synonyms by 
given sets of. speakers., The kind of phenomenon which I have described 
roughly above is as difficult to formalize into a hypothesis as the 
usage of "/R; ýr/" and 1*1/aitr/11 as synonyms by English speakers. It 
is very difficult to describe. 
As far as the structural description of the present data is con- 
'A 
such matters have an indirect, but nevertheless important, bearing 
on synchronic, description. If we were to attempt to describe data in 
English collected from England and Scotland togethe , we should come 
up with two synonyms II/e/11 and Of/ai/1' for "I". By the criterion of 
sets of speakers, however, we should come to realise that each form 
belonged to its own system, used by a given set of speakers - we 
should then cease to treat the data in terms of one system. 
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cerned, we shall maintain- the hypothesis for /o/ and /u/-synonyms. 
There is some evidence(but not sufficient. to enable us to solve the 
problem)that, the use of one or other synonym may be explained with 
reference to groups of speakers. In. the event of this being the case, 
the 'synonymy' hypothesis is likely to'be much better than that 
description which attempts to cover all the data by either an arbitrary 
phoneme /o/ or by an. arbitrary phoneme /u/. 
If we adopt the synonymy description, some simplification procedure 
for representation is required to lessen the burden of stating all 
the synonyms of a form at every stage of the description where 
reference is made to one of the synonyms, or, alternatively, to 
do away with the need to ýick one out of the total set of synonyms 
in a given case. I shall-adopt the following convention for brevity: 
where there are two forms such as II/sokta/11 and II/sukta/11 for "six". 
shall give It/sokta/11, where the umlaut over 160 indicates that 
another form exists which has a phoneme /u/ instead of /o/. These 
formsVill always be represented with /o/. 
The situation for [e] and [i] is similar to that discussed above. 
As before, we have three sets of forms: 
A. Always pealised [i] qru "tooth" 
11sunts 
sfpi "drown" 
Ir--kai Iftwoff 
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"mouth" 
rfma, "speak" 
B. Always realised [e] Mee "measure" Me, medi 
Paso Ptsu "scale" 
est t1certainly" 
gjrno Strnu "son-in-law" 
resa "meat" 
puede, puedi "be able to" 
C. Either realised 
[e] omekul, omfkuý "monkey" 
or 
xente, xent_i, )ýInti "people" 
mede. m4di "measure" 3 
pug'de, pue'di, "be able to" 
eskop4ta,. tskoP1tap 
iskoýfta, it guntl 
padese, padesi 11suf f er" 
The statement that in. Set C the upper limit of the distinctive 
-realisatioa 
of either /e/ or /i/(depending ort which we give)is 
suspended, is beset by'the same problem as the similar hypothesis 
for'/O/(PlO4). It involves an arbitrary decision in favour either 
of a phoneme /e/ or of a phoneme /i/. Accepting that Set A(above) 
may be described by a phoneme /J. /,, and Set B, by a phon eme /e/ 
(albeit an ad hoc phoneme), I shall- give II/xeNte/', ', II/xeNti/11 and 
II/xiNti/11 as synonyms for "people". In System B, this hypothesis 
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may be maintained, the'only difference being that in that system 
/e/ is a fully-fledged phoneme, established by the minimal pair - 
kena/kina. ("flute'?, "variety of fruit"), which figures in the 
classificatory calculus. 
For simplicity in the representation, I will adopt a convention 
similar to that adopted for /o/ and /u/-synonymy(above). For the 
moneme for "people", for example, I give II/xFNtU/11, where the 
Umlaut over I/F/I indicates that a form with /i/ exists in addition 
to the form with /e/. In such forms, I use only the symbol /g/. 
The existence of a weak form of vowel harmony may be noted in 
connection with both the Sets C discussed above. 
The generalization oý my intuitions on this point is that very 
often(but not exclusively)the 'closed' realisations (u, i) may 
not be followed in an adjacent phonetic syllable by the 'half- 
closed' realisations (o, e). Vie find: 
e/i xente 
xenti but not x1ate- 
xinti 
o/U troso but not truso* 
trosu 
in two adjacent phonetic syllables, /e/ in the first does not 
vary to [i] unless /e/ in the second syllable also varies to 
[J-]; similarly, /o/ in the first syllable does not vary to Lul 
unless /o/-in the second syllable also varies to 
[u]. This 
ill. 
generalization applies to a great number of cases: 
Yes No 
xente, x4ati, xifnti xfnte- 
maaete, maFeti, maFfti maZIte* 
tr6so, trosu truso* 
padese, padesi padise* 
'de, sose sose"di f soside* 
n, gde, m e'di f mide* 
This is not intended as a hypothesis in the description proper, for 
it is ultimately reducible to an arbitrary statistical criterion. It 
offers little prospect of solving the phonological'description of 
/o/, /u/, /e/ and /i/. At. best, it is of some 'psychological' 
significance. On the whoi6, the combinations li-el and lu-ol in 
adjacent phonetic syllables of the type of Sets C(above)do not sound 
'right' for the Quechua. 
112. 
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CLASSIFICATORY CALCULUS FOR SYSTIall A. 
1. Preliminary. 
_ 
For the theory behind this chapter, "Classificatory Calculus 
and Ordering Relations"(Sets, P115) is essential. I do not propose 
to repeat all that Mulder gives in that chapter of Sets, but 
reference will be made to that chapter, and the definitions of 
the classes which I establish, and of the relations which hold 
between them, will be given. 
For the establishment of all paradigmatic classes in phonology, 
the distributional unit (e, n, i) is an essential point of reference 
in System A. The followifig definition should also be noted: 
"Forms which are mutually substitutable in the same I 
Position and same context and are different are said 
to commute with one another. "(Sets, P24) 
The minimum paradigmat ic class in a language is one minimal pair 
e. g. j2akaLtaka; aipi/tipi; Ealua/kalua. Items which have distinctive 
function are 'paradigmemesIDef-5a). By virtue of commuting with 
another member of the same class, such elements in phonology may 
be established as phonemes In this chapter, we consider Ophonemes' 
in their capacity as 'paradigmemes'. Remember also for 'paradigmemet: 
'member of a semiotic set'(Def. 5) 
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What we are interested in doing is establishing that semiotic 
set or system which accounts for the data which we have. In this 
chapter, I shall establish several types of paradigmatic class 
in San Martfn Quechua with reference to (e, n, i). 
For the moment, we shall work with the provision that, if a 
member of a minimal pair shares formal characteristics with a 
mestizo Spanish form, then that minimal pair will not be used. 
For example, from the data we may identify a phoneme /b/ by way 
of a minimal pair such as - baka/2aka ("cow", "hide"). The former 
member of the minimal pair_shares formal characteristics with 
mestizo Spanish /baka/., meaning "cow". Such minimal pairs are not 
used in System A. 
This system is not put forward as the only posisible description 
of the data. 
The paradigmatic classes which can be established are only one 
stage in arriving at a possible over-all description. I have chosen 
not to take the step of presenting my description of all the data 
(i. e. System B)in the first instance. The comparison of a system 
without 'Spanish' forms(System A)with a system with 'Spanish' forms 
(System B)is very revealing. The decision to leave out 'Spanish' 
forms at this stage, does not a priori rule them out of the dearip- 
tion. In System B, they are treated in a complete sense by the 
classificatory calculus, but note that in System A the 'Spanish' 
forms are described. They are treated as marginal, and established 
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in an ad ho2. way. I do not rule out the possibility that some 
linguists may hold System A in higher-regard than System B. 
2. Position Classes. 
One of the most general paradigmatic classes which one can 
establish is a position cla8s(pos), defined as 
set of items which can occur in the same position 
or archiposition' 
In this description, there are no archipositions, therefore we 
shall be dealing with itemewhich occur in let, tn' and 'it. The 
classes are: 
22se : p. t kmn1 r-s u 9( 
221-n a 'i u 
Mai :ptkEZrs91uN 9f 
The'phoneme /l/ is omitted from Posi because it occurs in #it only 
in 'Spanish' forms e. g. /t6lda/ "mosquito-net". 
The following. classes are useful for reference. They are 
used later in the description for the statement of phonematic 
distribution. They are termed 'main distribution classes'. They 
are: 
1. Both yose/ýýai :ptkE -C ra 
2. Only Lqsn :a 
1 Sets, P118. 
2 'Zero' is not a member of 2osn, for a syllable with 'zero' nucleus 
could only be said to represent silence. 
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3. Only 22-si N, 
4. pose/posn/2osi iu 
5. Only 22se ma 
In order to calculate these classes, we use either a Venn Diagram 
or a Marquand Graph. For simplicity, I shall use a Venn Diagram. 
Only when we have to deal with four or more classes, or where we 
which to compare a situation with three classes with another with 
a greater number of classes, need we use the Marquand Graph. 
m, n, 
\e- L 
ul 
Y-L L J, 
al ja 
{p,. t, Ic,  
- 
r, e, ' Ø} 
'This, yields the 'classes lel, Int and fit; len's 'nit and lei'; lenil. 
Of these classes, only let, In',, fit, lei' and lenit have members. 
The classes lent and 'nit are empty 
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Strict Paradigms.. 
An important notion for arriving at commutation classes(to be 
defined)is that of the strict paradigm(Spar), defined as: 
Oset. of phonemes which commute in identical contextst 
These are too numerous in any language to enumerate, and in them- 
selves are not sufficiently informative to merit attempted 
, enumeration. Here are some §Rars from San Martin Quechua: 
Pt IL 1. Spar(2., a. 
mama/aanafilaZa/papa/tata/ualua 
2. Spar( t. r u. a, N) 
karaN/kaEaN/ka '; LaNAa uaN 
Spar(9f. u, L) ZrtN 
uzku/uZku/urku/utku/uNku 
Spar(k. 1,1) am 
kiru/karu/kuru 
In, varking out the classificatory calculus, we look everywhere in 
the data for such aars. They are a very important stepping-stone 
for further classes. 
Note that the Spar is a set of phonemes which commute in identical 
contexts. 
4. Phonematic Paradigms. 
These classes are defined as: 
1 
Is , 
P125. 
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$a set of phonemes which commute in equivaleat contexts' 
Note that here we refer to equivalent contexts in the definition 
of the Ophonematic paradigiml(par), as distinct from identical 
contexts in the 'strict paradieml(Spar). The phonematic paradigm 
is related to the strict paradigm in that the phonematic paradigm 
is the sun of strict paradigms. 
2 
The paradigm on /-aO/ in San 
MartIn Quechua is: - 
p, tkmnazcrsu 
This is equivalent to saying that the following sequences of 
phonemes are opposed in a functional way in the dialect: - /pa/, 
/ta/, /ka/, /ma/, /na/j /-na/, /Ea/, /Za/, /ra/, Isal, /ga/, 
/ia/, /ua/. /Oa/. 
Commutation Classes. 
The Commutation class(COM) is the sum of phonematic paradigms 
of which a phoneme is a member in all the Positions in which it 
occurs. For instance, if we take the phoneme /i/, we establish the 
com of /i/'by adding together the following Lars in let, In' and 
fit. We need not repeat in. any class a phoneme already counted in 
another class: - 
lei /p tkmnn-z-c-rsg/ 
In# /a U/ 
fit : /i/ IN -0/ 
1 
Sets, pllg. 
2 
Sets, P125. 
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This gives the following com for /i/: 
p t kmn rsuaN 
For the proof that one can calculate the distinctive function 
of a phoneme in a class which is the suM of paradigms, see Sets, 
p128. 
The coms in a possible San Martfn Quechua phonological system 
can be represented in a diagram of the form used in Sets(P131). 
Ia this diagram, a square of the form: 
x-+ 
II 
II 
"IS II 
SI 
+-y 
indicates that txl commutes with tyl and that lyl commutes with 
Ixt. By reading horizontally along aý row of 1+1, we can ascertain 
the com of any phoneme in the left-hand column. The diagram in 
itself gives the coms of each phoneme, therefore these coms need 
not be listed individually. See the Diagram on the following 
page(p119), The Coms of System A. 
Connective Opposition Classes. 
These coMs, and in particular the diagram given, enable us to 
establish another kind of class, which is defined as: 
1ý 
Diagram 
lig. 
tkmnZrs91ua N-9f 
+++ 
............ ++ 
t...... ...... ++ 
+k.......... + 
m+ 
+ 
+ 
E....... z++ 
++++ .+++ 
++++++ 
s++ 
....... ...... s++++ 
........... 
.......... u 
++a 
.......... N+ 
9f gr 
The Coms of System A. 
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'sum of equivalent come' 
1 
These are connective opposition classes(Cops). Every member of a 
Cop commutes in equivalent contexts with every other member of the 
same RU. With reference to the diagram on pllg, a Cop is a square 
of the form indicated above such that every possible commutation 
within the square is attested i. e. there are no blanks in the 
square, but every 1+1 is attested. The aim is to construct the 
fewest number of Cops which account for every commutation(marked 
1+1 in pjAEý: am 1). The diagram gives all the attested commutations 
between phonemes in equivalpnt contexts in System A. 
The first Cop is eas. ily established. I shall call it Cop A. It, 
is /P t 'k mn 71 EZrs9 *1 u 0/. Now, Cop B is 
/a i u/. Note that lzýrof does not figure, because the phoneme 
/a/, which can come only in On', is not opposed anywhere in the 
system to its absence. We can set up Cop C as /p tkrs 
&iuN 0/. The Cop D is necessary only by virtue of the phoneme 
/1/, which occurs in only a very few forms, and is intuitively 
marginal. This Cop is /1 k The inclusion of Cop D leads 
to a different description of further classes, therefore I shall 
perform the description of functional equivalence classes(to be 
defined in 7)with and without /1/, in order to argue for the 
marginality of /l/ in a more satisfactory way. 
On pl2l, the 2Us of System A are listed Individually. 
1 Sets, P132. 
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Cop A. ptkmn 71 ZZra9 
pp............. 
t+t++; .......... 
k++k ........... 
in +++.......... 
n.. a...... 
+++++ 
Z 
r++++ 
........... ++ 
u............ u+ 
0............. 
Co p B. aiu0 
aa++ 
++ 
u++U+ 
++ 9F 
Co p C. ptkrs9 :LuN gr 
p J: r ........... 
t+t.......... 
++ 
r+++++r 
+++++ 
+++ 
u++++: u+ 
.......... + 
9F ........... 
Cop D. c8 
k+k++ 
Z++E+ 
-S 
+- +-- + 
-9 
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The 22Ts, as Mulder says 
1, 
provide the subsystems par excellence 
for the establishment of the distinctive features of phonemes. This 
is the case, because in the 
. 
22Z8 every member of a class is opposed 
by commutation to every other member of that class. There is no risk 
of giving distinctive features on the basis of pseudo-commutation. 
Subsystem A(Cop A)-: 
voiced unvoiced- nasall sibilant Ivocalic 
occlusive- occlusive 
labial Pmu 
apical tns 
palatal Z. ns 
[Unclassified: /k/, /r/] 
Subsystem B(COP B)*. 
This tentative subsystem does not materialise for reasons explained 
on P32. The Phonemes /a i u/ have the features 'a-nessf, Ii-ness' 
and 'u-ness' respectively. 
Subsystem C(Cop C)-. 
I voiced I unvoiced sibilant vocalic 
occlusive occlusive 
labial pu 
apical ta 
palatal 
[Unclassified: /k/, /r/] 
1 Sets, P137. 
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The over-all system is based on the subsystems derived from the 
EMS. The subsystem in which /l/ figures(Cop D)does not enable C 
us to establish a subsystem on the basis of distinc'tive'features, 
quite simply because it has too few members. In the over-all 
system, /l/ has only the feature 11-ness'. 
This is the over-all system: 
unvoiced voiced nasal sibilant vocalic 
occlusive occlusive 
labial P u 
apical t n s 
palatal C z 
[Unclassified: /k/, /r/, /1/] 
It. is interesting to note that the subsystem derived from Cop C 
adds nothing to the over-all System which is not already there in 
Cop A. 
This system is funusual. 1 in that /k/ is 'outside' the system. 
It. cannot be included im 'the over-all classification, because it 
is not the product of an order and a series. In the absence of 
another Idorsall- phoneme, /k/ cannot be shown to, be 'occlusive'. 
It has only the feature 'k-nesst. By the same criteria as for /k/, 
/r/ is outside the system - there is no other 'vibrant, trill' 
phoneme to which /r/ might be opposed, by which it would be shown 
to be tapicall. It has only the feature Ir-ness'. As stated above, 
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/l/ has onlY the feature 11-ness'. 
Subsystem B may be given, as the vowel system irL System A, 
without change. This is /a i u/. 
Note that the distinctive features of /u/ and /i/ in the 
consonantal and vocglic systems are not equivalent. This is not 
an inconsistency. It comes about because in those two systems, 
/u/ and /i/ commute with consonantal and vocalic, phonemes respect- 
ively. It would indeed be strange if /u/ in the subsystem in the 
nuclear position were held to have consonantal distinctive features. 
In the nuclear position, /u/(and /i/)commutes only with the vowel 
pirioneme /a/. 
The above is, I suggbst, the 'Quechuat system par excellence. 
Only the element /l/ is intuitively marginal, the which can be 
recognised from its rarity of occurrence in the dialect. System A 
is close-knit and economical. 
Functional Equivalence Classes. 
These Are defined 'as: 
Isets of phonemes in equivalent coms' or 
tsets of phonemes which belong to the same Copsel 
In the following set-theoretical representation, a represents Cop 
A, b represents Cop B, and c represents Cop C. I omit Cop D at 
this stage, therefore we can use a Venn Diagram for three classes: 
1 Sets, p140. 
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I 
6-c 
The abbreviation used thioughout for functional equivalence classes 
is f=. Thef2ae are: 
a -b -C 
-a b -C 
Eeq. R -a -b c 
EeLIS a -b c 
fe. aT abc 
mnn 
a 
:ptkrs 
u 
There are the following correspondences between Feqs and other 
classes: 
FeqP, corresponds to the set which come only in let. 
1/2 
EMQ it 11 of it only in In'. 
1 
This correspondence holds only if we treat /l/ as mareinal. The 
similarity is nevertheless worthy of note. 
'Sett is an abbreviation for 'set of phonemes'. 
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FeqR corresponds to the set which come only in fit. 
E2&S if of It of only in let or fit. 
EW it ff ft tv in let, In', fit. 
The full significance of the system established here, and of the 
correspondences which hold within it, will become clear when we 
have explored some of the implications of not omitting 'Spanish' 
forms from the classificatory calculus. 
If we include the phoneme /l/ in the calculus for functional 
equivalence classes, we must include Cop D. This Cop has the members 
k In calculating the Feqs, we require to take four 
classes into account. For. four classes, I use a Marquand Graph. Mulder 
has constructed a Venn Diagram for four classes, but for the purpose 
of comparing Systems A and Ba Marquand Graph is more informative 
visually. I 
FiLT. 1. 
fl; u 
ptZra kFs mnil 
a 
cc ct 
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With a phoneme /1/, the Feqs are: - 
FeqA a -b -C -d :mn 
FeqB -a b -C -d :a 
FeqC -a -b c -d :N 
Le ID -a -b C d :1 
Le 1E a b c -d :iu 
LeS. F a -b -C d :k 
Le jG a -b c -d ptr 
The inclusion of the phoneme /l/ not only results in the establishment 
of another Feq, which has the member /1/, but leads also to the 
'break-down. t of the 'central' Ee2. S 1p, t, k, E, Z, r, s, ZI into two 
Le i3l and ELG 1p, t, E, r, 91 ! Is* EeIF {k, zS. 
When I omitted the phoneme /1/, 1 was able to arrive at a system 
of a simple and balanced nature. There were no instances of a phoneme 
having a function very much different from others in the set. 
11 
believe that the Icentrel of the system is to be found in Cop A 
and FeqS. Distributionally, the phonemes in these classes are 
equivalent; in addition, they are equivalent in a paradigmatic sense. 
That is, they commute with each other and in equivalent positions. 
When the phoneme /l/ is included, the fact that that phoneme 
commutes with only /k means that the paradigmatic functions 
of the phonemes /k F 9/ are now different from the remainder of the 
phonemes in Fe (in the system without /1/). If I now give the jec EUS Is 
1 
perfect symmetry is not to be expected of any system, of course, 
but 
conclusions such as these are very useful for the over-all 
description. 
of -the system without a -phoneme we can compare the fjjs of 
systems with and without a phoneme /I 
a. without'/11: - 
im, ptkE7-rsg 
MnR a 
b. with 
iu 
PtErg k^cs mnil 
a 
C 
123. 
This shows. in. a very*simple way why I insisted(p55)oa the fact 
that, the inclusion of I SPanishl - forms does not merely' consist of 
ftaggingý them on to the 'Quechua' forms. 
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The change in the system with /l/ from that without /l/ is quite 
evident. The following holds for 'marginal' elements in the system: - 
The inclusion of a 'marginal' element leads to an increase 
in the number of Fe (as compared with the set'reached 
without the Imarginall. element), b6th by virtue of the 
inclusion of new f2as which. incorporate the 'marginal' 
element(s), and by virtue of the fbreak-down' of the 
LeSLs(without $marginal' elements)into further classes. 
This will become clearer when I go on to explore the implications 
Of a phoneme /b/ in the system. In general, the introduction of 
'marginal' elements, such. as 'Spanish' forms are, leads to an 
unbalanced system. QuechuA scholars, in the past, have not realised 
these Consequences, most probably because their theories have not 
enabled them to formulate the consequences in the first place. 
The ImPlications of /b/. 
A phoneme /b/ could have figured in System A if we had chosen to 
describe those cases where [b] only occurs after a nasal(p92)as 
realisations of such a phoneme. 
In order to demonstrate further the kind of consequences to be 
expected if we include 'marginal' elements, I have included here a 
short section on the implications of /b/. If we include /b/, we 
,0 
require five Cops in order to account for the possible commutations: 
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ýLo P. 1 :bPtkmR81uV 
EM2 :Ptkmnrs9u 
ýLoz3 :aiu 
2M4 PtkFFrs91uN 
COP5 1kF 9' 
In order to calculate the jeSs, we now have to take into account 
five classes. The Marquand Graph is as follows: - 
I 
C 
ý6 c 
o-c 
c 
-Ic 
iu 
kF pts mil 
b 
In the system without /I/ and /b/, weý had three Cops, ' seven possible 
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E2as,, of 'which f ive w ere realised. IrL the system with /1/, we had 
f our- gMs, fifteen possible f±js, of which seven were realised. In 
týe system with /I/ and /b/, 'we haveý five ýUs, thirty-one possible 
., Feas, )-of, which eleven are realised. "These figures cam be verified 
-by couiýtin&-the number of squares in. each of the Marquand Graphs 
ýgiven. ý 
By substracting one class, the empty class, one arrives at 
,,,,,,,: 
the possible ber of classes(termed the 'power set#). By counting nUM 
classes which have phonemes in. theim, one arrives at the 
attested set, or, in other words, 'at-the set of f:, e which is realised. 
One noticeable, feature of the above. procedure is that we have to 
_, Fqnsider larger and larger power sets, of which a'decreasing number 
''(proportionally to the power set)are realised. 
III a system with /I/ an'd /b/, the EeSz are: 
Feal "at b 
Fea2 IbI Zn 
Fe let 
Idt N E-ea4 
Feq5 let 
lab', m 
Feq7 1bdt r 
Le 2.8 1abdl pts 
. Feqg 'bdet 
F0 tabcdl u 
EeSLll kc labdet 
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FeqS, the Icentrel of System A, is represented here by five E21s: 
without /1 b/ 
p 
t 
s 
Fel 
with /I b/ 
p 
t Fe 
k 
8 h4a 
r P-le 1 -7 
(n) 
On P133,1 compare the Mdrquand graphs for the following three 
systems: 
1. without /l/ and /b/ 
2. with /l/ 
3 with /l/ and /b/ 
From this comparison, "it can be fully appreciated that the intro- 
duction of /l/ and /b/ brings about significant descriptive con- 
sequences in the system. In the series of diagrams on P133, the 
members of Le! IS in System l(above) are ringed The Feqs in Systems 
2 and ý(above)which are not found in System I are marked with an 
asterisk 
1 
This kind of consequence was implied when I discussed the implica- 
tions of /b dgf x/(Spanish forms)on p4O-43. 
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t pt C- -I iu zrs, 3 
-C I mna a 
iu 
mnn 
a 
N 
iu 
(? EtDr- 
z 
a 
1 rl 
ct - Ci- 
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9. Changes in the Over-all System. 
The inclusion of /l/, as we noted on P123, brings about no 
significant change in the over-all systemA, for that phoneme can 
not be brought under any system in San MartIn Quechua - it is out- 
side the system, having only the feature 11-ness'. 
The inclusion of /b/. however, results in a change in the labial 
order in the over-all system. This comes about because of the 
membership of /b/ in a Cop(see P130), which is: 
tk 
This enables us to construct a subsystem with /b/, and distinctive 
features may be establisbed for that phoneme. The subsystem is: - 
labial 
apical 
T 
voiced-'. unvoiced I 
c clusive occlusive 
b, p 
t 
nasal 
m 
v6calic 
U 
palatal E 
[Unclassified: A/, IQ 
The over-all system with /b/: 
voiced 
occlusive 
unvoiced 
occlusive 
nasal vocalic sibilant 
labial 1 b p mU 
apical t n s 
l t l pa a a 
-i - -, 
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Unclassified in this over-all system are /k/, /r/ and /l/. 
The full implications of a system which allows 'marginal' 
elements can be seen when System B is established in a later 
chapter. 
The diachronic criterion of formal similarity to mestizo Spanish 
is not one hundred percent reliable, and I do not intend in the 
thesis that the reader believe that it is. Intuitively, /l/ is 
marginal, but it falls in a no-man's land between 'Quechua' and 
'Spanish'. In fel, it occurs in 'Quechua' forms; in til, it occurs 
in 'Spanish' forms. The best solution is to regard /l/ as a member 
of both Systems A and B. With /b/t I opt for regarding all instances 
of /b/ as part of Syst eni B. 
10. Ad Hoe Phonemes. 
If we choose not to allow minimal pairs which have 'Spanish' I 
members, the only solution open to us in describing /b dgf 
xe 0/(which occurý mainly in 'Spanish' forms)is to treat these 
elements in an ad hoc way. If we do this, /b dgfxe o/, in 
System A, form part of the over-all statement put forward to account 
for the data, but cannot be, held to form part of the over-all 
system established on the basis of distinctive features and 
commutation. 
This is a possible description. In fact, it is a better one 
than may at first be appreciated. This is so because, if we explore 
1 
There is the unavoidable consequence, with this decision, that 
forms such as /maNýa1ba/("big") and /biNZa/("headband"), which are 
diachronically 'Quechuat, must be treated in an ad-hoe way. 
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some of the implications of including 'Spanish' minimal pairs, 
we find that the system is unbalanced. Some linguists might choose, 
on the basis of a comparison between my Systems A and B, to opt for 
System A, which does not allow ISpanishl minimal pairs. 
I have alluded to the intuitively 'marginal' character of the 
phoneme /l/. It occurs in only a very few 'Quechua' forms. By the 
diachronic criteria used to establish 'Spanish' forms i. e. formal 
similarity to mestizo Spanish, /I/ is a border-line case, because 
in let it figures in 'Quechua' forms(but not in 'it in those forms), 
while in 'it it figures only in 'Spanish' forms. If we limit our- 
selves to stating that /l/ is a member Of ZO_ae only in System A, 
it may be*included. It is preferable to maintain /l/ in both System 
A and System B than to-mq, ýke an arbitrary decision-in favour of 
one or other system. The phoneme /1/, therefore, is a member of 
System A(and of System B). This is important for succeeding chapters. 
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ix 
THE PHOTTEI-IES OF SYSTEM A AND THEIR REALISATIONS 
1. The phoneme /a/. 
/a/ occurs in Int only, and is the only $vowel' phoneme in this 
system. It is a member of Lo u/, and is the sole .! 
ZC along with /i 
member of Lea& 
a/i /ka-Zu/ "tongue" /ki-Fu/ "Yellow" 
a/u /ki-Fa/ "moon" /ki-Zu/ "Yellow" 
la. Realisations of /a/. 
The realisation of /a/ depends on its phonetic. context. It is 
realised [a] - back, open, rounded, 
lax - in the complex 
L; 
ul, and 
L LA 
before [m], [n], (k. ], iftespective of whether thes6 sounds are the 
realisations of the phonemes /m/, /n/, /k/ in lel or of the archiphor%eme 
or /k/ in Ii na'u [kSusjj], [wauki], Lka5]; [k; mpa], and C pa], ( 1% LA CL 
[purak]. It is realised [a] - back, half-open, rounded, lax - before L 
any sound except those-listed for [a](above), or in the complex 
Cal]: [kausai. ], Lkaý], [17rkaj]q [pata], [taparakull, [Rati]. It is 
realised back, open, rounded, lax, nasalized - before a nasal: L 
[ka3], [H-ampa], [wý"5gana]. This last realisation occurs only rarely, 
and generally before a velar nasal realisation. 
2. The phoneme /i/I 
/i/ operates in all three positions let, On' and fit. It Commutes 
1 
Throughout this chapt*er, 1-1 denotes $syllabic boundary'. 
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with/p tkm ail Earsgua N(Y/. Thephoaemes 
/i/ and /u/ are the only 'consonantal-vocalic' phonemes in this 
system, belonging to feS. E. 
i/p Aa-ia/ "call" /ka-pa/ "shout" 
i/t /ia-ka/ "almost" /ta-ka/ "sprain" 
i/k /iu-ia/ "think" /ku-ia/ "love" 
/u-ia/ "face" /u-ma/ "head" 
i/n /u-ia/ "face" /u-na/ "early morning" 
. 
1/71 /ia-ka/ "almost" /Fia-ka/ "bewitch" 
i/E /ka-ia/ "'call" /ka--za/ "begin" 
i/E /u-ia/ "face" /u-Za/ "blame" 
: L/r /u-ia/ Itfacell /u-ra/ "below" 
: L/S /ia-Za/` ftnow" /sa-Za/ "woods" 
1/9 /iu-ia/ "think" /Fu-ia/ "wait" 
Vu Ai-ru/ "tooth" /ku-ru/ "worm" 
i/a /ni-ria/ "flame" /na-na/ "Pain" 
i/N /kai-pa/ "of this" /kaN-pa/ "of you" 
1/0 /ia-ku/ "water" /a-ku/ "come! " 
2a. Realisations-of /i/. 
/i/ is realiced according to its context in (e, n, i). Like /u/ 
(described in 3- below), it is best described in realisation in the 
indicates that no minimal pair is attested. 
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peripheral positions in combination with the nuclear sound in 
the phonetic syllable-The following combinations are possible: 
explosive ............. 
[ja 
j41 
implosive ............. 
[91] 
A 
A 
1. Explosive: when [a] is nuclear, [j] is characterised as a 
movement from 'front, close, spread, lax' towards 'back, open, 
rounded, lax', merging with the Phonetic nucleus 
[a]. The tpoint' 
of articulation is roughly 'palatal', though contact with the 
palate is partial, whic! 2 gives this sound its observable 
'consonantal' quality. The articulatory starting-point for 
is less spread than for [i] in the nuclear position - it may be 
described as flax$. When [u] is nuclear, [j] may be characterised 
as a movement from 'front, close, spread, lax# towards tback, 
close, rounded, tense', where it merges with the phonetic nucleus 
[u]. 
2. Implosive: when [a] is nuclear, [i. ] may be characterised as a 
movement from tback, open, rounded, lax' towards 'front, close, 
spread, lax' - this is almost the exact reverse of the description 
of [JaZ](above). when [u] is nuclear, [ij is characterised as a A 
movement from Ibackq close, rounded, tense' towards 'front, close, 
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spread, lax' - this is almost exactly the reverse of the descrip- 
tion of [Ja](above). _ 
The combination [11] is a good example by which to show the 
difference between Ivocalict(nucleus of the phonetic syllable)and 
'consonantall(periphery of the phonetic syllable)realisations of 
the phoneme /i/. The realisation of /ii/ does not merely involve 
a lengtheni. ne, of the nuclear realisation of /i/. There is a definite 
increase in closure and spreading which, if taken slightly further, 
would result in a palatal fricative rather similar to German ich. 
The point of articulation of [i] is in the region of the front 
palate - there is a very slight regression of the point of 
articulation from [i] [i] in the combination A 
The [j] and [i] reallsations of the phoneme /i/'may be briefly A 
referred to as tglides'. 
The phoneme /u/. 
/u/ operates in aU three positions in (e, n, i). It commutes 
with /p t-kmn 71 ZZra9taN 0/. 
U/P /ka-ua/ ', see, ' 
U/t /ua-ta/ "Year" 
U/k /pa-ua/ "fly" 
U/M /ua-si/ "house" 
U/n /ua-ua/ "baby" 
U/il /ua-ka/ "cryff 
/ka-pa/ "shout" 
/ta-ta/ "father" 
/pa-ka/ "hide" 
/ma-si/ "companion" 
/na-na/ "Pain" 
/5a-ka/ "bewitch" 
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U/1 
U/E /ki-ua/ "grass" A14a/ "moon" 
U/a /sa-ua/ "the top" /sa-Fa/ "woods" 
u/r /sa-ua/ "the top" /sa-ra/ "maize" 
U/S /ua-si-ku/ "make house" /sa-si-ku/ "diet" 
U/9 /ua-ua/ "baby" /ua-ga/ "behind" 
U/i /ku-ru/ "worm" /ki-ru/ "tooth" 
u/a /ku-ru/ "worm. 11 /ka-ru/ "the distance" 
u/N /Ilau-pa/ "beginning" /n-aN-pa/ "of the path" 
U/0 /uau-ki/ "brother" /ua-ki/ "some" 
3a. Realisations of /u/. 
In the nuclear position, /u/ is realised 'back, close, rounded, 
tense'. 
In the peripheral positions, 
[w] 
and 
[u] 
must be taken along 
A 
with the nucleus of a particular phonetic syllable. The possible 
combinations are: 
explosive.. [wfl 
[wil 
implosive ......... 
[au 
The explosive realisation is a glide. It may be characterised 
as a movement from 'back, close, rounded, tense, labial' to a more 
topent and 'lax, rounded' position, at which point it merges with 
the phonetic nucleus [a]. If [w] is followed by [i], it may be L 
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characterised. as a movement from 'back, close; rounded, tense, 
i 
labial' ! towards 'front, close, spread' - in this case, there is no 
topening' of the vowel at all. In the combination [au], the situation CA 
is almost exactly the reverse of that given for [wa'] is begun C 
in a somewhat more 'open' position than before [i], or in nuclear 
position in general; it is lax(this hangs over from [a] in the 
C- 
nucleus), and is a movement towards 'back, close, rounded, tense, 
labial'. The tenseness of 'this rounding of [X] is less than that of 
[w]ýin the initial position, as in [wa]. 
I can find no way of describing [w] or [u] in isolation. Daniel 
A 
Jones advocates specific4lly the need to deal with glides and semi- 
vowels in 
'Conjunction 
with the phonetic nucleus the [w] realisations 
[w; ] and [wl] are nqt 'the 
same sound. This is be cause of the L 
difference between the syllabic nuclei [a] and (i]. 
-, The Vowel System in System A. 
For the purpose of giv: Lng a rough'picture of the relations, between 
i U/,. a table as follo ws may be givea: 
71 6pen -e 
ro und ed u I, a 
spread 
As pointed out on P32t however, in the strictest sensa, this is not 
a subsystem - /a/ is outside the system, and in consequence /u/ and 
/i/ are outside the system. The phonemes /a i u/ have the features 
1 
The Phoneme: Itý Nature and Use, p7o-81. 
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#a-ness', lu-ness' and ti-ness' respectively. If a phoneme /e/ 
were in the system, then we could establish grounded' as a feature 
of /a/, and give the following vowel system: 
open close 
rounded au 
spread ei 
This hypothetical system is possible, because 'rounded' /a/ is 
opposed to 'spread' /e/. 
The phoneme /p/* 
/p/ operates in leg and Oil, and commutes with /t kmn 1i 
rs91uN . 0/. The phoneme 
/p/ is one of the set of 
phonemes which can occuýy both peripheral positions in a syllable- 
instance e. S. /pup/. 
P/t /pa-pa/ "potato" /ta-ta/ "father" 
p/k /pa-ua/ "fly" /ka-ua/ 'see" 
P/a /pai/ 'the, she" /mai/ "where? " 
P/n /pa-pa/ "potato" /na-na/ "Pain" 
P/5'' /pa-pa/ "potato" /Za-ila/ "sister" 
PA ------- 
p/-z /ka-pa/ "shout" /ka-z-a/ "begin" 
P/z /pai/ 'the, she" /Zai/ "that" 
1 For discussion of a similar situation in Pekingese, see Sets, 
P138. 
P/r 
P/a 
P/5 
P/i 
P/M 
PIN 
P/0 
/pa-ku/ I'monkeyff 
/Pa-ua/ "fly" 
/puN-ku/ "door" 
/ka-pa/ "shout" 
/ka-pa/ "shout" 
/ka-iap-tiN/ 11callIng" 
/pa-ku/ "imonkey" 
/ra-ku/ "fat" 
/sa-ua/ "the top" 
/guN-ku/ "heart" 
/ka-ia/ "call" 
/ka-ua/ "see" 
/ka-iaN-tiN/ "tomorrow" 
/a-ku/ "comel" 
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5a ., Realisations of 
/p/. 
After a nasal in the same accent group, /p/ has a free variant 
realisation. voiced, bilabial, occlusive. The realisation [b], 
after nasal in the saner accent group, is in free. variance with [p] 
unvoiced, bilabial, occlusive, whichrealisation. also occurs in. fel 
and "10. In the texplosi-iel position, the realisation may be 
accompanted by a trace of asPiration jph]; im the 'implosive, 
position, the realisation is mare "occlusive". 
I describe a small set of instancýes where only [b] occurs after 
'nasal 
as reýtlisationz of the phoneme ýp/. These were listed on p92. 
6. The phonem-e /t/. 
/t/ operates in. 'a' and 110, and commutes with /P k in a -n 
'r '8 1UN 0/. The occurrence of the phoneme /t/ is 
limited in t: Lt, as far as I know, to the form /dt-ku/ "Cotton". 
ý/p /ta-ta/, "father" /pa-pa/ "Potato" 
I 
0 
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tA /ta-ta/ ', father" /ta-ka/ "sprain" 
t/11 /ta-ka/. "sprain's /za-ka/ "fight" 
t/a. /ta-ta/ "father" /na-na/ "pains' 
t/--n. /ta-ta/ "father" /na-Za/ "sister" 
t/1 
VE /pai-ta/ "him" /Pat-Ea/ "only he" 
t/F /ta-ka/ "sprain" /Ba-ka/ "bridge" 
t/r /pi-ta/ "whom? 14-,.. /pi-ra/ "who then? " 
t/S /ti-pi/ "cut', /si-pi/ "go under water" 
t/S /ua-ta/ "year". 
- 
/ua-ga/ "behind" 
t/i /ta-ka/ 114prain" /ia-ka/ "almost" 
t/U /ta-ka/ "sprain" /ua-ka/ "cry" 
t/N /ut-ku/ "Cotton,, /uN-ku/ "illness's 
t/O /ut-ku/ "cotton" /u-ku/ "the inside" 
6a. Realisations of /t/. 
/t/ has a free variant realisation [d], along with [t], after 
a nasal iii the same accent group. The reali sation [d] is voiced, 
apico-dental occlusive; [t] is unvoiced, ap ico-dental occlusiva. 
7. The phoneme /k/. 
/k/ operates in leg and 'it, and commutes with /p tmn 
r. s -e iuN 0/. It is a member of f2AF. This phoneme 
is one of the set which may occupy both let and fit in a syllable- 
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instance e. g. /kuk/. 
k/P /kai/ "this" /pai/ "he, she" 
k/t /kai-ka/ "and this" /kai-ta/ "this(O)II 
k/m /ma-ka/ "fight", /ma-ma/ "mother" 
k/n /ma-kaN/ "fights" /ma-naN/ "no" 
k/5 /kaN/ "you" /ZaN/ "path" 
k/l /ka-ia/ "call" /la-ia/ "class" 
k/z- /pa-ka/ "hide" /pa-W "Pick(fruit)" 
k/Z /kai/ "this" /Zai/ "that" 
k/r /si-ki/ "bottom" /si-ri/ Itrest" 
k/s /ma ki/ "he! nd" /ma-si/ "companion" 
k/5 /ku-ia/ "love" /gu-ia/ "wait" 
. 
k, /i /-ca-ka/ llbfidge", /-ca-ia/ "arrive" 
k/U /pa-ka/ "hide" /pa-ua/ "fly"' 
kIN /kau-sak/ "one who lives" /kau-saN/ #'lives', 
k/O /Ruk-ilu/ "sugar" I /-nu-nu/ 11breast" 
7a. Realisations of /k/. 
After a nasal in the same accent group, /k/ has combinatory 
variant realisations [k] X [g]. The realisat: Lonl[g] is, voiced, 
velar occlusive; that of [k] is unvoiced, velar occlusive. Before 
in the same accent group, the combinatory variant realisation 
[g] occurs. 
In fit, /k/ may be realised unvoiced, velar, fricative [x]. The 
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realisations [k] and [x] are in free variance in this position. 
8. The phoneme /m/. 
_ 
/a/ operates in let only, and commutes with /p tkn 
rs51u 0/. It is a member of E2SLA, which class corres- 
ponds to the class of phonemes which can come only in tel. 
M/P /mai/ "where? " /Pai/ 'the,., ' she" 
M/t /ma-ma/ "mother" /ta-ta/ "father" 
m/k /mai/ "where? " /kai/ "t his" 
M/n /ma-ma/ t1mother" /na-na/ "Pain" 
M/5 /ma-ma/ t1motherlt /Ra-W "sister" 
M/Z /ma-ki/ t'ha'nd" /z-a-ki/ "grieflt 
m/U /ma-ki/ llhaýndll /-da-ki/ "foot" 
m/r /sa-ma/ "rest" /sa-ra/ "maize" 
M/s /ma-ma/ "mother" /sa-ma/ "rest" 
m/Z /pai-mi/ "he indeed" /pai-*gi/ "he, they say" 
M/i /ma-ka/ "fight" /ia-ka/ "almost" 
M/U /ma-ka/ "fight" /ua-ka/ "cry" 
M/N preclude d by distribution 
M/O /ma-si/ t1companion" /a-si/ " smile" 
The phoneme /m/ is realised bilabial nasal [m]. 
The phoneme /n/--*_ 
/n/ operates in le' only, and commutes with /p tkm ri 2 
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Zs91u 0/. 
n/p /na-na/ "pain" /pa-pa/ "potato" 
n/t /na-na/ 'pain" /ta-ta/ "father" 
n/k /ma-naN/ "no" /ma-kaN/ "fights" 
n/m /na-na/ "Pain" /ma-ma/ "mother" 
nfi-i /na-aa/ "pain" fila-ila/ "sister" 
n/l ------- 
n/E /pai-na/ "he now" /pai-ia/ "only he" 
n/-c /u-na/ "early morning" , /u-ca/ "blame" 
n/r /niN/ "tells" 1riN1 "goes" 
n/s /niN-Zi/'IIwe tell" /siN-Zi/ "strong" 
n/9 /ni-na/ "flame'? /gi-na/ "like", 
U/i /na-na/ "pain" /ia-na/ "black" 
n/u /na-na/ "pain" /ua-ua/ "baby" 
n/N precluded by distribution 
n/O /na-nak/ "which hurts" /a-nak/ "upstream" 
The phoneme /n/ is realised apico-alveolar nasal [n]. 
10. The phoneme /Z/. 
/V operates izL let only, and commutes with /p tkmn 
Zrs91u 0/. 
vp /n-a-ka/ llbewitchll /pa-ka/ "hide" 
ri/t /5a-ka/ "bewitch" /ta-ka/ "sprain" 
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5/k- /n-AN/ "path. " /kaN/ "you" 
RAL /ffa-n-a/ "sister" /ma-ma/ flnother" 
Va. /Ra-iia/ "sister" /na-na/ "Pain" 
Vz /-nu-ka/ "I" /Eu-ka/ "climb" 
R/F- /7La-ka/ "bewitch't /Fa-ka/ "bridge" 
Vr /pu-7iu/ "sleep" /pu-ru/ "absolutely" 
EVS /ka-ga/ "request'# /ma-sa/ "dry in sun. " 
nu/ "sugar" 5/8- /Zuk- /Zuk-gu/ "spindle" 
R/i /Za-ka/ 91bewitch" Aa-ka/ "almost" 
S/U /n-a-ka/ f1bewitch. " 71 /ua-ka/ "cry" 
EVN precluded ýy distribution 
9/0 /HaN-pi/ )'on the /aX-pi/ "cure" 
path. " 
10a. Realisationý of 
The description 'palatal. nasall is not a sufficient description 
of the realisation. of /5/. 1 describe the realisation of this phoneme 
in texplosivel" positiom as palatal. nasaL plus semi-vowel [R3]. The 
description 'palatal nasal' is more appropriate for the realisation 
of the archiphoneme INI before /z- Z 5/, as in [manz-aiba], [tij; ij9i] 
wA 
and [k; nZis]. The situation is similar to that in Castilian - if one 
can appreciate the difference betweea the nasal sounds in 'a-;; oI 
(syllable-initial - explosive), and 'an-chol(syllable-final - implosive), 
one can gain a good impression of the situation in Quechua. Palatal 
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nasals have different realisations in texplosives and 'implosive' 
position in the phonetic syllable. Phonetically, it would be rather 
difficult to pronounce the 'implosive' palatal nasal-of Ltijar. 9i] 
in syllable-initial position, and to pronounce $explosive' palatal 
nasal plus semi-vowel ot [7tjati] in syllable-final position. The 
distinction between these two realisations is blurred if we call 
them both 'palatal nasal'. I distinguish them by calling the 
lexplosivet realisatioa 'palatal nasal plus semi-vowel# - 
[j], of 
course, is an texplosivet sound Ear excellence. 
11. The phoneme /3-/. 
/l/ may occur only-in fel in. 'Quechua# forms, 'and commutes with 
It occurs in only a iery few forms in the language, and is in 
all ways a very puzzling feature. Although /l/ is intuitively 
marginal, I have included it in System A. 
I/P -------- 
1/t -------- 
l/k /3-a-ia/ "class" /ka-La/ "call" 
/la-ia/ "class's /Za-ia/ "arrive's 
1/r 
I/N 
1/0 
/la-ia/ "class" /iTa-ia/ "stand" 
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/I/ is realised apico-alveolar lateral [1]. 
12ý The phoneme 
operates in rat and-filp"and commutes with /P tkmU 
. 
's i U,. N Zt is a'member of the Icentrall fftla. 
/pu-ka/ wred" 
/pai-Ea/- "Only he! " /pai-ta/ "him, her" 
/pa--Za/ "pick(fruit)" /Pa-ka/ ! 'hide" 
/Za-ki/ grief" /ma-ki/ "hand" 
E/n /pai-Za/, '#only he" /pai-na/ "now he" 
/ZU-W Ifelimb" /nu-ka/ 
E/I ------- 
Z/Z /Za-ki/ "grief" /Fa-ki/ ? 'foot" 
Z/r /ki-Eu/ "Yellow" /ki-ru/ Ittooth" 
Z/s /Za-ki/ "grieff, /sa-ki/ "leave behind" 
Z/-S /ka-Eu/ "tongue", /ka-gu/ "variety of fruit" 
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Aa-Ea/ "begin, " Aa-ia/ t1call" 
F/a /ka-W "begin" /ka-ua/ 11seelt 
/UZ-ku/ "'man't, /uN-ku/ "illness" E/N 
E/O /uZ-kuý "man" /u-ku/ "the inside" 
in tel-9 /z/ is realised either [z], palatal voiced thusht, similar 
to French 1,10url, or [r'], palatal lateral plus semi-vowel, similar 
'to Castilian 'Pastillot. In 'it, the thushOl realisation described 
above occurs, or else we find a mere palatal lateral 
[1]. The 
difference between the palatal lateral plus semi-vowel [TJ] and 
the palatal lateral is-, similar to that between [5j] and 
described in 10a., P14% [1: 
'] is am 'explosive' realisation, and 
aný limplosivat realisation. Of all the realisations of the 
phoneme /B/, the $hush', [E] is-by far the most common. 
As Torero(3.964)eorrectly points out, a phoneme is a feature 
of mestizo, Spanish in Lamas. We may add to his note that such a 
phoneme may be established also in the Spanish of Sisa. See my 
overýall system on_p3l. 
13. The phoneme /Z/. 
/Z/ operates-in tel and $V, and commutes with /p tkmn 
rsaIuN 0/. It is a member of the tcentrall 
E/P /-cai/ "that" /Pai/ 'the, she" 
7 
", 153. 
E/t /-ca-ka/ "bridge" /ta-ka/ "sprain" 
/Zai/ "that" /kai/ "this" 
Vm /Fa-ka/ "bridge" /ma-ka/ "fight" 
Z/IX /u-Za/ "blame" /u-na/ "early morning's 
Z/-n /Za-ka/ "bridge,, /Ra-ka/ "bewitch" 
Vi /Fa-ia/ "arrive" /la-ia/ "class" 
z/Z /Za-ki/, "foot" /Ea-ki/ Itsadness" 
cu-pa/ "tail" /ru-pa/ "burn" 
z/8 /FiN-ka/ t1disappear" /siN-ka/ "nose" 
V; /Za-ia/ "arrive" /Sa-ia/ "stand" 
E/i /ca-ka/ "bridge" /ia-ka/ "almost" 
Z/u /Ea-ka/ "bridge" /ua-ka/ "cry" 
ZIN /uZ-ku/ /uN-ku/ "Illness? ' 
Z/O /uF-ku/ "hole" /u-ku/ "the inside" 
13a. Reali2ation of /F/. 
/Z/ is realised palatalaffricate, -unvoiced. This realisation, 
very similar to Castilian gaucho' must be carefully distinguished 
from [Z], palatal voiced #hush', and-from palatal sibilant or 
#hush,. 
Martinet devotes a great deal of space in, his published work 
to the problem, of whether [tS](a possible description of this 
realisation)is one phoneme or two., In System A, [t9] is a 
le--extending ove 8u taneous bund it is a r only one position i. e. 
For example, EOL, 3,23- 
single phoneme. 
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14. The phoneme /r/. 
/r/ operates in let and Oil, and commutes with /p tkmn 
s5 :LuN 0/. It is one of the phonemes which can 
come in both peripheral positions in a syllable-instance e. g. /rur/. 
r/p /pi-ra/ "who then? " 
r/t /pi-ra/ "who then? " 
r/k /si-ri/ "rest" 
r/m /u-ra/ "below" 
, r/n /u-ra/ "below" 
r/-n /pu-ru/ tial5solutely" 
r/l ------- 
r/i /ki-ru/ "tooth" 
r/Z /sa-ra/ "maize" 
r/s /ru-pai/ "burn. " 
r/9 /ka-ru/ '$the distance" 
r/i /ka-ra/ 'Ifeed(animal. )II 
r/u /ka-ra/ Iffeed(animal)" 
r/N /ur-ku/ "hi. 111, 
r/O /ur-ku/ "hill. 11 
/pi-pa/ "whose? " 
/pi-ta/ "whom? " 
/si-ki/ "bottom" 
/u-ma/ "head" 
/u-na/ "early morning" 
/Pu-9u/ "bed" 
/ki-Eu/ "Yellow'? 
/sa-Za/ "woods" 
/su-pai/ "demon" 
/ka-gu/ "variety of fruit" 
/ka-ia/ "call" 
/ka-ua/ "see,, 
/uN-ku/ "illness" 
/u-ku/ "the inside" 
Irl is realised apico-alveolar trill. Note that the 'flap' [T] of 
Castilian is not a feature of San Martin Quechua, nor is the retro- 
1.55. 
flex ['r'] reported for several southern dialects of Quechua. 
The phoneme-/s/. 
Isl operates izi le t and 'it, and commutes with /p tkmn 
RZZ r91u. N 0/. 
S/P /ma-sa/ "dry in suWI /ma-pa/ "green liquid" 
S/t /si-pi/ "Put under water" /ti-pi/ "cut" 
s/k /ma-sa/ "dry in sun" /ma-ka/ "fight" 
S/M /sa-ma/ "rest" /ma-ma/ "mother" 
s/n. /siN-Zi/ "strong" /niN--ci/ "we tell" 
S/E /ma-sa/ '#dry 
in sun" /ma-Ra/ "request" 
8/1 
S/Z /sa-ki/ 111dave behind', 
S/-C /sa-ki/ "leave behind" 
s/r /su-pai/ IIdemoWI 
8/9 /ma-su/ "pestle-stick" 
S/I /sa-Za/ "woods" 
S/a /sa-si-ku/ "diet" 
SIN /kas-pi/ "tree" 
8/0 /sa-a: L-ku/ "diet" 
/Sa-ki/ "sadness" 
/Za-ki/ "dry" 
/ru-pai/ t1burn" 
/ma--SU/ "batIt 
/ia-Za/ "know" 
/ua-si-ku/ "make house" 
/kaN-pi/ "in you" 
/a-si-ku/ "laugh" 
Isl is realised apico-alveolar sibilant [s]. 
16. 'The phoneme /g/. 
/g/ operates in let and $it, and commutes with /p tkmn 
See Lastra(1968), Parker(1965) and SolVYupanqui(1970). 
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7L 3- ra1u. N 0/. It is one of the phoneme which can 
occupy Loth peripheral positions in a syllable-instance e. g. /9a'9/. 
9/p /guN-ku/ "heart" /puN-ku/ "door" 
9/t /ua-ga/ "behind" /ua-ta/ "year" 
91k /SU-ia/ "wait" /ku-ia/ "love" 
19/M /pai-gi/ 'the* they say" /pai-mi/ 'the, indeed" 
9/n /Zi-na/ "like'# /ni-na/ "flame" 
5/5. /guk-gu/ "spindle" /FLuk-n-u/ "sugar" 
5/1 /ga-ia/ fletand" /la-ia/ "class" 
9/_z /ka-gu/ "fruit type" /ka-Eu/ "tongue" 
/Za-ia/ "stand" /Za-ia/ "arrive" 
8/r /ka-Bu/ Iffruit type" /ka-ru/ "the distance" 
9/s /ma-gu/ "bat" /ma-su/ "Pestle-stick, $ 
BA /ma-gu/ "bat" /ma-iu/ "river" 
s/U /ua-sa/ "behind" /ua-ua/ "baby" 
ZIN /kag-na/ "this way" /kaN-na/ "now you, ' 
Z/O /guN-ku/ t1heart" /uN-ku/ "illness" 
/g/ is realised palatal 'hush', unvoiced. It is articulated at a 
point further back than English 'ship$. 
17. The archiphoneme INI. 
INI operates at. the end of accent groups, before any phoneme in 
1 
the inventory$ and commutes witli /p t k- raZiU 0/. 
4'For the context of the archiphoneme INI, see V. 
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N/P /ka-iaN-tiN/ "tomorrow" /ka-iap-tiN/ "calling" 
N/t /uN-ku/ "illness" /ut-ku/ "cotton" 
Nlk /kau-saN/ "lives" /kau-sak/ "one who lives" 
I precluded by distribution 
/uN-ku/ "illness" /uF-ku/ "man" 
/uN-ku/ "illness" /uE-ku/ "hole" 
Nlr /uN-ku/ "illness" /ur-ku/ "hill" 
NIS /kaN-pi/ "in you" /kas-pi/ "tree" 
/kaN-na/ "now YOU" /kag-na/ "this way" 
Nli /kaN-uaN/ "with YOU" /kai-uaN/ "with this" 
NIU /EaN-pa/ "of the path" /H-au-pa/ "beginning" 
N10 /uN-ku/ "illness" /u-ku/ "the-inside" 
l7a. Realisations of INI. 
INI is realised according to its context, which is the phoneme 
which succeeds it in the accent group. I single out four realisations: 
bilabial nasal - before a labial, as in [kAmpa], [tat; Mba], IL C 
[wasfmpi], [maim' pig], - 
[kuwanampa]. 
L Ix 
em f- C. 
2. dental nasal - before an apical, which is not a trill 
[r], as in [Inti], [wasiminta], [kus; nta]. 
3- [n] palatal nasal - before a palatal, as in 
(InEik], [ringi]; 
VV 
this realisation is typically fimplosivet and lacks the 
! explosive' element [j], unlike the realisation of /N/ 
153. 
in let. 
: velar nasal - before velars, as in [k' ga], [96ýgu], Lyj I 
[tataLýga], [U'ýgu], [slýga]. 
W; mb The forms [m. ] and in ral, [kimsa]t [tamj4], [7jagwa] arO 
not realisations of the archiphoneme INI in System A, but the 
realisations of ad hor- phonemes /m/(for [m]) and /n/(for 
18. An Unusual Feature. 
The phoneme /u/ has a variant(free)realisation [gw] in only one 
form in the data - 
[pa'ina] is one realisation of /uaina/ "young man". 
In System A, there is no alternative but to make a special description 
of this form. It would be'different if there were a phoneme /g/ in the 
system. If /g/ were in the system, we could give 11/guaina/If and 
If/uaina/ll as, synonyms for "young man". 
Summar Y. 
System A is, I suggest, the system. par excellence, for Quechua. I 
., say this 
because the Co 
. 
2Ms and Feqs based on the diachronically 
iquechual minimal pairs display a close-knit quality not observable 
in the comparable classes in System B. 
Summarizing our statement of System A: 
Consonants : PtknLnR3-z--crss 
Vowel sa 
Consonant-Vowels :i 
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The phoneme /l/ is intuitively Imarginalt. 
Ad Hoe Phonemes bdgfxeo 
m n(ia a very few forms in IV) 
Complex Items 
1 
pr, pl, pu, br', bl, fr, fu etc. 
The notion of an ', ad hoclphonemet may seem unsatisfactory to 
some readers. At this stage of the over-all description, it does 
seem unsatisfactory. In the course of the thesis, however, it 
will become clear that this description has many virtues. It is 
very difficult indeed to choose clearly in favour, of either 
System A or System B. - 
i 
1 
These forms provide the most severe problem for System A, as was 
explained in lll-; in System A. they have to be treated in an ad hoc 
way. They are, nevertheless$ included in the description, if not in 
the system. 
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x 
QUECHUA PHONOLOGICAL SYSTEMS 
l. -Existing Statements of Quechua Phonology. 
A, greatýpart of the modern linguistic description of the 
Quechua language has been performed by various satellites of the 
University of Cornell in Huaylas, Lima, Central Peru, Ayacucho 
(by members of the "Plan, de Fomento LingUistico )and in Bolivia. 
2 
As, a follower of functionalism, it would indeed be strange if I 
were to be in complete agreement with the methodologies used by 
this school of Quechua study -I have given a rough outline of my 
disagreement with the linductive"method in 1. In spite of my 
fundamental disagreement.. with that method, I would certainly not 
reject out of hand the Bloomfieldian. contribution to Quechua 
linguistic description. Were it not, for this contribution, it is 
fair to say that the literature on qýLechua would be very scant 
ind . eed. Take this Bloqmfieldian componemt out of the field, and 
one is left with a few(ofterLout-of-date and unreliable)traditional 
grammars. 
'For the present day student of Quechua as am academic discipline, 
acquaiatance with. BloomtieldiarLdescriptions of Quechua is a major 
requirement if the great percentage-of the literature is not to be 
I 
see FOREWORD. Note that Sol; and Parker, the major influences on 
this project, were disciples of C. F. Hockett. 
La'stra(1968)is a revision of a PhD. thesis prepared tinder C. F. 
Hockett, at the University of Cornell. 
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inaccessible to him. In 1., 1 explained the disparity between the 
philosophical bases'of Bloomfieldian linguistics and the present 
laxiomatict approach. In. this chapter, I will consider briefly 
some aspects of Quechua phonological systems in order to bring 
out more clearly the different 'pictures' of Quechua phonology 
which one arrives at in 'American' and 'European' descriptions. 
This chapter is concerned, not so much with criticism of 
Bloomfieldiarx methodology(which requires a book on its own, if it 
is to be adequately performed), as with pointing out some of the 
more important differences betweea two kinds of description of 
ouechua phonology. In a short chapter, I cannot point out all the 
differences, but I hope to give some fairly clear indications which 
will be of help to the 'btudent who wishes to embark on. the existing 
literature. I 
2. Some General Differences. 
one major difference between Bloomfieldian descriptions and our 
own one provided the subject matter of IV - the Isyllablet. 
Bloomfieldiarx descriptions of Quechua use syllabic models of the 
form ICVC'o 'CV1, ICCVCI,, tVt' and so on. A notable consequence of 
this approach is the establishment of /w/ and lyl as phonemes 
separate from /it/ and /i/(p6.5). This means that right away a 
Bloomfieldian. description of Quechua will have two more phonemes 
in. the system than a functionalist description. The Bloomfieldian 
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system will have AY A' i/A phonemes), while the functionalist 
description will have only /u 1/(2 phonemes). Every Bloomfieldian 
description of quechua of which I have knowledge describes lwl and 
lyl as phonemes separate from /u/ and /i/ in the phonological system 
of the dialect in question. 
The functionalist notion, 'distinctive feature' does not figure 
in. BloomfieldiaiL approaches. Given. this, it is not a requirement for 
Bloomfieldians to devise an over-all system in- which every phoneme 
is the product of an order and a series(which notions have no meaning 
&part from the notion Idistinctive feature'). A Bloomfieldian over-all 
system for consonants in San. HartIn. Quechua would look like this: 
Fig. 1. 
(bi-)Iabial dental/ palatal velar 
alveolar 
unvoiced 
occlusive p t c k 
voiced 
occlusive b d 9 
nasal 
fricative f a a x 
lateral I 
ýW 
z 
vibrant r 
semi-vowel w 
In such a system, no phonemes are left unclassified, for it is not 
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a requirement that every phoneme in the system be the product of an 
order and a series. In my description, /r/ does not figure in the 
over-all system, because there is no other 'vibrant' to which /r/ 
may be held to be opposed - this means that the tentative feature 
tapicall cannot be ascribed to /r/. Similarly, /k/, in my description, 
is outside the over-all classification because, in the absence of any 
other tentative $dorsal. ' phoneme, the feature $occlusive' may not be 
ascribed to /k/. I classify /Z/(usually given /"z/, like /'c/ and IwSZ, 
in Blooinfieldian descriptions), not in a @lateral$ set, but in the 
'occlusive' series, thereby leaving /l/ outside the system; but this 
is a relatively minor difference. 
Note that in the Bloomfieldian system, the phonemes lwl and lyl 
figure only in the system-of consonants, while /u/ and /i/ figure 
onj. Y in the system of vowels. In my system, the phoneme /U/(which 
describes the data described by the Bloomfieldian /w/ plus 
and the phoneme /i/(which describes the data described by the Bloom- 
fieldian /y/ plus /i/)figure in both the consonantal and vocalic 
systems. 
A functionalist description regards the Ibi-I of 'bilabial' as 
irrelevant(i. e. as a redundant feature 
1 ), given that (p, b) are not 
opposed to any 'occlusive' which is not 'bilabial$ - in my system, 
I give only the feature 'labial'. Similarly, under our view, unless 
there is an opposition between 'dental' and talveolart, the feature 
1 See. p143. 
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lapicall is sufficient. Also, given that /k/ is not opposed to any 
other tentative 'dorsal' phoneme(e. g. to a luvularl /q/ as in Cuzco 
Quechua), the feature Ivelart is redundant - 'dorsal' is sufficient. 
These differences may be roughly ascribed to the European preference 
for (functional)'distinctive features' as a point of reference for 
setting up an over-all system, as opposed to the Bloomfieldian 
preference for features of phonetic realisation. 
Bloomfieldian descriptions of Quechua phonology form a virtually 
united front in incorporating ad hoe into their over-all systems 
the 'Spanish' forms Adg. fxe o/. This decision is much 
easier for the 'American' linguist than for his European counterpart, 
given that the latter, far from merely adding /b dgf x/, for 
example, to the 'Quechual. set of consonantal phonemes, must consider 
I 
the functional implications of those phonemes as far as the whole 
system is concerned. One of the imPlications(in a functional sense) 
of the inclusion of /b d g/ as phonemes in all dialects of quechua 
of which I have knowledge is the requirement that one establish a 
tweak' neutralisation in Oil, where the archiphonemes /B D G/ 
figure. The following subsystem(or one similar to it), in most 
dialects, will hold only in the exPlOsive position: 
unvoiced 
occlusive 
voiced 
occlusive 
labial- b p 
apical___ d t 
dorsal. -, 
_ 
9 k 
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[This is stated on the assumption that each of /p tkbd g/ 
can be shown to be the product of a series and an order. 
] In the 
$implosive# position, in most dialects of Quechua, only [p, t, k] 
occur. We cannot usually give phonemes /p t k/ in that position, 
because lunvoicedl(in. the absence of an opposition to Iývoicedl) 
cannot be a feature of the tentative 'occlusive' phonemes /p t k/*. 
The system in IV is one of mere 'occlusive# phonemes(excepting 
and /Z/, which are functionally opposed) - the archiphonemes 
/B Dý G/. This kind of consequence does not arise for those who 
include /b d g/ in the syýtem ad hoe. The non-occurrence of [b, d, 
g] in syllable-final popition(Bloomfieldian term),. would probably 
be dealt with under the distribution of phonemes. 
Two more very importgat differences between my system and a 
Bloomfieldian one come with the treatment of that small set of forms . 
where only [b] follows nasal(which is always 
[m]), and in, those 
forms where [g] follows nasal(which is always In the absence 
of a functional opposition between 
[b] 
and [p] after nasals, I 
treat the realisation [b](above)as of the phoneme /p/, and list the 
forms which have only [b] as marginal. A Bloomfieldian description 
would almost certainly give a phoneme /b/ here. 
2 In a similar way, 
I say 'probably' because I have not come across any such statement. 
Bloomfieldians do not appear to have taken account of the fact that 
the 'Spanish' forms Lb, d, g] may come only at the beginnin& 
--- 
2f 
. 
1. ables irL Quechua. 
, This would 
be the case even. in the absence of a 'Spanish' phoneme 
/b/. 
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[gj after nasal, which. I treat as a combinatory variant of the 
phoneme A/, would be given as a phoneme /g/. Thus, if we were to 
omit from the Bloomfieldian. systea the 'Spanish' forms, we would 
have: - 
(bi-)labial dental/ palatal velar 
alveolar 
-unvoiced 
occlusive p t C k 
voiced 
-I 
occlusive b 9 
nasal M. n 71 
fricative 8 
lateral I 
vibrant r 
semi-vowel w 
The consonantal system in. System A is quite different: 
unvoiced voiced 
v occlusive occlusive 
nasal sibilant vocalic 
labial p m U 
spiral t. n, a 
palatal n 
[Unclassified: /. k/, /r/, /1/] 
Note that, in the absence of'the 'Spanish' /X/, the phoneme /k/ is 
outside the system. 
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In San Martfn Quechua, excluding 'Spanish' forms, Bloomfield- 
ians would establish 16 conzonantal phonemes, while functionalists 
1 
y 15(including INI). axiomatic school )will establish onl. 
I. ". 1naluding the lQuechuat vowels, Bloomfieldians will give 19 
phonemes,, -while a functionalist will give. 16 phonemes. Incorporating 
all Items,. a Bloomfieldian description will give 24 phonemes, while 
a-functionallst one will give 21 phonemes. As a rule of thumb, 
Blo a greater, number of phonemes for a omfieldMan descriptions yield 
given language than do funationalist oasis. 
These importants but nevertheless very low-level differences 
(iiL that, they are. part of particular descriptions3L-and not theories) 
are the result of highell, level differences between the two methods 
under discussion here., It would be wrong to suggest that the differ- 
ences between these theoretical view-points can be fully explained 
.I with reference to sporadic descriptive statements as above. Even if 
a Bloomfieldian description and a functionalist one were to arrive 
at similar inventories(numerically and formally), they could never 
be said to arrive at the same inventories. While the two descriptions 
rem'ain. similar(numerically and formally), the elements in the two 
Inventories do not have the same significance, for they are elements 
irvdiffereat. systems The phoneme /p/, in. my system, is a bundle 
(simultaneous) of the features flabiall and 'occlusive' , while 
in a Bloomfieldian. system is 'an element which stands in contrast 
to the others in the phonological system# of San Martfn Quechua, or 
The qualification IS necessary. Martinet would establish /w/ and 
lyl as phonemes separate from /u/ and /I/. 
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part of a Inetwork. of interlocking differences of sound' peculiar-, 
to San Hartin Quechua. 
1. 
Thus our description of /p/ in San Martln 
quechua, even though formally similar to a Bloomfieldian phoneme 
/p/ in the same language, could never be said to be the same 
description of the phoneme /p/. This is a result of different 
- theoreticaL points of view which, in- turn, rest on different phil- 
osophical principles. 
. 
It should be understood, therefore, that the present chapter can 
onl, y give indications of differences between Bloomfieldian and 
functionalist quechua phonological systems. In order to appreciate 
fully the differences(orýto explain them in a thesis), one should 
have to make two descriptions of Quechua phonology, one in an 
axiomatic functionalist-, way, and another according to, say, Hockett. 
This is a fruitful exercise, but cannot be undertaken in toto here, 
for practical reasons. 
A Series of Neutralisations in Cuzco Quechua. 
One of the most notable chatacteristics of 'functionalismt is 
the notion 'redundant-feature'. In Cuzco Quechua, there is a three- 
fold division of unvoiced occlusives(phonetically speaking)into what 
we may call I simpl Occlusives' s t9lottalized occlusives' and 
laspirat6d occlusives'. 
1 
The definitions are from Hockett, Course, Ch. 2. 
'_2 cf. Soli/Tupanqui(1970). 
I deal with the subsystem cited here from Cuzco Quechua in a manner 
, analogous to my System A; thatýis, tSpanish' forms are excluded. 
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The 'simple' occlusives(phonologically) are /p t 'c' k q/; 
the taspiratel occlusives are /ph th 'Ch kh qh/; the 'glottall 
occlusives are /pt ts "C' k' qf/. The phonetic features cannot 
be transported ipso factoo however, to the level of distinctive 
features in phonology, because the feature 'occlusive$, as far as 
1glottall and 'aspirate' phonemes are concerned, is redundant. In 
the phonological system, the three series can be characterieed as 
opposed to one another by the features 'occlusive' (/p tck q/) 
-'%. o 'aspirate'(/ph th 16 k q/) ril 'glottall(/ps tt "a, kI 
ql/). This is because there are no Iglottals' which are not 
'occlusive', nor are there any 'aspirates$ which are not 'occlusive'. 
In Cuzco Quechua, therejs the following subsystem in let: - 
occlusive glottal aspirate 
labial P pt ph 
apical t ti th 
palatal c cl ch 
velar k k' kh 
uvular qf qh 
Note that here the feature Ivelarl is not redundant, unlike in San 
Martfn Quechua, because Ivelarl is not unique in the fdorsall 
orders. 
In this dialect, there is a neutralisation of the phonemes of 
the locclusivelp 1glo. ttall and 'aspirate' series, of all orders, 
I'Aý. 
in LrýplasiY2 position. In that position, 1glottals' and 'aspirates' 
do not figure. If we take the 'labial' order /p pl ph/, we can 
show how this neutralisation is conceived. The classes of 
distinctive features are as follows: 
/p/ - 
ilabial, occlusivel 
/pl/ - 
ýlabial, glottall 
/ph/ - 
ilabial, aspirateý 
In let, /p/, /pl/ and /ph/ are opposed to one another by the features 
'occlusive' ý igiottall zkj 'aspirate'. The situation, set-theoreti- 
cally is as follows: 
Fig. 1. 
/ph/ 
/)/ 
occ (a silc' 
\chv. 
/)/ - 
As in the case of /m n ?! / in San Martln Quechua(P73), the inter- 
IY1. 
section is indicated, but bracketed, because the sets are disjoint. 
Set-theoretically, in IiI, the situation is as follows: 
Fig. 11. 
[/p/] 
occý,, Is Lýýe 
/P/' 
I ' 
IF. ' 
Here, the oppositions between 'occlusive' /-\-/ Iglottall 
'aspirate' are suspended. We cannot give /pt/(tentative Iglottall) 
for example, because there is no way of showing that Iglottall is 
a feature of the tentative /pI/ in the absence of an opposition to 
say /ph/, laspiratel. The phonological form in IV has only the 
feature 'labial'. 
The diagrams on pages 172 and 173 show the situations in the 
other orders for locclusives'. Archiphonemes can also be generated 
IY 
Apical 
/L / 
/ý q IPI 
Palatal 
/'/ 
ask [, ((-A ilz., 
F- L, I cr-lu-"Vc] 
7 '; " 
IT! 
fl t1" 
/' 
1LY [/tkJJ 
Rl I 
17 5 
Velar 
'i 
/' 
4, oc, cZ(s, " IZ 
CA 
AY 
Uvular 
/9/ 
XýC AS, 
e3 
/9kf 
[1 k/if 
loqW, 
ak] 
Llk hl] 
[jcc 
I)V4 
0 
/Kf 
I-/ 
L 19/1 
cc 
LA 
AW 
, (A 40, ct. 'I 
/1-/ 
r 
V, q] 
L. I -. d 
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for neutralisationa between 'occlusive',, Iglottall and 'aspirate' 
phonemes of the lapicall, 'palatal', Ovelarl and luvularl orders, 
which archiphonemes are represented as /P T Id K The archi- 
phonemes /P TtK Q/, which form, part of the subsystem in the 
implosive position, when projected into the over-all system, are 
each. represented there by three phonemes: 
subsystem. in fig 
/P/ I 
/T' 
// 
over-all system 
/p pt ph/ 
/t tO th/ 
/'c' SO Sh/ 
/x/. /k kI kh/ 
/q ql qh/ 
This, is termed a tweak' neutralization, since it derives from mere 
I 
'position', and not from any 'phonetic harmony'. I can find no good 
reason for giving the context of this, neutralisation as other than 
#implosive' position. 
A good initial hypothesis for the over-all system of Cuzco Quechua 
consonants would have the phonemes /p pf ph t to th _c Z' 'ch 
k k' kh q qI qh mn ri 1Ar8ahi u/(20 phonemes) 
classified as on. pl. 75, Fig. 111 The vowel system in. Cuzco Quechua 
involves a complex problem with lo/u, ', fe/il, therefore I can make 
no description, for the data available is insufficient. 
1 
1 
The reader will have become aware of the fact that a great amount 
of data is required to solve certain problems in a functionalist 
description. This amount is rarely provided in existing literature. 
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occlusive aspirate glottal 
inasal 
fricative lateral vocalic 
labial 
apical. 
p 
t 
ph 
th 
p 
pf 
lu 
n8 
palatal ce s 
velar k kh k, h 
uvular q qb. qI 
[Unclassified: /r/] 
Fig. 111 
Some authorities cite a Iretroflex fricativel phoneme /; / for certain 
varieties of Cuzco Quechua. 
? 
If this is to be included in the over-all 
system, we should have to. have a scheme as follows: 
fricative sibilant 
apic-al. 
palatal r s 
velar 
include this in a very tentative way. I would Prefer to have first- 
hand access to data which includes a sound such as [; ]. before passing 
judgement. Diachronically speaking, it is possible that [-r] has been 
borrowed from Spanish$ for in no dialect which I have studied(via 
1 
cf. Solg/Yupanqui(1970); rrl phonemes have been reported also by Lastra 
(1968), and Parker(1965)6 among others. 
2 
The authorities cited are very imprecise as to where their dialect is 
spoken. 
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literature)has /r/ been shown to function freely in the system. 
Unfortunately, Bloomfieldian scholars who have cited this interest- 
ing element have treated it in a very summary way. On the basis of 
the data of Sola/Yupanqui(1970), I doubt whether ['r] has phonemic 
status in Cuzco Quechua - this will have to be tested as'a working 
hypothesis. 
Napo Quechua(Ecuador). 
The three-fold division(phonetic)of locclusivest into 'simple$, 
'aspirates and iglottall does not occur in dialects north of 
roughly Andahuaylas(Southern Peru). From Ayacucho northwards, we 
find only a set of simple occlusives. To a greater or lesser degree, 
the northern dialects of'Quechua approximate formally to San Martfn 
I- 
Quechua in the matter of locclusivest, but no dialect more so than 
that of Eastern Ecuador, referred to generally as Napo Quechua. 
1 
The over-all system for consonants in this dialect is: - 
unvoiced 
occlusi! 
I voiced 
2cclusive 
sibilant nasal vocalic] 
. 
labial p m u 
apical t a n 
4w 
Lpal-atal 
c 8 1 
[Unclassified: /k/, /r/, /1/] 
1 
cf. Mugica(1967); also consult Mapll for the location of Napo. 
The cited work is a mqdest traditional grammar, but is very clear 
and useful on phonetic matters. 
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As in San Martin Quechua, /k/ lies outside the over-all system. 
The above consonantal over-all system may be compared with the 
San Martin Quechua system(P123). 
In this dialect, [b] after nasal in the same accent group is 
in combinatory variance with [p] as a realisation. of the phoneme 
/p/ e. g. 
/Pani/ [. pa-ni] "sister" 
/kaNpa/ [kýmb llof youll, ,. Ra 
In their respective contexts in Napo Quechua, [p] and [b] are 
mutually exclusive. The situation parallels exactly that for Lk] 
and [g] after nasal ia'the same accent group in San Martfn Quechua. 
In Napo Quechua, [d] after nasal in the same accent group is a 
combinatory variant realisation of the phoneme /t/: - 
/taNta/ [. Lgnda] "breadif 
The realisations [t] and [d], in their respective contexts, are 
mutually exclusive. The situation for [k] and [g] parallels that 
for lp/bl and It/dl(above). They are combinatory variant realisations 
of the phoneme 
/kaNka/ [kagga] "and you, ' 
Similar combinatory variant realisations of the phonemes /p t k/ 
are reported in the Quechua of Quito and in that of Cuenca (South 
2 Ecuador) 
1 
cf. Paris(1961). 
2 
cf. Cordero(1955). 
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The existence of such variants in Quechua dialects is attested 
only in San Martin(excepting Lamas, which only'has the variant [g]), 
Cajamarca and in the Ecuadorean dialects cited. It is a feature par 
excellence of the most northern of the Quechua dialects. From 
roughly the zone of Huanuco and Huaylas to the south, nothing 
similar has been attested. 
2 
5. A Morphophonological Element in the Dialect Of San Martin, 
Strictly speaking, Imorphophonology' belongs to that section of 
the description which deals with grammar, but a significant part 
of the conclusions of morphophonology derive from phonological 
considerations, therefore an important morphophonemic 'rule' in 
the dialect(the 2MlZ siý. cý Irule')may be dealt with here. 
The form of the moneme for "blood" im Quechua is /iatuar/. The 
form of the moneme for "3rd person" is INI. If we wish to combine 
the two elements to produce a sign for "his blood", the form of 
that sign is not /iatuarN/*, but /ialuarniN/. The purely formal 
element(in that it has no distinctive function in grammar)/ni/ is 
introduced. 
I shall endeavour to formulate an explanation for this feature 
which is more rigorous and general than the traditional one, which 
1 
See Maplll. 
2 
This point(along with several others not discussed here)casts doubt 
on the historical hypothesis Of Weiss(1949), who claims that the 
Quechuas of San Martin have their origins in south Peru, around the 
zone of Ayacucho-Andahuaylas. 
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takes roughly the following form: when a form beginning in a 
consonant combines with a form ending in a consonant, the element 
/ni/ is introduced. I shall attempt to explain this speech fact 
without direct reference to the notioii 'consonant', for that ex- 
planation leads one into a certain amount of difficulty(uniess one 
has a definition of 'consonant' like ours when one comes across 
a fonn such as: 
kawsaZni, yk: L (orthographical form) 
I shall explain the phonological factor in the morphophonemic 'rule# 
with reference to the distributional unit/syllable (e, n, i). 
If we consider the form of the succeeding moneme in such cases, 
we find that in its form is always a phoneme in the implosive, position. 
In the form of the moneiAe for "3rd person", INI is. in the implosive 
position in any phonological form, no matter in which combination 
the moneme for "3rd person" occurs. The plioneme /r/ of 11/ialuar/11 
is also in the implosive position, no matter where the sign for 
"blood" occurs. If we wish to combine "blood" + "3rd person", we find 
that the phonological forms of the two monemes are incompatible. If 
we concentrate only on the latter syllable /uar/ of /iatuar/, we have: 
e n i e ii I 
u a r - - N 
The nuclear position of syllable 2 is empty Given that we cannot 
1 See P68. 
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have a syllable without a nuclear phoneme(this could only be 
silence), the element /ni/ provides a complement, to INI in the 
syllable 2: 
1 2 
I call /n: L/ a complementary formal element. 
The explanation is not disrupted in any way by the occurrence 
in the implosive position. of either syllable of the phonemes /i/ 
and /u/ - the principle remAns the same. Anyway, in our scheme, 
/i/ and /u/ have been despribed as rconsonantal-vocalic'. What is 
really crucial, neverthelbss, is not the 'consonant-nesst nor the 
#vowel-nesst of an element before or after /ni/, but the fact that 
the element comes in the implosive position. 
This phenomenon cannot be described im phonological terms alone, 
for clearly /ni/ is no different from any other syllable of the 
form 'CV' in the inventory of Quechua syllables. The situation which 
we are describing here only comes about when certain phonological 
forms of signs(grammatical consideration)are in combination. We 
cannot describe /ni/ without some reference to grammar. It is a 
morphophonemic feature. 
No such phenomenon occurs when we combine "/tata/" + "INI", 
11/tata/11 + 11/pa/1'. Thdy are"asvAlows A combination: 
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e i e. n 
t a N 
t-. a p a 
Here, there are no relevant syllables where the nucleus is empty. 
A similar view may be taken of the variant forms of the moneme 
"of" in Cuzco Quechua 
I, /q/ and. /pa/, although the intuitive 
phonological reasons for the variance do not seem to be as strong 
as for San MartIn Quechua /ni/. The form /q/, no matter in what 
combination the grammatical-element in question figures, is always 
in the implosive position - it provides a complement to the forms 
of monemes which have the implosive position empty e. g. 
goqa +q "of me" 
The form /q/ cannot be used as a complement to the forms of monemes 
which have the implosive position filled e. g. 
iatuar +_I* 
Instead, when the implosive position is filled, /pa/ is used, giving: 
ialuar + pa "of the blood" 
We may note also that the complementary formal element /ni/ also 
occurs in Cuzco Quechua. 
2 
It should be noted that a lot of what goes under the name of 
1 
Solý/Yupanqui(1970). 
2 
ibid. 
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tmorphophonemics' in 'American' descriptions of Quechua is handled 
in the present description on the level of phonology Proper. 
Parker 
1 
treats [m] before [p] in Ayacucho Quechua as an 'automatic 
morphophonemic alternant' 
2: 
If/m/ reemplaza a /n/ antes de /p/: /Ran/ Icamino",, filampa/ 
'del caminot. "(pl7) 
II/m/ replaces /n/ before /p/: /Ean/ 'path, road', /aampa/ 
'of the path, roadt. "(My translation) 
In our system, this would be treated purely on the phonological 
level, most likely as a factor in a neutralisation. The situation 
for nasals at the end of an fLccent group,, as reported by Parker, 
appears to bear a close. resemblance to that described for San MartIn 
Quechua in V. In my system, there would be only one form /i! aN/ for 
"path, road". 
The treatment of [o] and [e] in conjunctiorL with the luvularl 
/q/ as a morphophonemic alternation3 is not possible in our view. 
The realisations [0] and [u] are combinatory variants of the phoneme 
/u/, in t n' the former coming in contact with the 'Uvulart /q/; [e] and 
[i] are combinatory variants of the phoneme /J/, the former coming 
in contact with the luvularl /q/. Some additional problems would 
1 Parker(1965). 
2 
The terza is Hockett's(see Course, p279). Hockett would call /n/ 
in /a-ap/ the base form... "One of the alternate shapes is the base 
form, and the other or others are said tO replace the base form 
under specific conditions... "(P279). /m/, therefore, replaces /n/, 
under the specific, condition of a subsequent phoneme /p/. 
3 Parker(1965). 
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have to be solved in. connection with [o] and Le] in Spanish loans. 
The situation for 
[0] and [e] in contact with luvulars" is very 
similar in Cuzco Quechua, and a combinatory variance hypothesis may 
be confronted with the data in that dialect also. 
We may note very briefly Parker's decision to treat 'variant' 
forms of monemes as morphophonemic alternants e. g. /tapsi/ or 
2 /taspi/ . We would almost certainly treat 11/tapsi/1' and 11/taspi/11 
as synonyms for I'shake". 
Prosodic Features. 
As Mulder has pointed out3: _ 
"In most phonological descriptions great importance is 
attached to 'phonematics' i. e. the establishment of the 
phonemes, their properties, and their interrelations. 
'Prosody$ is usually dealt with in a much less elaborate 
way. The reason for this is not only that prosodic 
features are captured with much greater difficulty in 
models in which simple elementp are of a discrete nature 
rather than of a continuous or gradient nature. It is 
also, because there are reasons for regarding the phonemes 
as the basic material in phonology. Though certain 
prosodic features i. e. tones, are functionally on a level 
with phonemes, they are with regard to their occurrence 
wholly dependent upon phonemes or sequences of phonemes. 
We can therefore call these features Para-phonematic 
features. The term by which they are usually denoted is 
#prosodic features#. " 
1 
cf. Sola/Yupanqui(1970). 
2 Parker(1965) 
3Sets, 
p209. 
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There are no 'tones' in San MartIn Quechua. Here, I shall deal 
I 
(very briefly)with stress and intonation. Mulder follows Martinet 
in regarding these features as outside the 'double articulation, 
of language. They must be treated in an ad hoc way. We may say 
that in the absence of a rigorous theory by which the continuous 
and gradient character of intonation, or the function of stress, 
may be exhaustively described, we need not dwell over long on the 
description of these features. We can give only an intuitive 
spicturef of these features, and it is questionable if this kind 
of statement can be tested. 
In the great majority of forms in San Mart1n Quechua, the stress 
2 is on the'penultimatl syllable of the phonological word . As 
Martinet has pointed out. 9 the sole function of stress is not to 
be 'distinctive', but contrastive. Stress sets off one syllable 
against another, one word against another in the chain. Within 
certain limits, stress is an intuitive guide to the field-worker 
in isolating the phonological words in his Itext'. 
3 
Here are some examples where the stress is on the penultimate 
syllable of the phonological word: 
wasipi. "in the house" 
kampa "of youll 
tatamba "of his father" 
1 EGL, 1.15. 
2 
, ýets, P55. 
3 
EGL, 3.1. 
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The most prominent secondary stress tends to coincide with the 
form of the lexical moneme of a word(called Isemantemel by Mulder 
1 ): 
wawainikunawSnga "and with my children" A Ci 
Elements such as 
[kampa] form a stress group or accent group,, which 
we use in certain cases of neutralisation as a 'distributional unit', 
in preference to the distributional unit/syllable (e, n, i). 
In. certain forms, the stress may come on final syllable in the 
phonological word. I distinguish three different sets of forms of 
this kind: - 
Set 1: in these forms, the difference between, say, [kawýa-spa] and L 
[kawagp. aý]. may be treated oither as mere difference between idiolects, L 
or as a stylistic matter. *At any rate, there seems to be no ready 
means by which this variance might be formalized. The shift in stress 
to the final syllable of the form here makes no difference to the 
information-value conveyed by the words qua signs. 
Set 2: in the following two forms, there is a difference between 
the information-value conveyed by the words qua signs: 
a. [maimantal "where from? " A 
b. [maimanta] "where to? " A 
As a sequences of phonemes, both are /maimaNta/. Grammatically, a. 
is a sequence of the monemes II/mai/11(where? )and 11/maNta/11(from), 
I 
Sets, p56-7. 
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while b. is a sequence of the monemes 11/mai/11(where? ), 11/maN/11(to) 
and 11/ta/11 which may be termed a connective. In this case, the 
stress could be said to indicate the difference between the signs 
Itwhere to? " and "where from? ". This function is still contrastive 
rather than distinctive(although one might be tempted to opt for 
the latter function), because the fact that the stress is on /ta/ 
in realisation tells us something about /maN/ i. e. that it is not 
part of the form of the moneme 11/maNta/"(: Ln which the stress in 
realisation is on /maN/). There is nothing to which the stress in 
realisation of /ta/ can be considered as opposed in a functional 
way - stress is not a phoneme. 
1 
The case cited above is unique in 
San MartIn Quechua. 
Set 3: some forms always have the stress on the final syllable of 
the phonological word. These forms have the moneme 11/ta/11(connective)' 
at the end of the word. There are only a few examples: [maimanta] 
(where to? ); [imapatA](what for? ). There seems to be an element of 
euphony involved here - the forms 
[maiman] 
and [imapa] are seldom A Ci 
heard. The forms are intuitively 'incomplete', and are usually 
'supplemented' by the element 11/ta/11, which carries very little 
information-value than roughly "and" in English "and what now? ". 
The intonational features of speech are much more difficult to 
capture with accuracy. The treatment of such features is bound to 
1 
Bloomfieldians would have a stress phoneme in the system. See 
Parker(1965), on Ayacucho Quechua. 
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be severely limited if one, like myself, does not have access to a 
spectrogram. It is highly questionable whether it is worthwhile 
giving an intuitive description of these factors, for such a des- 
cription can only be of a very crude nature. This is strictly the 
domain of the skilled acoustic phonetician. I include a short note 
which gives a very rough account of certain intonational contours. 
Broadly, I can isolate the following pitch-contours which are 
linked with certain expressive uses of sentences: - 
1. Rising and suspensive. 
This is used for questions Examples: - 
. S, 
/7 
amig6ini gamUikan 
maipitA kausangi 
"is my friend coming? " 
"where do you live?,, 
2. Rising, followed by a sharp fall to lower register. 
This indicates surprise Examples: - 
z mana "No(why did you think that? )" 
ký s 
/a-j 
u 
ýk 
"Married!? " 
Fall from high to low register, then rising. 
; ýOkiwfpi 
"In Chumbaqiaihuill 
This indicates emphasis 
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Level tone. 
Zai medIku maldesidu "that cursed shaman!! "' 
This indicates anger, seriousness of argument. 
It is difficult to improve on these rough indications. The changes 
in pitch-level in San Martin Quechua speech are very striking, and 
would repay detailed study by experts with adequate apparatus. 
General Conclusions. 
Much of the existing literature on Quechua cannot be fully 
understood without a grounding in Bloomfieldian linguistics. 
The Bloomfieldian description tends to give a'statement about 
the data in an ad hoe manner, with very little explanation. This 
methodology is a simplei one than the 'European' one used here, in 
that it imposes fewer restrictions on the descriptivist. This 
freedom from restriction, however, allows too much ground to our 
intuitions, which are rarely sufficient to provide consistent 
, criteria 
by which to solve problems. Without a rigorous set of 
principles of analysis(in, an integrated theory), the linguist may 
easily achieve nver-all coverage of the data by some means or 
other, but will find it very difficult to know for certain if he 
has achieved this coverage in a consistent manner. 
Given the unilateral linductivist' front put forward by the 
'American' school in Quechua studýes, I have no reservations about 
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adding to the existing descriptions of Quechua phonology the 
present one, which is performed in a deductive, way. My description 
aims at consistency, adequacy and simplicity. We can probably 
attribute 'adequacy' to existing statements of Quechua, given the 
limits within which the statements are made 
1, 
though many(like 
myself)will find these descriptions somewhat summary and superficial. 
I would not attribute a high degree of consistency, given the absence 
of any observable emphasis on this criterion in these works(of course, 
1consistency' does not just happen). By our criteria, these descrip- 
tions are certainly not s#ple, for they are very difficult to test. 
It is one of the most perplexing problems of Quechua that the exist- 
ing literature suffers from lack of detail and explanation -a great 
number of worth-while ýrojects are paralysed before they begin by 
insufficient published data and descriptions with which to work. A 
comparative phonology, for example, is only a remote possibility 
at present, for the reasons given above. 
1 
Bloomfieldians have generally aimed at little more than registering 
the phonemes and morp 
, 
hemes(together with their meanings)of the 
dialects which they have studied. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF SYSTEM B 
1. fbj and_rdl after a nasal. 
In System A, [p] or [b] after nasal in the same accent group 
are in free variance. A small set of forms with only [b] after a 
nasal are treated as exceptional, and listed. 
In view of the existence of minimal pairs such as - baka/paka 
f1cow". "hide"t the identity of /b/ as a phoneme distinct from 
/p/ can be established in System B. In this event, the forms with 
only [b] are to be given as realisations of the phoneme /b/: 
/ZuNbi/ IlbeltIt 
/tiNI5u-/ Itboill' 
/giNba/ "roof" 
/aiNba/ "cross river" 
/tuNbu/ "variety of fruit? ' 
The free variance hypothesis for Lp] or [b] requires to be modified 
very slightly. The phoneme /b/ doeEw not have a variant realisation 
[p]. Therefore, we state that after a nasal /p/ has free variant 
realisations 
[p] or [b], while everywhere /b/ is realised [bl. That 
is, /p/ may vary to [b], but /b/ may not vary to Lp]. Mulder cites 
a comparable example in English. 
1 
The form 'Watt' is always /uot/, 
but the form 'what' has the variant forms /huot/ and /uot/ in 
Sets, p192- 
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certain varieties of English. As forms of 'Watt' and 'what'. 
however, /uot/ and /huot/ may be functionally opposed to one 
another. We may say that /hu/ vary to /u/, but /u/ may not vary 
to Au/. 
In System A, [t] or [d] after nasal in the same accent group 
are in free variance. There are no forms in System A(ad ho 
phonemes are not part of the system)which have only [d]. In: System 
B, however, the form [kwande] ("then") figures. The occurrence of 
this form renders the situation similar to that for Opt, IbI above. 
There is a minimal pair for a phoneme /d/ - dilia/tilia/ (I'day"o 
there is"). Those instances of [d] only after nasal are described 
as realisations of the phoneme /d/.. We therefore give /kuaNfe*/, 
/punuNder6/ and so on. _ihe 
phoneme /d/ does not have a realisation 
[t]. our statement is analogous to that for Opt, ObI above. After 
nasalg /t/ has free variant realisations 
[t] or [d], while /d/ is 
realised everywhere as [d]. That is, /t/ may vary to [d], but /d/ 
may not vary to [t]. 
2. r&l after a nasal. 
The phonemes /k/ and IgI are functionally opposed in System B: 
pakara/ pagara ("hide now". "pay") 
The opposition between /k/ and IgI brings some troublesome 
consequences. Recall the hypothesis for Lk] and [g] in System A. 
The realisations [k] and [g] are combinatory variants of /k/, 
[9] 
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occurring after a nasal in the same accent group, [k] occurring 
elsewhere(except before /E/). In their respective contexts, [k] 
and [g] are mutually exclusive. 
For System B, we have to consider the following forms(and some 
others like them): - 
brinka "leap" 
4- 
b; nko "bench" 
ti- 
2. farapata "type of insect" 
Zt(na "wint, 
Here, [k] occurs after nasal in the same accent group, while [9] 
may occur Mýtrt from that Context. The contexts which, by being 
mutually exclusive, lead to the combinatory variance hypothesis 
for [k] and [g] in System A are not mutually exclusive in, System 
- B. 
There is no alternative in System B but to drop the variance of 
[k] and [g] from the description, even though our intuitions tell 
us that in'the scores of cases where 
Lg] occurs after nasal in the 
same accent group(excepting, perhaps, 'Spanish' forms)it is not the 
realisation of the phoneme IgI, but of the phoneme /k/. There are 
scores of forms like the following: 
[pUý. Eu], [U'nLu], [k; ýLa], [pan r? f J. &a], 
[Z; 
j a] etc., etc. Ej C 
The phoneme IgI for these forms is counter-intuitive, because in 
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the same accent group after nasal, IgI occurs dn the very great 
majority of cases, while /k/ occurs in only two or three 'Spanish' 
forms. In addition, with the exception of a very few 'Spanish' 
forms, IgI can come only after a nasal in the same accent group. 
There are no forms such as these imaginary ones: 
LmufLol*, [S'iga]*, [paiga]* etc., etc. A 
We have to make a distributional statement to the effect that the 
only phoneme which may precede IgI in the same accent group is the 
archiphoneme INI. 
In this thesis, I am not concerned with choosing between Systems 
and R, for it may not be possible to do so. Nevertheless, the 
above is one argument in'favour of System A for those linguists 
who dislike counter-intuitive statements. The forms with 
[k] after 
nasal are very few; the forms with 
[g] not after nasal are very few. 
Reasonable people will argue as to whether we should: 
a. Omit the marginal elements and maintain [k] and [g] as 
combinatory variants of /k/. 
OR b. Include the marginal elements and establish a phoneme 
/g/. 
What is perfectly clear is that we must not choose between a. and 
b. (above)independently of the total descriptions of which they are 
a part. If we wish to make a choice, it must be between the two 
systems. We cannot 'mix' together statements from two different 
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descriptions in an attempt to have the fbest of both worlds'. 
Before /2ý/ in the same accent group, System A has a combinatory 
variant [9] of the phoneme /k/ In System B, the two forms in - 
which [g] occurs before 
[ý] in the same accent group require our 
attention. This will provide part of the subject matter of the 
following section. 
3. Neutralisation of Occlusives in sit. 
Omitting the two forms [a'g-za] and [wagElZi] for the moment, in the 
jUlosive position, of the set lp tkbd g], aplZ Lp t k] 
occur. The archiphonemes /B D G/ are given in this position. 
Where the groups lk9l and IgEl are concerned,. we must give the 
context of [k] and [gl as the succeeding item in the same accent 
group. In this case, the [g] of the two forms cited above is given 
as a realipation of the archiphoneme /G/, but of that archiphoneme 
in the context 'before /2/1t; the realisation [k] in the group 1k9F 
Is given as a realisation of the archiphoneme before in the 
same accent groupý Only in the cases of /GZ/ and /GE/ is the 
context for the neutralisation the accent &roup. In all other 
cases, we may regard the context for the series of neutralisations 
as mere implosive position. 
We may say that in fit only [p t k] occirr, but that, in those 
cases where a succeeding phoneme in the same accent group is a 
c ontext, either [k] or [g] may occur. The. archiphoneme /G/(but not 
The realisations Lk] and LgI are in combinatory variance. 
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/B/ and /D/) has therefore two generating contexts. 
I will now demonstrate how the archiphonemes /B D G/ are 
conceived. Firstly, the archiphoneme /B/, which is the product 
of /p/ and /b/. In the 'explosive' position, which may be fell or 
'E', we have the-following classes of distinctive*features: 
/p/ junvoiced, labial, occlusivel 
/b/ ivoiced, labial, occlusiveý 
Set-theoretically: 
Fig. 1. 
/p/ /b/ 
LIC 
Here, the intersection 'labial occlusive$ is bracketed, because 
the classes in 'ell and 'E' are disjoint. The phoneme /p/ is 
opposed to the phoneme /b/ by the distinctive features 'unvoiced' 
IV $voiced'. In Oil, this opposition is neutralised. We. could 
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not establish a phoneme /p/ in IV because, in the absence of an 
opposition between. lunvoicedl [p] and 'voiced$ [b], there is no 
way by which 'unvoiced' can be shown to be a feature of the 
tentative phoneme /p/. Thb phonological item in 'it, though realised 
[p], has the features $labial, occlusive$, while the phoneme in le', 
also realised [p], has the features 'unvoiced, labial, occlusive'. 
The former is the archiphoneme /B/, the latter the phoneme /p/. The 
archiphoneme /B/ is conceived as follows: - 
Fig. 11. 
Eva, 
The archiphoneme /B/ has the features Ilabiall occlusive!. It is 
a phoneme in the subsystem in 'it IN BDGrs 
u/ whichp when projected into the over-all system, is represented 
there by the two phonemes /p/_and /b/. 
The conception of the archiphoneme /D/ is very similar. In the 
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'explosive' position, which is either 'ell or IEI, the classes 
of distinctive features are: 
/t/ : junvoiced, apical, occlusivel 
/d/ : (voiced, apical, occlusiveý 
Set-theoretically: - 
Fig. 111. 
'. 
J 
Ir 
\[cccsl 
As above with /p/ and /b/, the intersection is bracketed, because 
the classes in tell or 'Et are disjoint The phoneme /t/ is opposed 
to the phoneme /d/ by the features 'unvoiced' /\/ $voiced'. In 'it, 
this opposition is neutralised, and the archiphoneme /D/ is given. 
Fig. lV. v On P198, shows how the archiphoneme /D/ is conceived. The 
archiphoneme /D/ has only the features ! apical, occlusive'. 
In 'explosive' position, which is either tell or 'El, /k/ and 
IgI are opposed in a functional way. The classes of distinctive 
lg"),. 
Fig. 1V. 
u/i 
I 
L 
features being: - 
Set-theoretically: - 
/k/ 
/9/ 
4V 
junvoiced, dorsal, occlusiveý 
ivoiced, dorsal, occlusivel 
Fig. V. 
In OV, the opposition 'unvoiced# A-) #voiced# is neutralised. The 
i, ý(), 
archiphoneme /G/ is conceived as follows: - 
Fig. VI. 
kJ, I 
G. J/ 
rl r- t. i kknl Ve 
The archiphoneme /G/ Uas as its features 'dorsal, occlusive'. 
The archiphonemes /B/, /D/ and /G/ are opposed to one nnother 
by the features 'labial'/\J IapIcalI, AJ Idors, 311. The occlusive 
series in 'if is opposed to the 'sibilant' and 'vocalic' series, 
and to the archiphoneme /N/(which represents the nasil series 
before any pkioneme in the same accent group). 
A Short Note on the Archipýioneme INI. 
System B nas the archiphoneme INI before any plioneme in the 
same accent group. The conception of this pnoneme is strictly 
analogous to that for System A, and is given in Fig. Vll., on p200, 
I 
The analogy to System A rests on our establishing a pnoneme /R/ 
in System T3, and not a sequence of two phonemes /ni/. My reasons 
for opting for a phoneme /R/ are given on p203 Pt seq. 
200. 
Fig. V11. 
Id. 
!j 
i-A 
V 
: 
- 
This archiphoneme has the feature 'nasal' only, and is represt. -nted 
in the over-all system by the three phonemes 
/m/, /n/ and /_n/. 
The archiphoneme /! ý/ in System B is rather exceptional in the 
description, in that it can be established without any problems over 
and above those which we have to overcome in System A. It f-igures 
in 'Spanish' forms as follows: 
/briNka/ "leap" 
/maNgua/ "mango" 
/laNaa/ "boat" 
/kaNta/ "sing" 
/abaNkarga/ "front-load gun" 
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/baNk&/ 
/paN/ 
"bench" 
"bread" 
The conditions under which the neutralisation is generated in 
System A(see P83)are paralleled in System B i. e. the succeeding 
phoneme in the same accent group. 
This hypothesis can only be maintained, as in System A, by 
Omitting from the description. proper the four forms /uamra/, /Fanua/ 
/kimsa/ and /tamia/, which must be treated in an ad hoc fashion. 
The diachronic explanation for the absence of any conflict with 
respect to the introduction of 'Spanish# nasals in this context may 
well lie in the fact that mestizo Spanish has a. a formally similar 
'nasal-' series /m n and b. an archiphoneme INI before any 
phoneme in the same accelit group. The introduction*of 'Spanish' 
forms into the description, at this point, therefore, is not to be 
expected to bring about any startling results. 
Synonymous Forms with o/u and e/i. 
The 101/ful and fel/lil phenomena were discussed at some length 
in Vll. In System B, the establishment of phonemes /o/, /U/, /e/ 
and /i/ is demanded by virtue of the following commutations: 
O/u Zoro/Zuru "monkey"Psnail" 
e/i kena/kina "flute"/"fruit variety" 
1 
As will be explained in due course, in System B, these twcD forms 
are /uambra/ and /Zan. Lua/. 
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These pairs secure the identity of /o/ and /e/ as phonemes in 
System B. The only difference between the statements of these 
phenomena in Systems A and B lies in the fact that in System A, 
/o/ and /e/ were established in an ad hoc way. In System B, they 
are establishable by commutation, and figure in the classificatory 
calculus. 
Variant realisations such as [sokta] and [sukta] present the 
same difficulty in System B as in System A. The statement according 
to the upper limit of distinctive realisation, discussed in Vll, 
founders on the problem of forms such as the following: 
brýxo 
bruxu 
I can find no way(excepi by an arbitrary choice)of establishing 
whether it is the upper limit of distinctive realisation of a 
tentative /o/ which is suspended, or the upper limit of a tentative 
the 
/u/. Diachronic considerations - e. 
j'ýfact 
that the mestizo Spanish 
form is /bruxo/ - suggest that, if anything, we should opt for a 
phoneme /0/ and state that, when this phoneme is realised [u], the 
upper limit of its distinctive realisation(thalft in #half-close') 
is suspended. In our description, decisions about a system must be 
made on the basis of synchronic criteria. We cannot evoke diachronic 
'factsllsuch as references to other systems$in order to solve a 
synchronic problem. In this case, I find that any synchronic criteria 
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which might help us to avoid an. arbitrary choice between /o/ and 
/u/ in those numerous cases where we have to make such a choice 
(if we use the 'upper limit of distinctive realisation' criterion) 
are"absent. 
The most consistent and adequate- description is to give 11/bruxo/11 
I and 11/bruxu/It as synonyms for "witclill. The forms II/sokta/11 and 
II/sukta/11 are synonyms for Itsix1l. 
For brevity in representation, I adopt the convention of, placing 
an umlaut over which symbol denotes that in addition to a form 
with the phoneme /o/ there is a form with the phoneme /u/. The same 
practice is adopted for where the umlaut denotes that in 
addition to the form with a phoneme /e/ there is a form with the 
phoneme /i/. 
The only partial. restriction to the occurrence Of such forms 
lies in the non-occurrence in many(but not all)c7ases of combinations 
in adjacent syllables such as /u/ + /o/, and /i/ + /e/(see pllO). 
AV, /e/. 'g/. rzl. 
In a description in ierms of (el, e2, n, i), it must be established 
whether the phonemes and /E/ may be described as single 
phonemes or not. Taking only, one example, it is possible to treat 
not as a single phoneme, /9/, but as a sequence of the two 
phonbmes /n/ and /i/ in fell and fe2l respectively. It may be the 
case, in fact, that such a description is obligatory. in a syllable, 
e2, ng i)o 
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/B/ or /ni/. 
In a syllable (el, e2, n, i), it is possible to treat 
[5j] as 
the realisation of two phonemes /ni/. The realisation [aj] may be 
described as a simultaneous bundle of distinctive features. In 
System A, this is a simultaneous bundle of distinctive features 
extending over only one position in the chain(i. e. it is in let of 
(e, n, i)). In System B, there are no grounds for maintaining that 
[Zj] is a simultaneous bundle of distinctive features extending over 
only one position. It could be described as /n/ plus /i/, in 'ell 
and le2l respectively. Note. that in 11 1 explained that it is 
possible to have phoneme in relations of simultaneity(p24). 
If we describe [iij] as /ni/, then we can no longer regard the 
following as a minimal pair for /z/ 
[m; ma] "mother" 
lmaýja] "arsk" I 
In System A, this pair is /mama/ and /maU/. In System B, it would 
be /mama/ and /mania/, as follOws: 
/mao-maO/ 
/maO-niaO/ 
The phoneme /m/ occurs in 'EI(the archiposition)only. We find that 
in nearly every case where we attempt to commute /n/ in the 
combination /ni/, we find that a phoneme commutes, not with /n/, but 
with the combination /ni/. For example: 
There is a commutation between /m/ and /ni/, but this is trivial. 
P-0 
/niaka/ /uaka/ 
/niuka/ /2uka/ 
can find no minimal pair for /n/ in the combination /ni/. The 
combination /ni/, which is a simultaneous bundle, commutes as a 
whole with nearly every item in the inventory. 
The fact that /ni/ becomes a possibility in System B is directly 
traceable to the introduction of 'Spanish' forms. Intuitively, 
however, the element [j! j] occurs in nearly every case in 'Ruechual 
forms, which may be adequately described by the three-position unit 
(e, n, i), and a phoneme If we maintain a phoneme /ýý/ in 
System B, it comes always in the archiposition 'El. 
The description /ni/ is not a good description of the data, and 
makes for difficulties id performing commutations. It makes the 
commutations which are #basic' to Quechua impossible. Neither /n/ 
nor /i/ in the combination /ni/ can be commuted witIL any other item. 
Instead, they commute as a simultaneous bundle, i. e. in combination 
with one another(and th'ey are in relations of simultaneity). I hold 
that the description according to /Z/ should be maintained in System 
B. 
There is no doubt that this is one of the most perplexing problems 
in System B. It is a problem which casts great doubt on the 
feasibility of the attempt to describe all the data together in one 
system. There is no way the problem can be removed; it appears that 
it is not possible to make a description at all if we maintain /ni/ 
as two phonemes. 
or /tg/, 151 or /si/. 
Without going into great detail here, the problem of /g/ can 
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be solved in the following way. In 'Quechua# forms, we alwayshaveý 
a realisation i. e. there is no trace of, a semi-vowel [j] at 
all. The realisation is a simple 'hush', similar to English 'ship'. 
In 'Spanish# forms, we do not find this realisation but we have 
a realisation [sj] as in [pj4mpri]., 
In System A, the 'Spanish' forms, with the realisation [sj], 
, even though treated 
in an ad hoe way, must be brought into line 
_with 
the distributional unit (e, n, i), in which case they can only 
be described by a single phoneme therefore we give /: seXprZ; /. ý 
In System B, the way is open to treat the 'Spanish' forms with 
[sj] as realisations of the phonemes Isl plus /i/ in tell and le2t 
respectively. 
The only question is: can we still maintain a phoneme /g/ in 
System B, or is the realisation [9] also phonologically /si/? That 
a description /si/ clashes with the system is evident from the 
description Of the form [Zimi] as /Liimi/, because the combination 
(Phonetic)[Jil will not figure in the system apart from in this one 
tentative case. The description of a form such as [kagpa] would pose 
a problem also. The description /si/ would not fit here - Aasipa/*. 
We should treat the 'Spanisht [sj] as /si/ and the 'Quechuat [g] 
1 
As far as I know,, there is no variety of Spanish which has a pfioneme 
/5/, or a truly #palatal' realisation [9]. 
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as/V. 
Given the existence of phonemes /t/ and /g/ in the system, and 
the possible phonetic protocolization of [Z] as Lt91l, we must 
decide whether or not the tentative /Z/ might not be better treated 
as /t/ + /g/. 
One reason against doing this is that pose2 (r, 1,1, u), which 
accounts for the great majority of the data is changed to (r, 1,9, 
i, u) for the sake of a tentative combination /tg/ in 'ell and le2l. 
This is counter-intuitive because, unlike in English, where /t-s/ 
can be regarded as the correlate of /d2/, it is unconvincing in 
Quechua to regard a tentative /ts-/ as the correlate of /dý/. Even 
if we were to take this'step, we should still arrive at a single 
Phoneme hypothesis for,. [ t9], as can be shown if we consider the form 
Edtgku] ("hole"). There is only one implosive Position in the system, 
therefore the first syllable of 
[utZku] has to be described as: 
E 
1 
___ 
n 
._ _ n. = 
I 
u tz 
Given that there is no justification either for establishing two 
implosive positions(for the sake of one set of forms in the data), 
or for maintaining a phoneme /F/ which is distributionally limited 
to the implosive position, we should treat Lt2i] as the realisation 
of a single phoneme /F/, which operates in 'E' and IiI. 
/Z/(OVER)- 
1 See EGL, 3.23. 
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The tentative /dz-/(two phonemes)instead of /E/(one phoneme) 
fails for the same reason as the tentative /tg/. Even if this 
hypothesis works out reasonably well in the explosive positions, 
it does not work in the implosive position - 
[4d-zku] has to be 
given as /uEku/. I have provided reasons for preferring the 
hypotheses /V and /F/ over and above the counter-intuitive nature 
of the phonetic protocols 
[t9] 
and [d-z]. Personally, I have never 
found Martinet's insistence upon these protocols to be convincing. 
Aspects of the Vowel SYstem. 
The vowel system of Sysýem. B is as follows 
close 
half full 
rounded, 0u 
Fspread 
e 
In the unit (el, e2, n, i), where leý# is empty or filled by /r/ or 
IV, or in. (E, n, i), /e/ is opposed to /i/ in a functional way. 
When te2l is filled by either /u/ or /i/, there is a restriction 
to the inventory in the nuclear position. We find 'bwet but never 
1bWi'*, and 'bjt' but never lbjil*. It is worthwhile to spend a 
little time explaining how this should be treated, for it is a 
problem of considerable significance. 
One solution is to posit an archiphoneme /E/, giving /buE/ and 
1 
EGL. 3.23. 
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and /biE/. The other is to explain the non-occurrence Of 
[i] here 
in terms of the phoneme /i/, and a distributional rule. This 
distributional rule states that when fell is filled, and Ie2l is 
filled by either /i/ or /u/, the phoneme /i/ may not occupy the 
nuclear position. 
It is possible to generate an archiphoneme /E/ which has the 
feature 'spread'. This is one case where the simplicity criterion 
has to be applied. If we conceive of this criterion in the way 
do, I believe that a choice can be made in favour of the descrip- 
tion in terms of distribution by applying that criterion. The 
description in terms of distribution can be simply and directly 
refuted by an, example of the phoneme /i/ coming in the distributional 
context which I have precluded. 
Similar restrictions to the occurrence "of /o/ and /u/ in the 
nuclear position are better described in terms of distributional 
rules. I reftr to the non-occurrence of /o/ after /u/, and to the 
non-occurrence of /u/ in the same context, no matter whether /u/ 
is in le2f or 'E'. 
Further InBtances of Variance. 
There is nothing in System B which affects the following 
descriptions of variance explained for System A. They may be re- 
stated for System B with only slight modifications to the distrib- 
I 
Mulder(Sets, p206)discusses similar problems, citing among others 
the example of the non-occurrence Of IgI after /l/ in English. He 
opts for a distributional explanation on the grounds of simplicity. 
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ution of the items in question: - 
/u/ has the combinatory variant realisations [w], [u] 
and [u]. The realisation, [w] occurs in fe2l or IEI; A 
[u] occurs in Inf; 'Lul occurs in 'if. A 
. 2. /1/ has the combinatory variant realisations [j], [i] 
and [i]. The realisation, [. J] occurs in le2l or IEI; A 
[i] occurs, in In'; [i] occurs in #it. 
in 'E', /Z/ is realised either [1j] or [1: ]; in. lit, 
it is realised [1]; in both 'Ef and fil, it may be 
realised Of these realisations, 
[2] is the most 
common in every position. 
IGI the data described by IGI in System B is described 
by a phoneme /k/ in System A. Before /V, in the 
same, accent group, /G/ has a combinatory variant 
realisation [g]. In 'it, the realisations [k] or [x] 
are in free variance as realisations of /G/. 
Additional Remarks on System B. 
Some diachronically tSpanisht forms such as [sjgmpri], with the 
realisation [si], occur in the data. In System A, these are described 
by the phoneme /9/: /aeNprg/, /komgrgaNtg/, /nggogakuk/. In System 
B, they are described in a manner which approximates formally to 
mestizo Spanish - the above four forms in System B are /sieNprg'/o 
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/komgrsiaNtU/, /n6gosiakuk/. This comes about because of the use 
of a four-position syllable, which syllable, having two explosive 
positions, is similar to that required for. mestizo, Spanish. This 
explains the intuitive similarity of the 'Spanish' forms in System 
B to their mestizo Spanish counterparts, while in System A those 
'Spanish' forms assumaquite different shape because of the three- 
position syllable. 
A similar set of forms in System A are described by the phoneme 
They are forms which have the realisation 
[dj] in them e. g. 
i J- i 
med o], [d ablo], [gward a]. These are 'Spanish' forms. In System C 
A, where we cannot establish a combination /di/, they are described 
as /Eablo/, /guarEa/. In System B, they are described as 
/mediU/, /ýiablo/, /guarýLia/. As in the case above, the description 
in System B approximates much more closely to that of the mestizo. 
Spanish counterparts. 
The form of the moneme for "young man" poses a problem in System 
A. This form has the realisations [wajna] and [. Ewaina]. It is an A 
exceptional case. In System A, I treated this form as exceptional, 
and stated that on this one occasion /u/ has a realisation [gwj. 
The statement in System B is much more satisfactory - the statement 
we must make is that "young man" has 11/uaina/11 and II/guaina/11 as 
synonyms. This description is much more straightforward in System 
B, for in that system we have a syllable with two explosive positions, 
which enables us to describe complexes such as /gu/. 
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In System B, there does not appear to be any case for treating 
the [b] in [w; M 
b 
ra] or the [g] in [ýangwa] as a parasitic consonant. GCj 
In System A, [b] and [g] cannot be described as phonemes, unless we 
are to take the counter-intuitive step of aligning the above two 
forms along with the 'Spanish' set which have complex items, in the 
explosive position. In System B, we can describe [wam 
b 
ra] as /uambra/ 
C 
-0 9 
,. a wa] as 
/Eangua/. This statement makes no difference as far and [ za 
as the neutralisation of nasals is concerned. These two forms still 
have to be left out if we wish to regard a succeeding phoneme in the 
same accent group as a generating context for the neutralisation 
between nasals. 
In System B, /l/ figurles in both 'e21 and 'E' of the explosive 
group and in fil. In this system, we find /l/ often where 
diachronically we expect to find /d/. Here are two examples: - 
System B mestizo Spanish 
almiti admAi 
almfra admfra 
This kind of diachronic 'factf can only strengthen my view that 
it is an oversight of Bloomfieldian, linguists who have described 
Quechua to include the 'Spanish' form. /d/ in the system without 
noting its non-occurrence in the implosive position. In my System 
B, I have the archiphoneme /D/. There appear to be strong intuitive 
phonetic grounds for maintaining such a description - 'voiced' 
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occlusives in syllable-final position are not a feature of Quechua. 
The non-occurrence of such occlusives in this position should be 
noted. 
2-14. 
xii 
CLASSIFICATORY CALCULUS FOR SYSTEM B 
1. The Distributional Unit. 
Given that we have a fairly large set of tentative syllables 
such as /tra/, /tre/, /blo/ etc., the OPtimum distributional unit 
for describing all the data in one system is of 
_four 
Positions, as 
follows: - 
el e2 
r 
I 
t r 
b 0 
In this description, we have an archiposition 'El, which is the 
product of el and e2. This is necessary because, in the case of a 
tentative syllable such as /kuk/, the initial /k/ cannot be assigned 
to either fell or le2l: 
e2, n- 
U 
kuk 
The element fof(zero)is meaningless here. There is no phoneme which 
could come in the positions occupied by lot in the two tentative 
descriptions of /kuk/ given above. We Only use I zero$ to indicate 
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a position which could be filled, but is not(in a given case)filled. 
Repeating 1V, the archiposition 'E' is conceived as the intersection 
of the classes 'ell and le2l: 
Fig. 1. 
it /A 
N ()L r 
/ / 
>: 
IL / 
From the distributional unit (el, e2, n, i), two syllables are 
conceived which are (E, n, i) and (el, e2, n, i). These two syllables 
are subsets of the distributional unit. 
One feature of System B is that a syllable such as /ra/ cnnnot be 
assigned in a clear-cut way to either (el, e2, n, i) or to (!, n, i). 
It has to be given as a member of both syllables. By /tra/ ^-/ /ra/, 
for example, /r/ is assigned to le2l of (el, e2, n, i). In this 
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event, the syllable /ra/'is described as follows: 
el e2 n-I i 
- =: r, 
ra 
ra 
However, if we consider the tentative syllable. /ras/, we find that 
we have to assign /r/ to IEI of (E, n, i), because neither a. nor 
21. (below)is tenable in terms of the description: - 
el i e2 n 
ra a. 
- -------- 
b. ra8i 
There is no phoneme which could fill fell in a. nor le2l in b. In 
such a case, the only way. to avoid an arbitrary dedision is to 
assign /r/ to both 'e2' and 'E', and the syllable /ra/ to both 
(el, e2, n, i) and (E, n, i). 
2. Position Classes. 
_ 
J2213e' ptkbdgfrs 
pose2 riu 
20 SE ptkmnrsxiu 
po sn ae10u 
Masi NBDG1B -C rsu 
A useful class for reference at this stage is the one of the kind 
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#the class of phonemeswhich can come only in fel't and so on. In 
order to calculate the full set of classes of this kind in a 
system which uses a unit (el, e2, n, i), we use a Marquand Graph 
for five classes: - 
Fig. 11., 
el 
-el 
I 
-e' 
-el 
The classes are: - 
r 
iu, 
ptk 
Lm 
nx 
bdgf 
aeo BDGN 
-ri 
fell only :bdgf 
'EI only :mn 71 x 
I elf ,I Et :ptk 
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fElp fit :EZ9 
'El 91 e2l , In', fit :iU 
'Ell le2l, $it :1 
'Ell fell, le2l, fit :r 
'Ell felt, fit :s 
tnt only :aeo 
fit only :NBDG 
Compare these classes with the corresponding classes for System 
A on P115. 
The above classes, termed main distribution classes, assume 
greatest importance in the statement of phonematic distribution. 
In the present context, they are useful for comparison with rFeqs 
(to be established in this chapter). Intuitive cWrrespondences 
between these two kinds of class in a language provide a rough 
guide as to the 'balance# of the system. In System A, the 
correspondence between main distribution classes and Feqs is 
almost a one-to-one correspondence. This 'simplicity, is not 
paralleled in System B. 
3. Strict and Phonematic Paradigms. 
In System B, several §pars can be found for items such as /b/. 
Here is an Spar for /b/: 
baka/Paka/taka/iaka/maka/r-laka/uaka Otcowil, "hide", 
"sprain", "almost", "fight", "bewitch", 11cry1f) 
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Strict paradigms are a stepping-stone to phonematic paradigms 
which, as I explained in V111,4, are conceived of as the sum of 
strict paradigms. If we have an S. 2ar - baka/paka/taka/iaka/maka/ 
gaka/uaka, and another Spar - bara/kara/sara, we can posit a 
tentative paradigm for /b/ of AptkmEsi u/, pending 
our checking through. all possible §yars for /b/ in case any have 
been missed. If we find another, Spar, this must be added to the 
existing par, which is, as I said, the sum of Spars. 
It is a feature of System B that there are no g2ars for items 
in 'ell or le2l. This is a result, we can only assume, of the 
limited nature of the set of forms which use these positions. The 
'Spanish'. forms such as 4trabaxa/ make it necessary for us to use 
a unit with two explosivý Positions, but, in fact, the paradigm- 
atic potential of items in those explosive positions is not realised. 
Commutation Classes and Connective Opposition Classes. 
The procedures for establishing c6ms and EUs were explained in 
Vill, 5/6. The coms of System B are given in Fig. 111 , p220. These 
may be compared with.. the coms of System A, which are given in 
Fig. 1V. 
-, 
P221. 
In System B, the occurrence of the phonemes /b/ and /g/ in 'Et 
after a nasal e. g. in /-ciNba/ and /kaNga/ means that several Spars 
come into play which did not figure in System A. For example, /b/ 
is opposed to IgI in the pair - ZiNba/ZiNga(Iteross river", 
"disappear"). apars such as - kaNpa/kaNta/kaNgh/kaNra are also 
220. 
Fig. 111. 
bdgfx1ptkmnRitrs91uaeoNBDG0 
bb+++++++++ 
dd+ 
g+9............ 
ff+ 
xx 
p+++++p............ + 
t. +t........... 
k++++++k.......... + 
m++m 
n 
++ 
++ 
........... +++++ 
r+ 
s 
++........... ++ 
......... ........ +++++++ 
u++ 
a++a++ 
e+++e 
0++++0 
N++ 
B+B 
DD+ 
GG+ 
0+............ + 
The Coms of System-B 
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Fig. 1V. 
tkmnZra91ua 
+++ 
pI............ 
t........... 
k.......... 
++m 
........... ++ 
....... ...... i++ 
............ u 
++a 
.......... 
0 1: gf 
The Coms of System A 
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productive. In addition, in System A, there are several jPars 
which do not figure in System B. In System A, the pair - uNku/ 
/urku served to establish the identity of INI and /r/. In System 
B, the forms are /uNgu/ and /urku/ - this is no longer a minimal 
pair for INI and /r/. 
The ý92s of System B are: - 
Co pl :b g p t kmZaiu 
b ii 
ýLO 23 n r s 
C0P4 :p t k m n ii ZZra9u (1 
C0P5 :d P t il Z- 3ra91u 
gn6 :l p k m n ii -c rs 
2M7 N e sý 9 u 
g228 a 0 0 u 
2M9 B N 
coplo DZFr tl 
GN 
LOP12 fpk 
g2Z13 xn 
The qUe are useful in that they enable us to establish subsystems 
and an over-all system on the basis of distinctive features. From 
the 92ks of System'B, EUS 1,4,5,6, and 8 enable us to establish 
subsystems. The other COPS are too limited - the phonemes in them 
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cannot be included in subsystems which have every phoneme the 
product of a series and an order. 
Subsystem l(Cop 1): 
voiced unvoiced 
occlusive vocalic occlusive 
labial pu 
palatal 
Subsystem 4(Cop4): 
[Unclassified: /t/, Iml, Isl] 
unvoiced voiced 
occlusive nasal sibilant vocalic t occlusive 
labial pmu 
apical tn8 
L-palatal 
8 
[Unclassified: /k/, 
Subsystem 4 parallels almost exactly the over-all system in System 
A. This is a direct result of the fact that the large LoZ of system 
can be carried over into System B, where it serves ta generate the 
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above subsystem. 
Subsystem 5(Cop5): 
unvoiced voiced 
occlusive occlusive sibilant vocalicl 
labial p 
t -d apical 
palatal-' c 
[Unclassified: /r/] 
Subsystem 8(Cop8)-. 
rounded 
spread 
close 
hal f full 
0u 
e 
subsystem 8 is the vowel system of System B. My choice of labels 
for $close' vowels is merely for convenience. I could equally have 
used the terms 'half-close' and 'close'. 
In the consonantal system, /f/ and /X/ must be included in a 
'fricativel series. I can find no grounds for maintaining a 
'sibilant' series separate from this 'fricativel serieu, because 
1 
Note that, in System B, as in System A(P32, p122), /a/ is outside 
the system. It has only the feature 'a-ness'. 
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there are no Isibilants' which are not Ifricativet in this system 
(nor perhaps in any system). I include /f s9 x/ together in 
a fricative series. In view of the existence of phonemes /g/ and 
lxl, of the $dorsal' class, the phoneme /k/ is part of the over- 
all classification in System B, for that phoneme can be shown to 
be the product of an order and a series. The phonemes /i/ and 
/r/ remain outside the system. They have the features 11-ness' and 
tr-ness' respectively. The consonantal over-all system for System 
B: - 
77 
voiced unvoiced 
occlusive; occlusive nasal fricative vocalici 
labial Pbmfu 
apical tdns 
palatal z r, 8 
dorsal k9 
[Unclassified: /1/, /r/] 
Functional Equivalence Classes. 
The diagram which, theoretically, we require to calculate the 
Feqs of System B is too complicated to be included here. The 
power set of classes to be considered as potential Feas is 2 
13 
8,191 classes. 
In cases such as these, one can take a short-cut to the Feqs 
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by noting the Cops in which a phoneme occurs, and by grouping 
together those phonemes which belong to the same 
. 
2ops. We may 
note one of Mulder's definitions for functional equivalence 
classes: 
%sets of phonemes which bel'ong to the same Cops' 
The leis of System B are as follows: - 
Ze(JA 1,4,5,7,8 
ZUB p 
t 
LeA, D 1,4,6,12 k 
EUE 1,2 b 
EfIF 5 d 
Le 
. 
IG 1,3 
LeaH 12 
FeqI 13 x 
Efai 6 1 
ffIK 1,4,6 
Le c IL 3,4,6,13 n 
ZUM, - 2,4,5,6 :n 
EecIN - 3,4,5,7,10 :E 
le2.0 - 1,4,5,6,10 : -Z 
Enip - 3,4,5,10 :r 
1 Setso P140. 
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FeqQ - 1,3,4,5,7 8 
MR - 4,5,6,7 9 
MS - 7,9,11 N 
EMT -9 R 
fuu - 10 D 
EPAV 11 G 
E2. %W 8 aeo 
one salient feature of this set of classes for System B is the 
$break-down' of fas F and G of System A into a great number of 
smaller classes. Between them, E! as E (k, Z, sl and a jp, t. z, r, 
constitute a class 1p, t, k, Z, -d, r, a, 51 which is the' 
intuitive 'Centre' of the consonant system of System A. This set 
of phonemes operates in the same pos in System A(which is let/fit), 
and are members of one and the same g2Z. Similarly, the 'nasal# 
set im, n, B1, which belong to 121A and pose in System A, each 
constitute a single class in. System B. Such conclusions are the 
nearest we can get in a synchronic description to pointing out a 
certain degree of imbalance in the system which incorporates 
'Spanish' forms. 
In System A, there is a virtual one-to-one correspondence between 
main distribution classes and fas. 
1 
The correspondences for System 
B are much less obvious. Only the classes ji, ul and la, e, ol 
1 See p125-6. 
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partake in any significant correspondence. Here are the 
correspondences: - 
MDis 
1 
Feg 
sell only 
bdgf FeSs E +F +G+H 
tEf önly 
mnZx K 4L +M+I 
felt, 'Et 
ptk Fegs B +G +D 
@EI, ti9 
FLUS N +0 +R 
#EI. 9928, Onf, fit 
iu Feg A 
tEf. te28, lit 
1 Feq J 
#Ei, #elf. fe28, ti9 
r Fe5L P 
#EI. 
___telt. 
fit 
Feg Q 
t nf 
a90 Feq W 
tit : o'nly 
NBDG Elle S +T +U+G 
Very little of significance can be induced from th-ese correspondences. 
System B displays little of the balanced and close-knit character of 
MDis 'main distribution class'; see P114 
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System A. 
If we compare the of Systems A and B, we note that there 
is a considerable increase in the number of Feqs in System B, as 
compared with System A. The implications Of the inclusion of 
'marginal' elements were discussed at some length in connection 
with the phonemes /l/ and /b/, and will not be further discussed 
in detail here. 
1 
Here are the f2ls of Systems A and B in a scheme in which I 
treat the Feqs of System A as sum of the Feqs of System B: - 9--s 
System_A System_B 
FeqA: mn Feqs K+L+M 
AqB: a /a/ is a member of FeqW, 
along with /e, o/. 
FeqC: N EMS 
ZaD: 1 EUJ 
Le 9. E :iu FeqA 
EMF :k fe2p D+0+ 
FeqG: ptr -s B+C+N+P+R 
--------------- Feqs E, F, G, H, I, T, U, 
V; together with /e o/ of 
E21W. (These fo not figure 
in System A) 
In general, the introduction of 'marginal' elements leads to an 
increase in the number of Lec 18, both by'virtue of the new classes 
1 See p126-133- 
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required to account for the $marginal' elements, and of the $break- 
down' of the existing classes into further classes. When the 
marginal elements are incorporated, there is a high degree of 
fragmentation in the system. 
In spite of the striking appearance of the fragmentation, there 
does not appear to me to be any means by which we might demonstrate 
in a synchronic way the marginality of those elements which bring 
about the fragmentation. In order to demonstrate a conclusion C, 
we have to show that C is a logical consequence of some initial 
conditions in either the theory and the description. There are no 
such conditions in the present theory or description, as far as 
the author knows. The only way which-comes to mind assumes a 
universal number of paradigmatic classes, which set,, 'of, paradigmatic 
classes would serve as a 'norm' by which we could guage Inormalityt 
or Imarginality'. There is no reason why a language should not have 
twenty-three Feqs such as System B here. Unless one imposes an 
arbitrary universal standard number of such classes, there is no 
way by which one can state that twenty-three is too ! 1", X. Such a 
principle, of course, would run counter to the very nature of 
functionalism. One of the major points which I made in discussing 
Jakobson's distinctive features 
1 
was that, contrary to the universal 
features of that linguist, functionalism treats linguistic units 
as peculiar to a given language, and not as universal. 
1 
See P33. 
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In the face of these difficulties, one has little alternative 
but to regard 'marginality$ as an izLtuitive criterion. Nothing 
approximating to universals figures in the present methodology. 
-232. 
xill 
THE PHONEMES OF SYSTIM B AND THEIR REALISATIONS 
I 
1. Preliminary. 
_ 
The presentation of this chapter is strictly analogous to 
that of 1X. 
The phonetic realisations of those elements which figure in 
System A are not repeated here, but reference is made to the pages 
of the thesis where they may be found. 
For the following, it is important to note that an item in the 
archiposition 'E' may commute with either an item in fell or an 
item in le2l. The archiposition 'El stands for those positions. 
For quick reference, I list all the possible commutations for 
phonemes, even where there is not an attested pair for given 
commutations. This enables one to spot the commutative possibilities 
of each phoneme very much more easily, and to compare the coms of 
any two phonemes in the system without much difficulty. 
2. The phoneme /b/. 
/b/ operates in fell and 'Et. It is a feature of System B that 
in those elements where both #explosive' Positions are filled, 
no item in either of the two positions is ever opposed to another 
phoneme. For instance, in /ýbroka/, neither /b/ nor /r/ is opposed 
to any other phoneme. Of course, in a form where either of the 
1 
Throughout this secti on, 1-1 denotes 'syllabic boundary'. 
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lexplosivef positions is'filled by 'zero', 'the item in the other 
'explosive# position, commutes with items in the archiposition 'El. 
There are many commutations of this kind. However, there are no 
Spars for items in the explosive positions fell and le2l, where 
both are filled. This is another intuitive reason for believing 
that the distributional unit of four Positions does not give a 
completely 'true' reflection of the data as a whole. The four- 
position unit is made necessary by a very small set of forms. The 
position classes 'ell and le2l, however, are unproductive. 
I 
b/d 
b/g /ZiNba/ "cross river" /FiNga/ "disappear" 
b/f -------- 
b/x -------- 
b/1 -------- 
b/p /ba-ka/ "cowl' /pa-ka/ "hide" 
b/t /ba-ka/ "cowl' /ta-ka/ "sprain" 
b/k /ba-ra/ "rod" /ka-ra/ "skin" 
b/m /ba-ka/ "Cowl' /ma-ka/ 11fightfl 
b/n -------- 
b/ii /ba-ka/ "cowl' /n-a-ka/ "bewitch" 
b/E .: ------- 
1 
This intuitive criterion means roughly that, although by occurring 
in a pos with other items an entity has a certain-commutative 
potential, this potential is not converted into ý2ars which enable 
us to calculate paradigmatic function(s). 
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b/Z /ba-ka/ "cowl' /Za-ka/ "bridge" 
b/r ---- *--- 
b/s /ba-ra/ 'frodIt /sa-ra/ "maize" 
b/9 ------- 
b/i /ba-ka/ "cow" /ia-ka/ "almost" 
b/u /ba-ka/ "Cowlt /ua-ka/ "cry" 
b/O /bo-la/ "plugs, /o-la/ " Good day! " 
b/a e oNBDG- precluded by distribution 
The phoneme /b/ is realised voiced bilabial occlusive [b]. 
The phoneme /d/. 
/d/ occurs in fell or 'El. In. 'El, it commutes with /p t 
ra u/. - 
d/b ------- 
d/g ------- 
d/f ------- 
d/x ------- 
d/l ------- 
d/p /ka-da/ "each" 
d/t /di-ia/ "day" 
d/k ------- 
d/m ------- 
d/n ------- 
/ka-pa/ "shout" 
/ti-ia/ "bell 
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d/5 /da-70/ Ilh4rm" /n-a-n-6/ "thin" 
d/Z- /ka-da/ 'teach" /ka-Ea/ "begin" 
d/-Z /ka-da/ "each" /ka-Za/ "send" 
d/r /ka-da/ "each" /ka-ra/ "skin" 
, d/s /mo-d6/ "way" IMO-861 "merchant" 
d/9 /ka-da/ "each" /ka-'ga/ "I will bell 
d/i /ka-da/ "each" /ka-ia/ "call" 
d/u /ka-da/ 'teach" /ka-ua/ 'see,, 
d/O -------- - 
d/a e oNBDG- precluded by distribution 
The phoneme /d/ is realised voiced apico-dental occlusive [d]. 
4. The phoneme 
/g/ operates in fell and 'El. In 'El, it commutes with /b ptk 
mnE -c ra-iu o/, - 
g/b /FiN-ga/ "disappear" /ZiN-ba/ "cross river" 
g/d - --------- 
g1f --------- 
g/x --------- 
gli --------- 
g1p /kaN-ga/ "and you" AaN-pa/ "of you" 
g/t /kaN-ga/ "and you" /kaN-ta/ "you(O)" 
g/k /pa-ga-ra/ IFpay now, ' /pa-ka-ra/ "hide now" 
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9/m /ga-naN/ "wins'$ /ma-naN/ "no" 
g/n /ga-naN/ "wins" /na-naN/ "hurts" 
g/a -------- 
9/z- /ZuN-ga/ "ten" /ZuN-2a/ "silent" 
glz AaN-gi/ "you are'? /kaN-Fi/ "we are(inclusive)" 
g/r /kaN-ga/ "and you" /kaN-ra/ "now you'? 
g1s /pa-ga-ra/ "pay" /pa-sa-ra/ "Pass now" 
g19 /uiN-gu/ "tree type" /uiN-Bu/ "youngest member 
of the family" 
9/1 /ga-na/ "win" /ia-na/ "black" 
glu /pa-ga-ra/ "pay" /pa-ua-ra/ Iffly now" 
9/0 --------- 
g/a e0NBDG- precluded by distribution 
The phoneme IgI is realised voiced dorsal occlusive [g]. 
The phoneme /f/. 
Ifl operates in fell and 'E'. In OEI, it commutes with /p k 0/. 
f/b -------- 
f/d --------- 
f/g --------- 
f/x --------- 
f/i --------- 
f/p /fu-ma/. "smokell 
f/t ---------- 
/pu-ma/ "Jaguar" 
0 
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f/k If 1-16/ "hill" /ki-16/ "kilo" 
f/m ------- 
f/n ------- 
f/- n ------- 
f19 ------- 
f/r ------- 
f ------- 
f/i ------- 
flu ------- 
flo /fu! --ma/ "smoke" /u-ma/ "head" 
f/a e0XBDa- precluded by distribution. 
The phoneme /f/ is realised unvoiced labio-dental fricative [f]. 
The phoneme Ix/. 
/X/ operAtes in 'El only, where it commutes with /n//. 
x/b 
x/d 
X/g 
X/f 
X/i 
X/P 
X/t 
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x/k -------- 
X/M -------- 
X/n /ke-xa/ "complain" /ke-na/ "flute" 
X/R -------- 
x/-z -------- 
X/z -------- 
x/r -------- 
X/s -------- 
X/9 - -------- 
X/i -------- 
x/U -------- 
X/O -------- 
x/a eoNBDG- precluded by distribution 
The phoneme /x/ is realised unvoiced velar fricative [x]. 
7. The phoneme /l/. 
/l/ operates in te2l, 'El and 'it. In 'El, it commutes with 
/p kmnrs 
1/b 
1/d 
l1g 
1/f 
1/x 
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1/p /ma-la/ Itbad" 
1/t ------- 
1/k /la-ia/ "class" 
1/m /ma-la/ "bad" 
1/n /ma-la/ "bad" 
11FL /ma-la/ "bad" 
VE ------- 
1/Z /la-ia/ "class" 
1/r /ki-lu/ "kilo" 
1/s /ma-la/ "bad". 
1/5 /la-ia/ "class" 
1/i 
1/U ------- 
1IN ------- 
l/B ------- 
1/D ------- 
1/G ------- 
1/0 ------- 
, 
1/a eo precluded by distribution 
/ma-pa/ "green liquid" 
/ka-ia/ "tomorrow" 
/ma-ma/ "mother" 
/ma-na/ "no. " 
/ma--na/ "request" 
/t5a-ia/ "arrive,, 
/ki-ru/ "tooth" 
/ma-sa/ "dry in sun" 
/-sa-ia/ "stand" 
The phoneme /l/ is realised apico-alveolar lateral [1]. 
The phonema /p/. 
/p/ operates in 'ell and 'Et. In 'E', it commutes with /b dg 
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f1t. kan il ZZs91 tu 0/. 
p/b /pa-ka/ "hide" /ba-ka/ "cow" 
p/d /ka-da/ "each" /ka-pa/ "shout" 
P/g /kaN-pa/ "of you" /kaN-ga/ "and you? ' 
P/f /pu-ma/ "Jaguar" /fu-ma/ "smoke" 
P/M ------- 
P/1 /ma-pa/ "'green liq uid" /ma-la/ "bad" 
P/t /pa-pa/ "potato" /ta-ta/ "father" 
p/k. /pai/ 'the, she" /kai/ "t his" 
P/M /Pai/ 'the, she" /ma: L/ "w here? " 
P/n /pa-pa/ "potato" /na-na/ "Pain" 
P/5 /pa-pa/ "potato" /Za-Fa/ "sister" 
P/E /ka-pa/ "shout" /ka-Ea/ "begin" 
P/z /ka-pa/ "shout" /ka-Fa/ I'sendt' 
p/r /pa-ku/ "monkey" /ra-ku/ "fat" 
P/S /pa-ka/ f1hidell /pa-sa/ "Pass" 
P/5 /puN-gu/ "door" /ZUN-gu/ "heart" 
P/i /ka-pa/ "shout" /ka-ia/ "call" 
P/u /ka-pa/ I'shout" /ka-ua/ "see" 
P/O /pa-ku/ Itmonkey" /a-ku/ 11comel" 
p/a e oNBDG- precluded by distribution 
The 'phoneme /p/ is realised voiced bilabial occlusive [b] after a 
nasal. This realisation is in free variance with unvoiced bilabial 
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occlusive [p] as a realisation of /p/ after nasal. 
9. The phoneme /t/. 
/t/ operates in. $ell and 'El. In 'Ell it commutes with /b d 
9pkmnra u/ 
t/b. /ta-ka/ 11sprain't /ba-ka/ Itcow" 
t/d /ti-ia/ t1bell /di-ia/ "day" 
t/g /kaN-ta/ "you(O)" /kaN-ga/ "and you" 
t/f -------- 
t/x -------- 
t/I -------- 
t/p /ta-ta/ "father" /pa-pa/ "potato" 
t/k /ta-ta/ "father" /ta-ka/ "sprain" 
t/M /ta-ka/ "sprain" /ma-ka/ "fight" 
t/n. /ta-ta/ "father" /na-na/ "Pain" 
t/r, /ta-ka/ "sprain" /ga-ka/ "bewitch" 
/pa-ta/ "perhaps" /pa-Za/ IIpicIr, (f ruit) 
/ta-ka/ I'spraint' /c-a-ka/ "bridge" 
t/r /Pi-ta/ "whom? " /pi-ra/ "who then? " 
t/s /ti-pi/ "cut', /si-Pi/ "Put under water" 
/ua-ta/ "year" /ua-ga/ "behind" 
t/i. /ta-ka/ 11sprairill /ia-ka/ "almost" 
t/u- /ta-ka/ "sprain" /ua-ka/ "cry" 
1 See also P144-' 
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t/O -------- 
t/a eoNRDG- precluded by distribution 
The phoneme'/t/ is realised ývoiced apico-dental occlusive [d] 
after a nasal, which realisation, is in free variance with unvoiced 
apico-denta'l occlusive [t] in that position. 
10. The phoneme /k/. 
- 
A/ operates in 'ell and 'El. In VE#, it commutes with /b 9f 
1p'tmars91 IL 0/. 
k/b /ka-ra/ "skin" /ba-ra/ "rod" 
k/d. ------- 
k/g /pa-ka-ra/ "hide yet#, /pa-ga-ra/ "pay" 
k/f /ki-16/ "kilo"I /fi-16/ Ithill't 
k/x ------- 
k/1 /ka-ia/ fftomorrow" /la-ia/ "class" 
k/p /kai/ "this" /pai/ "he, she" 
k/t, /ta-ka/ "sprain" /ta-ta/ "father" 
k/m /kai/ "this" /mai/ "where? " 
k/n /ma-ka/ "fight" /ma-na/ "no" 
k/71 /kaN/ "you" /-naN/ "path" 
k/E /pa-ka/ f1hidell /Pa-Ea/ "Pick(fruit)" 
k/Z /kai/ ItthisIt Aýai/ "that. ' 
k/r /si-ki/ "bottom" /si-ri/ "rest" 
k1s /pa-ka/ "hide" /pa-sa/ 'pass" 
See also P145. 
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k/-8 Aa-ia/ "call" 
k/i /Fa-ka/ "bridge" 
k/u /pa-ka/ "hide" 
k/O /ka-pa/ "shout" 
k/a e0NBDG- precluded 
/-sa-ia/ "stand" 
/c-a-ia/ "arrive" 
/pa-ua/ 'If lyll 
/a-pa/ "carry" 
The phoneme /k/ is realised unvoiced velar occlusive. 
11. The phoneme /m/. 
- 
/m/ operates in 'El only, where it commutes with /b r: g'. ýp 
tknREZrs-siuO/. 
m/b /ma-ka/ "fight" /ba-ka/ "cow" 
m/d ------- 
mIg /ma-na/ "no. " /ga-na/ "win" 
M/f 74 ------ 
M/x ------- 
M/l /ma-ma/ "mother" /ma-la/ "bad" 
M/P /mai/ "where? " /pai/ "'he, she" 
M/t /ma-ma/ "mother" /ta-ta/ "father" 
m/k /mai/ "where? " /kai/ "this" 
MA /ma-ma/ "mother" /na-na/ "pain" 
M/71 /ma-ma/ "mother" /5a-ila/ "sister" 
M/2 /ma-ki/ "hand" /ia-ki/ "sadness" 
M/F /ma-ki/ "hand" /Za-ki/ "foot" 
m/r /sa-ma/ it-rest" /sa-ra/ "maize" 
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M/8 /ma-ma/ "mother" 
M/9 /pa: L-m: L/ "he, indeed" 
M/i. /za-ka/ "fight" 
M/u /ma-ka/ "fight, " 
M/0 /ma-ma/ "mother" 
For the realisation of Iml, see P147. 
/ma-sa/ "dry in sun't 
/pai-!; i/ "he, they say" 
/ia-ka/ "almost" 
/ua-ka/ Ifery" 
/a-ma/ "don' t! 
12. The phoneme /n/. 
/n/ operates in 'Ev only, where it commutes with Ig x1P 
tkmRZZrs3: LILO/. 
n/b 
n/d 
n/g /na-na/ "hurtIt /ga-na/ "win" 
n/f ------- 
/ke-na/ "flute" /ke-xa/ 11complaiall 
n/I /ma-na/ "no,? /ma-la/ "bad" 
n/p /na-aa/ "hurt" /pa-pa/ "potato" 
n/t /na-na/ "hurt" /ta-ta/ "father" 
n/k /ma-rna/ ttnom-: ý /ma-ka/ Itfight" 
n/M /na-ma/ 
3. 
"Pain" /ma-ma/ 'mother" 
n/5 /na-na/ "Pain" /ria-Ea/ "sister" 
n/E /pai-na/ "he now" /pai-Ea/ ', only he" 
1 
The element II/nana/11 occurs in verbal words, where it is best 
translated "hurt"; and in nominal words, where it is best translated 
"pain". Hence, some references to "hurt". and others to Itpain". 
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n/Z /u-na/ '? early morning" 
n/r /u-na/ "early morning" 
n/s /niN-Zi/ "we tell" 
n/9 /ni-na/ "flame'? 
n/i /na-na/ "pain" 
n/u /na. -na/ "pain" 
n/O /ni-ma/ "nothing" 
For the realisation of /n/, see P148. 
/u-Za/ "blame" 
/u-ra/ "below" 
/siN-Ei/ Itstrong" 
/Zi-na/ "like" 
/ia-na/ t1black. tt 
/ua-ua/ "baby" 
/i-ma/ "what? " 
13. The phoneme 
operates in IEI only, where it commutes with /b d1 
ptkmnEZrs91u 0/. 
E/b /Ra-ka/ "bewitch" /ba-ka/ "cow" 
E/d /ila-E6/ "thin" /da-EV "harm" 
5/g ------- 
Vx ------- 
R/l /ma-Ea/ "request" /ma-la/ "bad" 
R/P /Za-ila/ "sister" /pa-pa/ "potato" 
Vt /Ea-Ea/ "sister" /ta-ta/ "father" 
E/k /?! aN/ "path" /kaN/ "youll 
71/M /Ea-Ba/ "sister" /ma-ma/ "mother" 
Vn /Ea-ila/ "sister" /na-na/ "pain! ' 
VE /Flu-ka/. III" /2u-ka/ "climb" 
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E/-C /Ea-ka/ "bewitch" /Fa. -; ka/ "bridge'$ 
11/r /pu-Eu/ "sleep" /pu-ru/ "absolutely" 
ills /ma-iia/ 'frequest" /ma-sa/ "dry in sun" 
/riuk-Eu/ "sugar" /-suk-gu/ "spindle" 
Vi /!! a-ka/ "bewitch" /ia-ka/ "almostIf 
VU /Fia-ka/ "bewitch" /ua-ka/ "cry" 
E/O /Ra-ila/ "sister" /a-Ea/ "bark" 
ff/a eo NBDG- precluded by distribution 
For the realisations of see P149-50. 
14. The phoneme 
operates in 'E' and Oil. In 'E', it commutes with /d g 
tkmnr6 u/. In fit, it commutes with IN D 0/ 
as well. I 
E/b 
E/d /ka-Fa/ "begin" /ka-2ta/ Ifeachil" 
Vg - /pa-Ea-ra/ "pick now" /pa-ga-ra/ "pay" 
Vf ------- 
E/x ------- 
Z/l ------- 
9/p /19a-ki/ "sadness" /pa-ki/ "break" 
Z/t /pai-Ea/ "only he" /pai-ta/ 'him" 
9/k /Eu-ka/ "climb" /pu-ka/ "red" 
247. 
E/m. /Ea-ki/ f1grief 11 /ma-ki/ "hand" 
E/n /pai--za/ "only helt /pai-na/ "he now" 
/Eu-ka/ "climb" filu-ka/ "III 
/Fa-ki/ "grief" /-ca-ki/ "foot" 
/ki-Eu/ "yellow" /ki-ru/ "tooth" 
E/S /pa-Ea/ "pick(fruit)" /pa-sa/ "Pass" 
E/-B Aa-Zu/ "tongue" /ka-S-U/ "fruit, variety" 
Z/i /ka-Ea/ "begin" /ka-ia/ "call" 
Z/Q /ka-Ea/ "begin" /ka-ua/ Itseet, 
EIN /kaZ-pa/ 11rujill /ka. N-ýpa/ "for you" 
i/B -------- 
Z/D /uE-ku/ "man" /uD-ku/ "cotton" 
Z/G 
Z/O /uE-ku/ "man" /u-ku/ " the inside" 
E/a e0 preclude d by-distributi on 
For the realisations of /ý/, ' see p152. 
15. The phoneme /ý/. , 
operates in 1E, and 'it. In 'E', it commutes with /b d 
g1ptkmn il -z rs u/. In #V, it commutes 
with. /D 0/ as well. 
Z/b /Za-ka/ "bridge" /ba-ka/ 'scow" 
F. /d /ka-Fa/ Itsend" /ka-da/ "each" 
F/g /kaN-Ei/ "we are" /kaN-gi/ "you are" 
248. 
Z/f 
Z/x 
/Za-ia/ "arrive'? 
E/P /Zai/ "that" 
Z/t /Za-ka/ "bridge, ' 
ZA /-cai/ "that" 
Z/= /-dai/ "that" 
Z/n /u-aa/ "blame" 
/Za-ka/ "bridge'? 
/Fa-ki/ "hand" 
Vr /Zu-pa/ "tail'$ 
F/s /ZJN-ga/ "disappear" 
B/9 /Za-ia/'"arriv ell 
Vi /-ca-ka/ "bridge" 
Vu /Za-ka/ "bridge" 
Z/B ------- 
F/D /uZ-ku/ "hole" 
VG ------- 
Z/O /uE-ku/ "hole", 
Z/a e0 precluded by distribution 
/la-ia/ "class" 
/pai/ "he, shelf 
/ta-ka/ "sprain" 
/kai/ "this" 
/mai/ "where? " 
/u-na/ 'early morning! ' 
/ga-ka/ "bewitch" 
/z-a-ki/ "grief" 
/ru-pa/ "burn" 
/siN-ga/ "nose" 
/ga-ia/ "stand" 
/ia-ka/ "almost" 
/ua-ka/ "cry" 
/uD-ku/ "cotton" 
/u-ku/ "the inside" 
For the realisation of /Z/, - see PIS3. 
21PI9. 
16. The Phoneme /r/. 
Irl operates in tell, le2l, fEl and 1ý1. In 'El, it commutes 
with /d g1ptkmn Rn a u/. In 'it, it 
commutes with /D 0/. 
r/b 
r/d 
r/g 
r/f 
r/x 
r/i 
r/p 
r/t 
r/k 
r/in 
r/n 
r/n- 
r/z- 
r/-c. 
rls 
r/a 
/ka-ra/ "skin" 
/kaN-ra/ "now you,, 
/ki-ru/ "tooth" 
Aa-ra/ 'If eed (animal)" 
/pi-ra/ "who then? " 
/siri/ IIU6 down" 
/u-ra/ "below" 
/u-ra/ "below" 
/pu-ru/ "absolutely" 
/ki-ru/ "tooth" 
/sa-ra/ "maize" 
/ru-pai/ "burning" 
/ka-ru/ "the distance" 
/ka-ra/ Iffeed(animal)" 
/ka-ra/ "feed(aninal)" 
/ka-da/ "each" 
/kaN-ga/ "and you" 
/ki-lu/ 1 "kilo" 
/ka-pa/ "shout" 
/pi-tý/ "whom? 
/si; -ki/ "bottom" 
/u-ma/ Ithead" 
/u-na/ "early morning" 
/pu-ýu/ "sleep" 
/ki--zu/ "yellow" 
/sa-Za/ Itwoods" 
/su-pa: L/ "demon" 
/ka-gu/ "fruit variety" 
/ka-ia/ "call" 
/ka-ua/ "see" 
. 16 Note that "kilo" has the synonymous forms "/kilo/" and 11/kilu/1'. 
the representation /kil6/ being used throughout merely for brevity. 
250. 
r/K ------- 
r/B ------- 
r/D /ur-ku/ "hill" /uD-ku/ "cotton" 
r/G ------- 
r/O /ur-ku/ "hill" /u-ku/ "the inside" 
r/a eo- precluded by distribution 
For the realisation of /r/, see ý154. 
17. The phoneme IsI. 
Isl operates in tell, 'El and $it. In 'Es, it commutes with 
/b dg1Ptkm 1% R -z -r- 'r 5 1. u 0/. In 'it, it 
commutes with INI. 
s/b /sa-ra/ Irmaizell /ba-ra/ "rod" 
s/d /mo-sZ; / "merchant /mo-d6/ "way" 
r-Ig /pa-sa-r a/ "pass now" /pa-ga-r a/ "pay" 
S/f ------- 
S/x - ------- 
S/l /ma-sa/ "dry in sun" /ma-la/ "bad" 
S/P /sa-ki/ "leave" /pa-ki/ "break" 
S/t /si-Pi/ "Put under water" /ti-pi/ ncut,, 
s1k /pa-sa/ "pass" /Pa-ka/ "hide" 
S/m /sa-ma/ "rest" /ma-ma/ "mother" 
s/n /siN-Zi/ "strong', /niN-Zi/ "we tell" 
SIR /ma-sa/ ltdry in sun" /ma--na/ "request" 
251. 
s/-z /sa-ki/ "leave" /Fa-ki/ "grief" 
/sa-ki/ "leave" /aa-ki/ "foot" 
s1r /su-pai/ "devil" /ru-pai/ "burn" 
8/9 /ma-su/ Itpestle stick" /ma-gu/ "bat" 
S/i /sa-Fa/ "woods" /ia--ca/ "know" 
S/u /sa-si-ku/ "diet" /ua-si-ku/ "make house" 
sIN Aas-pi/ 11treelt /kaN-pi/ "in you" 
S/B -------- 
S/D -------- 
S/G -------- 
S/O /sa-ma/ "rest" /a-ma/ "don't" 
s/a eo- precluded by distribution 
For the realisation of /s/, see P155. 
18. The phoneme /g/. 
/g/ operates in 'El and 'it. In 'E'v it commutes with /d g1 
ptkmnEEErs; iu 0/. In fit, it commutes with INI. 
9/b 
9/d 
91g 
91f 
9/x 
Z/1 
Vp 
Aa-ga/ "I will bell Aa-da/ "each" 
/kaN--Si/ "you, they say" /kaN-gi/ "you are" 
/ga-ia/ "stand" 
/-SUN-gu/ ! 'heart" 
/la-ia/ "class" 
/puN-gu/ "door" 
252. 
9/t /ua-ga/ "behind" /ua-ta/ "Year" 
9/k. /gu-ia/ "wait" /ku-ia/ "love" 
B/M /pai-lgi/ "he, they say" /pai-mi/ "he, indeed" 
9/a /gi-na/ "like" /ni-na/ "flame" 
91r, /-suk-gu/ "spindle" /Ruk-Eu/ "sugar" 
9/Z /ka-gu/ "fruit type" /ka-Eu/ "tongue" 
Z/F /ga-ia/ "stand /Za-ia/ "arrive" 
9/r /ka-gu/ "fruit type, ' /ka-ru/ "the distance" 
9/s /ma-gu/ "bat" /ma-su/ "pestle-stick" 
9/1 /Zu-ia/ "wait" /iu-ia/ "think" 
9/u /ua-Za/ "behind" /ua-ua/ t1baby" 
3/N /kag-na/ "thus" /kaN-na/ "now you" 
9/B 
9/D -------- 
9/G -------- 
9/0 /guN-gu/ "heart" /uN-gu/ "illness" 
9/a eo precluded by distribution 
For the realisation of /9/, see P156. 
19. The phoneme /i/. 
/i/ operates in le2l, IEI. In' and tit. In tEv, it commutes 
with /b 
,dgptkmn 
Ft 7ý FrsZ 0/. In In', it 
commutes with /a e0 u/. In fit, it commutes with IN G/. 
1 
Recall that for coms we need attest Only one commutation of /i/ 
with another phoneme. Hence, the omission of /i/ r%1 /u/ in 'E'. 
r-"- 
253. 
i/b /ia-ka/ "almost" /ba-ka/ "cow" 
i/d /ka-ia/ "tomorrow" /ka-da/ "each" 
i/g /ia-na/ "black" /ga-na/ "win" 
i/f ----- - 
i/x ------- 
i/p /ka-ia/ "Call" /ka-pa/ "shout" 
i/t /ia-ka/ "almost" /ta-ka/ "sprain" 
i/k /iu-ia/ "think" /ku-ia/ "love" 
i/m /u-ia/ " face" /u-ma/ "head" 
i/n /u-ia/ " face" /u-na/ "early morning" 
1/13 /ia-ka/ "almost" /Ra-ka/ "bewitch" 
i/-z /ka-ia/ "call" /ka-Za/ "begin" 
VZ5 /ka-ia/ "call" /Fa-ia/ "arrive" 
i/r /ka-ia/ "call" /ka-ra/ "feed(animal)" 
i/S /ia-Za/ "know" /sa-Za/ "woods" 
1/9 /iu-ia/ "think" /-su-ia/ "wait" 
i/a -/ki-ru/ "tooth" /ka-ru/ "the distance" 
i/e /ki-na/ "fruit type" /ke-na/ "flute,, 
i/o /Zi-ri/ "cold" /Zo-ro/ "monkey" 
i/u /ki-ru/ "tooth" /ku-ru/ "worm" 
i1N /kai/ iliving" /kaN/ " you" 
i/B ------- 
i/D ------- 
i/G /kau-sai/ "living" /kau-sa G/ "one who lives" 
254. 
1/0 /kai-pa/ "for. this" /ka-pa/ "shout" 
For the realisations of /i/, see P138. 
20. The phoneme /u/. 
/u/ operates in le2t, 'Et, tnt and 'it. In 'El, it commutes with 
/b dgptkmn ri EZrsZ 0/.. In On', it commutes 
with /a ei o/, and in 'it, it commutes with INI. 
u/b /ua-ka/ "cry" /ba-ka/ "cow" 
u/d /ka-ua/ "see" /ka-da/ "each" 
ulg /pa-ua-ra/ "fly now" /pa-ga-ra/ "pay" 
U/f 
U/x 
U/1 ------ 
U/P /ua-ka/ "cry" /pa-ka/ "hide" 
U/t /ua-ka/ "cry" /ta-ka/ "sprain" 
u/k /pa-ua/ "fly" /ka-ua/ "see" 
U/M /sa-ua/ "the top" /sa-ma/ "rest" 
u/n /ua-ua/ 11baby" /na-aa/ "Pain" 
U/5 
ýua-ua/ "baby" /Ra-Fa/ "sister" 
U/-Z /pa-ua/ "fly" /pa-Fa/ "pick(f ruit) 
U/Z /ua-ka/ "cry" /-ca-ka/ "bridge" 
u/r /sa-ua/ 11the top" /sa-ra/ "maize" 
U/S /pa-ua/ "fly" /pa-sa/ "pass" 
U/8- /ua-ua/ "baby" /ua-sa/ Itbehind" 
U/i /ku-ru/ "worm" /ki-ru/ "tooth" 
255. 
u/a /ku-ru/ "worm" 
U/e /ku-naN/ "now" 
U/0 /-cu-ru/ "snail" 
u/N /Eau-pa/ "beginning" 
u/B ------- 
u/D 
u/G ------ 
/ka-ru/ "the distance, ' 
/ke-naN/ 'this flutelt 
/-C0-ro/ 'monkey type,, 
/-naN-pa/ "of the path" 
u7o /ua-ua/ "baby" /a-ua/ "weave" 
For the realisations of /U/, see P140. 
21. The phoneme /a/. 
- 
/a/ operates in In' only, where 
a/e /sa-ra/ "maize"' 
a/0 /ma-sa/ I'dry7in sun" 
a/i /ka--zu/ t1tongue" 
a/u. /ka-ru/ "the distance" 
For the realisations of /a/, see pl 
it commu 
Is e- ra/ 
/mo-so/ 
/ki-iu/ 
/ku-ru/ 
37. 
tea with /e oi u/. 
"liquid" 
"merchant" 
"yellow" 
f1wormll 
22. 
-The 
phoneme /e/. 
/e/ operates in In' only, where it commutes with /a 'o i u/. 
e/a /se-ra/ "liquid" /sa-ra/ "maize'# 
e/o /me-de/ "measure" /mo-do/ "way" 
e/i /ke-na/ "flute" /ki-na/ "fruit type" 
e/u. /ke-naN/ "his flute" /ku-naN/ "now" 
/e/ is realised- front, half-close, spread [e]. 
256. 
23. The 
_Phoneme 
/o/. 
/o/ operates in tat only, where it commutes with /a ei u/. 
o/a /mo-so/ "merchant" /ma-sa/ "dry in sun" 
o/e /mo-do/ "way" /me-de/ "measure" 
OAL /Zo-ro/ "monkey" /Zýi-ri/ "cold" 
o/U /Zo-ro/ "monkey" /Eu-ru/ "worn" 
/o/ is realised back, half-close, rounded, lax. 
24. The archi honeme INI. 
INI operates in 'it only, where it commutes with /B Gs 
IIiU 0/. 
N/b dgfxpt. k. mai! aeo precluded by distribution 
N/B /ka-iaN-tiN/ 11tomorrowt' /ka-iaB-tiN/ "calling" 
NID ----- 
-NIG /kau-saN/ "lives" /kau-saG/ "one who lives" 
NIZ /kaN-pa/ "for you" /kaZ-pa/ "run" 
WE 
Nlr -------- 
NIS /kaN-pi/ "in you" /kas-pi/ "tree" 
N19 /kaN-na/ "now you" /ka'g-na/ "thus" 
N/i. /kaN/ "you" /kai/ "this" 
NIM /j! aN-pa/ "of the path" /Eau-pa/ "beginning" 
NIO /kaN-pa/ "for you. 11 /ka-pa/ "shout" 
For the realisations of INI, see p157. 
257. 
2.5. The archiphoneme /B/.. 
/B/ operates in IV only, where it commutes with INI. 
B/b dgfx1ptkm. rL aeo precluded by distribution 
B/N /ka-iaB-tiN/ "calling" /ka-iaN-tiN/ "tomorrow" 
B/D 
B/G 
B/I 
B/Z 
B/-d 
B/r 
B/a' 
B/-A ------- 
BAL 
B/u 
B/O 
/B/ is realised unvoiced bilabial occlusive [p]. 
I 
26. The archiphoneme /D/. 
/D/ operates in tit only, where it commutes with /E -a r 0/. 
D/b dgfxptkmaaeo, - precluded by distribution 
D/11 ------- 
D/B 
D/G 
D/3- 
D/E /uD-ku/ "cotton" /uý-ku/ "mail" 
D/Z /uD-ku/ "cotton" /uZ-ku/ "hole" 
253. 
D/r /uD-ku/ "cotton" /ur-ku/ "hill" 
D/s ------- 
D/9 ------- 
D/i 
D/u ------- 
D/O /uD-ku/ "cotton" /u-ku/ "the insidell 
/D/ is realised unvoiced apiao-deatal occlusive 
[t]. 
25. The archiphoneme /G/``. - 
/G/ operates in 1V only, where it commutes with INI. 
G/b dgfxptkmaaeo- precluded by distribution 
GIN /kau-saG/ "one who lives" /kau-saN/ "lives" 
GIB ------- 
G/D ------- 
G/I ------- 
Glý 
G/Z5 ------- 
G1r ------- 
GIs ------- 
G/9 ------- 
G/i ----- - 
G/u. ------- 
G/O ------- 
/G/ is generally realised. unvoiced velar occlusive [k]. Before 
in'the same accent group, it is realised voiced velar occlusive 
[g]. 
In ! itq it !! a be realised unvoiced velar fricative 
[x]. 
259. 
x1v 
PHONEKATIC DISTRIBUTION 
1. System A. 
In this section, I consider the phonemes of System A in their 
capacity as tsyntagmemes'(Def-5b. ). As a syntagmeme, a phoneme 
may be regarded, following Mulder 
1, 
as an. n-tuple of the form 
where let denotes the position in which /k/ stands. In such an 
n-tuple, we consider A/ along with the position in which it stands. 
The relation between items such as (e. k) and others like it is one 
of simultaneity because, no, matter how we order these items, their 
position relative to other items is implicit. A combination such as 
(e, k) '. (. a, U) Ul F) 
is unordered for, if we give 
(a, (e, 
the ordering between /k/, /u/ and /Z/ remains the same. 
The tn-tuPlet is defined as 'the product of a Cartesian 
2 
multiplication$ . The bundles given above are also n-tuple , which 
result from the following multiplication., 
etc. 
The total multiplication yields four n-tuple , of which the one 
1 
Sets, P118. 
2 ibid. 
260. 
given above is one: 
(11, U) U, E) 
u) 
U) 
U) 
By considering all the phonemes of System A along with the positions 
in which they occur(working with Position classes, pIlLF), we can 
come to the total set Of n-tuPles Of the above type for System A. 
The resultant R=LUPles give us the logical set of syllable-instances 
of the form (e, n, i). San Martin Quechua does not use all these 
possible syllables, and to account for those which are found and for 
those which are not found we establish distributional rules. The 
logical set of syllable-instances is given by Fig. l., p2_61. 
The distributional rules do not seek to explain why a given 
combination of phonemes does not occur. Though we may suspect that 
a given -combination is 'difficult' or 'sounds odds, it is not the. 
task of the methodology to account for these suspicions. In any case, 
such suspicions are often very misleading. In San Mart1n Quechua, 
the combination /tl/* is not found. In Nahuatl of Mexico, such a 
combination is very common. In order to formalize our suspicion that 
/tl/ in San Martin Quechua 'sounds odd', we should find ourselves 
obliged to formulate inductive psychological hypotheses. 
The distributional rules are designed solely to enumerate as 
261. 
Fig. 1. 
in' #is eni eni eni eni eni eni eni eni era eni eni eni eni eni eni 
P t k 1 M n R 9 B r S 5 1 U 0 
a P pap tap kap lap map nap Eap Zap Zap rap sap gap iap uap Oap 
i pip tip kip lip mip nip gip Zip Zip rip sip gip iip Uip Oip 
U pup tup kup lup mup nup 5up _ZU P ZUP rup sup gup iup UUp Oup 
a t pat tat kat lat mat nat Eat Eat Eat tat sat gat iat uat Oat 
i pit tit kit lit mit nit Rit Zit Zit rit sit -Sit iit Uit Oit 
U put tut kut lut mut nut Eut Eut Zut rut But S->Ut iut Uut Out 
a k Pak tak kak lak mak nak aak Zak Zak rak Bak tak iak uak Oak 
i pik. tik kik lik mik nik Eik Eik Zik rik sik Bik iik uik Oik 
U puk tuk kuk luk muk. nuk Euk Euk Zuk ruk suk Zuk iuk uuk Ouk 
a N paN taN kaN laN maY naN 5aN EaN EaN raN saN gaN iaN uaN OaN 
i PiN tiN kiN liN miN niN EiN EiN ZiN riN siN 90 iiN uiN OiN 
U PUN tuN kuN luN muN nuN RUN EuN EuN ruN SUN guN iuN uuN OuN 
a E paZ tal kaE lal maE naE EaE Za-z US raE saE BaE iaE uaB OaE 
i Piz UE kiz- liE miz niE RiE EiE ZiE riE SiE BiF iiE UiE OiE 
u PUE tu-Z kuZ lui muE nuz nuz ZuZ Cut ruz SUE ZUE iuz UU-Z Oui 
a E paE taz kaz laZ maZ naz ZaZ EaF Za-c raZ saF gaz iaE uaE OaZ 
i. Piz tiz kiZ li-c miz ni-C Eiz Eiz Eiz riF Siz tiz UZ Uiz Oia 
U. PUE tu-c kuZ lu-c mu-C nuz EUE ZUE ZUE ruz SUE guz iu-c UU-C VU-C 
a r par tar kar lar mar nar Ear Ear Ear rar Bar gar iar uar Oar 
i pir tir kir lir mir nir n-ir Eir Zir rir Sir gir iir uir Oir 
U pur tur kur lur mur nur Eur tur Zur rur our Sur iur uur Our 
a S pas tas kas las mas nas Eas Eas Fas ras sas gas ias uas Oas 
i pis tis kis lis mis nis Eis Tis Zis ris sis -Sis iis Uis Ois 
u pus tus kus lus mus nus RUB -ZUS Zus rus Bus gus ius UU8 Ous 
a 9 pag tag kag lag mag nag gag Eag Zag rag sag gag iag uag Oag 
i Piz tig kiz lig mig nig Ri; T iig Eig rig Sig gig Ug Uig Oig 
U. pug tug kug lug Mug nug rius' Zug 'CU-S rug SUB Zug iug UU9 Oug 
a i pai tai kai lai mai nai Eai Zai Fai. rai sai Zai iai uai Oaj 
i pii -tii kii. lii mii. nii r1ii Eii. Eii. rii Sii Bij iii Uji 011 
U. pui tui kui lui mui, nui Eui. -ZUi Eui rui sui gui iui UUi OUJ 
a u pau tau kau lau mau nau Eau Eau Eau rau sau -sau iau uau Oau 
i piu tiu. kiu liu miu niu. Ziu Eiu Ziu riu siu giu, iiu Uju YJU 
U. puu tUu kuu luu mUU nuu 5UU Euu EUU ruu SUu guu JuU UUu qrUU 
a or Pao taO kaO laO maO naO EaO Zoo ZaO raO saO gagr iao uaO OaO 
i PiO tio kIO lio mio niO gio Eigr zio rio SJO gio iior UiO 010 
U. PUO tuo kuO luo MUO nuO 5UO 'ZUO EUO ruO SUO guo iU0 UU0 OuO 
The Logical Set of Syllable-Instan-ces(System A). 
- 
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Fig. 11. 
'at fit eni eni eni eni eni eni eni eni eni eni eni eni eni eni eni 
p, tk 1m n R 9 a r a B i u. 0 
a P pap tap kap map nap iiap iap zap rap sap gap iap uap 
i pip tip kip mip nip ýip zip rip sip Zip Uip, 
u PUP kup mup nup Bup EUP EUP rup sup 9up, gfup 
a, t 
U mut Out 
a k Pak tak kak mak nak Bak -zak Zak rak sak Zak iak. uak 
i pik tik kik mik nik. Eik Eik rik sik gik uik 
U. puk tuk. kuk muk nuk Zuk Zuk Zuk ruk suk guk iuk Ouk. 
a N paN taN kaN maN naN n-AN -zaN ZaN raN saN ZaN iaN uaN OaN 
i PiN tiN kiN MiN niN ZiN ZiN riN siN giN uiN ViN 
IL PUN tuN kuK muH nuN BUN Eux FUN ruN SUN 9UN iUN OuN 
a Z pa'z XaE caz 
i MiE 
U. tuF kuZ Eui ZUE OUE 
a C pac 
i pie kiE 
U PUF OUF 
a r par tar kar mar nar Bar zar car rar ear ear iar uar Oar 
i pir tir kir mir nir ' 
7ir FCir rir Sir gir uir 
U. pur tur kur mur nur - Fur Eur Fur rur Sur gur iur Our 
a 8 pas kas mas Eas ras uas Oas 
i. I , 
Zia Ois 
U kus mus zus 
a 9 pag tag kas mag nag Bag iag Fag rag sag sag iag uag Oag 
pig tis kis mia nig Eig Fig rig Sig -Sis Uig oig 
pug tug kug mug nug ilug zus Zug rug sus Zug 
a I pal. tai kai mai nai Zai Zai Zai rai sai iai iai Uai 0ai 
i Pii tii kii. mii. nli zii Fii rii aii 911 Uii i, 
U, Pui tui kui mul, nui rlui Eui cili rui sui gui iui 
a pau. kau, nau, Eau rau. Oau 
A 
u 
a 0' paO taO kaO laO maO naO Bao SaO W raO saO 9aO iaO uaO OaO 
i I PiO t iqr kiO mio niO Elo Zio riO SiO ZiO Uio 010 
U. pug( tuo kuOr muor nuor nuo Eugf FUO ruO suo ZUO iuO OU0 
The Attested Syllable-Instances(System A). 
- 
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concisely as possible which combinations of phonemes do occur and 
which do not. 
The attested syllables of System A are given by Fig. 11 , p2&Z. 
The present statement of phonematic distribution does not claim 
to be exhaustive. I would claim for the statement only a modest 
degree of success. I have succeeded in, establishing several useful 
rules'which account for some of the important aspects of phonematic 
distribution. However, particularly in the case of those syllable- 
instances which have three phonemes in them(i. e. where let, Int and 
tit are each filled), no simple generalization for phonematic 
distribution presents itself. There, ý60mes, a, ýj3oint where a list of 
the attested syllable-instances is as informative as a random set of 
statements which apply to, qnly a part of the material. The present 
statement of distribution tends towards using an informative 
tabulation, rather than a long list of random statements. Only where 
a rule which has wide generality presents itself have I formulated 
a fully-fledged distributional rule. 
Mulder 
1 
de, fines 'distribution' in the following way: - 
"It is a set of statements concerning which combinations 
of items are possible within the unit which I have called 
the distributional unit. " 
Mulder also states the two types of context in which an item may be 
1 
Sets, p223. 
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regarded as occurring: 
1. The position itself in which the item occurs. 
2. The context consisting of other items(within the 
same distributional unit)each in its position. 
1 
2. Main Distribution Class_es_. 
These classes were alluded to on P114. In System A, these may 
be calculated by enumerative reflection, but in order to show 
exactly the nature of these classes, I include a Venn Diagram which 
shows the classes MDisA, MDisB and MDisC: - 
Fig. 111. 
onmcs I'll 
(M-o Is 
Phoncmcs 
pt kc' 
rLR^. r _N zT SS 
T 
1 
Sets, p223. 
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MDis A - let only :mn 
MDis B - 'it only :N 
MDis C - let , fit :ptk z- 
-c rs 
MDis* D - In$ only :a 
MDis E - fel l On', 'it :iu 
The correspondences between these classes and Lec Is in System A has 
already been note 
The simplest way to arrive at a statement of the distribution of 
phonemes is to begin with the item in the nuclear position, and to 
work outwards from that item to the items which occur in the 
peripheral positions along with it. It becomes clear that left-hand 
expansions of the nucleus should be taken first for the simple reason 
that nearly all the phonemes of pose can be left-hand expansions of 
any nucleus. Rigktt-hand expansions are much more restricted. 
The possible mono-phonematic, syllables in System A are /a/, /i/ 
and /u/. Limiting ourselves to the distribution of these phonemes 
for the moment, both /u/ and /i/ can be expansions of /a/ on the 
right or left, but only /u/ can come on the left when all three 
positions are filled. We have /uai/, but not /iau/*. The phoneme /i/ 
can be a right and left-hand expansion of /u/, yielding /iui/ - or, 
if either peripheral position is filled by $zero#, we have /i? / and 
/ai/. The phoneme /u/ can only be a left-hand expansion of /i/. The 
phoneme /u/ occurs only once in a syllable if it is in the nuclear 
1 see P125-L 
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position - we do not have /uý/*, /uu/*, /Up/*. The phoneme /i/ 
can be a right-hand expansion of itself, and is the only phoneme 
among the vowels which can be. In the distribution classes, /a/ is 
already assigned to In', therefore we need not consider it in the 
peripheral positions. Other phonemes are always expansions of /a/. 
1. /a/ in I n' 
/i/ in I n., 
/u/ in Int 
ia a ai 
Ut tu 
ual 
0 uttu 
ial 
uii 
iu ui 
Another way of representing the above is as follows: 
lef t in' right 
i, 
267- 
If we denote by 
0 
any phoneme of pose, we can formulate the 
following table: 
0 
N 
That is, when /a/ is in In', all of 22se can come in let, when /0/ 
or INI fills 'it. The phoneme /l/ has to be excluded from the table, 
for it does not occur in let when INI fills 'it. If we had confined 
ourselves to the context (t, a, 9r), we could have said that all of 
pose can come in this context. 
Where denotes y2se, we have the following when /i/ is in 
$no: 
That is, all of L(Ise, except /5/, /1/, and /1/, can come in the 
. 
t, i, 9f) and (t, i, N). The syllables /7110/*, contexts (f 
/ijo/*, /iiN/*, /liO/* and /liN/* do not occur. 
Where denotes pose, we find the following when /u/ is in 
t nt : 
L_- L.. _ 
That is, all the members of Zose except /u/ itself can be left- 
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hand expansions of /u/, when /0/ or INI fills fil. 
From the above, it is quite clear that when the elements /0/ 
and INI fill lit, almost the whole inventory of the system:. caný, 
come in fell given any nuclear phoneme. When a phoneme other than 
/0/ or INI fills 'it, there is considerable restriction to the 
possible phonemes in let, given any nuclear phoneme. Intuitively, 
syllables of the type lCV' and ICVCI(where INI is syllable-final) 
are very productive in System A. 
Right-hand expansions of the nucleus are much more restricted 
than left-hand ones. If we. symbolize posi by 
N, 
and consider 
the situation when /0/ is in le', we can state the restrictions 
to right-hand vxpansions. 
/a/ in I nt 
in tn' 
/u/ in 'n' 
9r 
What remains to be established is a set of rules to account for 
the syllable-instances where all the positions are filled by a 
phoneme. As I explained above, the attempt can only be moderately 
successfuls for the attested syllables of this kind are very 
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amorphous. However, some fairly clear-cut conclusions can. be 
reached, which I shall give here. 
one of the most useful classes which one can establish is that 
class whose members can occupy both let and fit in the same 
syllable-in8tance. This is the set jp, k, r, 9, (mng, N)J. We 
have already cited /i/ and /u/ as occurring in both let and 'it 
in the same syllable-instance. I include the nasal series and the 
archiphoneme INI because, with the exception of combinations 
already excluded(e. g. /j5i/*), all syllables of the shape (nasal, 
vowel, nasal) are attested: 
maN naN ilaN 
MiN 
MUN 
niN 
nuN RUN 
The other phonemes in the set mentioned above yield the following 
syllables: 
pap pip- pup 
kak kik kuk 
rar rir rur 
Zas gis Bus 
I have already listed /iai/, /iui/ and /uau/. 
Beyond this stage, one can do little more than list the 
combinations which occur. This has already been done in Fig. 11 
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The rarity of the phoneme /-Z/ in 'it is notable; on the other hand, 
occurs in a great variety of syllables in this position(one 
reason for this difference between /2/ and /g/ is discussed below). 
The phoneme /u/ in 'it occurs only when /a/ is in Int, in the 
syllables /O&6j, '/pau/, /Eau/, /kau/, /Eau/ and /rau/. Wware led 
back to the fact that jp, k, r, s, it NJ are the most versatile of 
the phonemes of System A as far as combinability with nuclear and 
explosive phonemes are concerned. There is an important point to be 
made here. Eachof those items is part of the phonological form of 
a grammatical element - in each grammatical element, the phoneme 
, in question comes 
in IiI, no matter where the grammatical element 
'figures. The grammatical elements are: - 
of /-- t participial 
agent 
past distant 
past recent 
actualizer 
3rd person 
Many of the syllable-instances attested for System A are found 
only because of combinations of grammatical elements such as the 
following: -' 
: Zti-N/ "while he takes it out" II/surku-2u- 
II/puga--ska-N/11 "he led" 
1, have given only. one example for each of the phonological items 
in question. 
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This makes the statement of distribution very difficult because, 
in some ways, it is-possible that it is an untrue reflection of 
the system as a whole. The syllables /pup/ and /-sag/, attested in 
phonological forms such as /surkuj2y2tiN/ and /pu'ga- . 
kaN/, do not 
figure in the forms of lexical items. Statistically, the statement 
cannot be held to be representative, of the language as a whole. 
However, what is really crucial is that the syllables /pup/ and 
. /Igag/ are attested, while many syllables suchas 
/tut/* and /sas/* 
are not. This holds even in spite of the fact that the phoneme /p/ 
occurs in;,, J$ý. only in. the phonological form of the grammatical 
element II/p-ti/1, and never in the form of a lexical element. 
The set jlý, r, a, 9,1. u, NJ Of P2-s_: L can come in absolute final 
position in the phonologýcal word. In this position, Isl is 
attested only in /kaN-cis/ "seven", and /u/ only in /puN-cau/ "day- 
light". The Set IP, t, Z, ZI may not occur in this position. They 
may only come in tit, when the syllable/distributional unit in 
which they occur is followed by another syllable/distributional 
unit. 
When two syllables come together, and the implosive position of 
the first is filled by a phoneme, the explosive position of the 
second is always filled. There are no bi-syllabic forms such as 
/kap-a/, where the second /a/ is in In'. 
There are no bound syllables in San Martin Quechua in System A. 
For 'phonological wor4l, see P184. 
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3. System B. 
The main distribution classes of System B were given on p217. 
I shall not repeat the calculus here, but shall merely list the 
classes for reference: - 
felt only :b d gf 
'El only :m n Zx 
'elf, 'Et :p t k 
$Elf tit :E -C a 
I El vI e2l , I0, $is i u 
'Et. fe2t, tit 
'Elf felt* le2l, tit r. 
fEl. fell, tit 
'at only :a e o 
sit only :N B DG 
First, I shall consider the combinations of phonemes in felt and 
Ie2l. As n-tuple , these are combinations such as the following: - 
(el, p) (e2, 'r) 
Earlier in the thesis, I referred to these as complex items. 
1 
This 
is because, in System A, they have to be described, if at all in the 
system, as single phonemes, in which case they are best termed*complex 
items! In System B, we have. -two 'explosive$ positions, 
'therefore 
we 
can consider /pr/, for example, as a sequence of two phonemes /p/ and 
/r/. The attested combinations of phonemes in fell and fe2l can be 
'see PSI-4- 
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represented as follows: - 
I e2l 
p pr P1 pi pu 
t tr ti 
k kr ku 
b br bl bi bu 
fell d dr di du 
9 gr gu 
f fr fi fu 
8 si su 
r ri ru 
We can perform further Cartesian multiplications in order to arrive 
at further combinations of phonemes. For example, if we include in 
the multiplication the syntagmeme (11, a), and multiply it by the 
n-tuple 1(21, p)(22, r)j in particular, we arrive at: - 
(el, p) (22, r) (n, a) 
which, converted into paradigmemes is the syllable /pra/. On the 
following page, I have given the attested syllables of this form 
(i. e. consisting of phonemes in fell, le2l and InOin a table which 
is very similar to the above. 
one salient feature is the non-occurrence of the phoneme /i/ in 
#a', when both initial positions are filled, Ie2l by either /i/ or 
/u/. 
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pr 
P1 
pi 
PU 
tr 
ti 
kr 
ku 
br 
bl 
bi 
bu 
dr 
I e2l di 
du 
gr 
gu 
fr 
fi 
fu 
si 
su 
rJ- 
ru 
a e 0 u 
pra pre pri 
pla. plo plu 
pie 
pue 
tra tre tro tru 
tia tie 
kra 
kua kue kui 
bra bre bri bro bru 
bli blo blu 
bia bie bio biu, 
bue 
dra dre dri dro dru 
dio diu 
due 
gra 
gua 
fre 
fia fie 
fue 
sia sie 
sue 
gri 
f ri 
rio riu 
rue 
Combinations in (el, 
_e2, 
n). 
_ 
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For the distribution'of vowels in System B, we have to consider 
combinations in Ie2I and In' in syllables of the form (el, e2, n, i). 
The attested combinations are: - 
ae0u 
ia ie io iu 
I e2l 
u ua ue 
The phoneme /u/ cannot be a left-hand expansion of either /o/ or 
of itself. 
Taking now the combinations in Int and #it, we have: - 
tnt 
tit 
iI ai ei ii oi ui 
U 
The restriction to the occurrence of /u/ as a right-hand expansion 
of any nuclear phoneme is significant. In System A, /u/ is a right- 
hand expansion of /a/ in the syllables /au/ and /uau/(and in others 
where let is filled by certain phonemes of Lqse). The syllables 
(hypothetical) with /au/ in In$ and 'it of the type /krau/* are not 
realised. The syllable /uau/ occurs in (E, n, i). The phoneme /i/, 
on the other hand can be a right-hand expansion of all the nuclear 
phonemes, when tell and le2l are filled; 
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The distribution of phonemes in syllables of the type (E, n, i) 
is very similar to that of System A. As far as the phonemes /a i 
u/ are concerned, the distributional statement for System t would 
be a carbon copy of that for System A. It would not be true to say 
that the distribution of the phonemes /a i u/ in System B syllables 
of the type (E, n, i) is the samt as in System A syllables of the 
type (e, n, i). However, for all practical purposes, I may save 
a repetition of the statement by referring the reader to the state- 
ment for System A On P2-G5. If one replaces fel by 'E', one arrives 
at a statement which parallels exactly that which would be made for 
System B for the distribution of /a i u/. 
In syllables of the, type (E, n, i), the phonemes /o/ and /e/ 
operate in In$ only. The, phoneme /i/ can be a right or left hand 
expansion of /o/ - it is a left-hand expansion, however, only when 
tit is filled by a phoneme e. g. /iON/- The phoneme /i/ can only be 
a right-hand expansion of /e/, and only when there is a phoneme in 
vEl e. g. /rei/. The phoneme /u/ cannot be either a right or left- 
hand expansion of either /o/ or /e/. It can be a left-hand expansion 
of those phonemes only when it is in le2l and tell is filled by a 
phoneme. 
If I denote by 
Z the class L(IsE, I can formulate some tables 
similar to those formulated for System A, in order to account for 
some of the combinations of phonemes not yet accounted for in System 
B. 
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/a/ in In' 
A/ in InI 
Lz-iLLi 
/o/ in I n, 
. 
/e/ in 'n' 
/u/ in In 
, ý'u 
Lz 
- 
The absence of syllable-instances /Be/* and I-sol* has an intuitive 
diachronic explanation in'the fact that mestizo, Spanish I lacks a 
I phoneme 
/g/. Given that the majority of cases of /o/ and /e/ are 
to be found in 'Spanish' forms, it not at all surprising that these 
two potential syllables should not be realised. 
If I, symbolize by the class posi, we can give rules for the 
attested'syllables of the form (E, n, i), where 'E' is filled by 
$zero'. They'are much more restricted than those where fit is filled 
278. 
by tzerol: - 
/a/ in In$ 
(B, D, 
2. /1/ in I'al 
3--lol in 'a' 
No phoneme of kosi occurs 
/e/ in Iril 
1011. 
*a --I- - 
-4 
- (B, D, I, E, Z, Z, u) 
I 
/u/ In 'I" 
[_Ø 
-Iu 
Very few syllables of this kind occur in System. B. 
The situation with those syllables where all three positions 
in (E, n, i) are filled is such that'a simple set of generalizations 
is not possible. The set of 'Spanish' forms is limited, and the 
presence of this limited set of forms give rise to a very amorphous 
set of syllable-instances. 
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The distribution of ]ýhonemes is the least revealing for the 
problem of Systems A and B, upon which much of the work In the 
thesis has centred. In view of this, it is not too perplexing to 
have to settle. for an unsatisfying statement of phonematic distrib- 
ution. 
One or two factors may be noted., E. arlier, I cited the set of 
phonemes j. p, k, r, 9,1, NJ as forming part of grammatical elements 
I 
which, in combination with other grammatical elements, give rise to 
phonematic combinations on the form level such as Agag/ and /pup/ 
which do not figure in the phonological forms of lexical items. A 
significant feature of syllables of the type (el, e2, n, i) in 
System B is that, while we find quite a few syllables of the form 
/grag/, /grai/, /grap/, /grak/, /grar/ and /graN/, we-do not find 
any such as /grat/*, /grau/*, /graE/* i. e. there are no syllables 
which have a combination in (el, e2) and a diachronically 'Quechua' 
phoneme in III, which is other than one of the cited set. 
Scanning the inventory of syllables and the phonological data 
as a whole, it emerges clearly that 'Spanish. 1 forms are confined mainly 
to the forms of lexical elements. The phonological forms of those 
elements which Martinet calls 'grammatical monemes' 
2 
are all 
diachronically 'Quechua'. In combination, the lexical and grammatical 
Isee 
p 270. 
EGL, 4- 19- 
elements lead to phonological forms such as /grag/. which do 
not figure anywhere else izL the system except in the forms of 
such combinations on the level of grammar. Intuitively, the 
syllables such as /grag/ are a lbridget on the form level between 
tSpanisht and #Quechua' elements. These syllables pose several 
problems for the descriptivist seeking a simple generalization 
with which to account for the data. This is simply because the 
attested syllables with a combination of phonemes in (el, e2) are 
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in themselves relatively few in number, and not easily formalized. 
231. 
xv 
SAMPLE OF PHONOLOGICAL FORM(SYSTEM A) 
/bruxokuna/ 
(1) bruxokunaka kai pigualia tukui part9pi kausaN (2) tukui 2aktapi 
tiliaN bruxokuna (3) kai bruxokuna sasikuN / upiaN purgata kagna 
uNkuBpa // uakiNka urmamugpa kaspimaNta kiluikuNZi / ua8ikunata 
arma9pa ZiNpamaNta urmaNýi (4) uakiNtaka uaktakuluaN-ci bestia 
(5) Zaikunapi kiluikuNZi (6) sasikuNsapa sukamaN a-zita (7) Zaipi 
sasiku9paka z-abl6taka apiNsapa (8) paikunaka upiaNsapami bugik2ata 
iakusisata-/ -CUtiaZakita / bolakiruta / ZuEuluagata / renakata 
(9) Faikunami brux6taka ruraN (10) sasikuNsapa t6lda ukupi aZita 
(11) sasikuNsapa sukamaN. aEita miku9paka suk inkiriýuta (12) asta 
is-kai kiEata kimsa kiýata sasikuNsapa (13) manaN nimataFu ka-cikuN- 
sapa (14) ZaimaNta uirata mikuNsapa uatapi (15) Zai ZikaN mikunata 
mikuNsapa uatapi (16) mikuNsapa sasiku9paka kai buxurkita / ailagu- 
uata / gitarita / fiririNta (17) manaN mikuNsapaZu uaNkanata 
EuiZuta / ituksita (18) tukui Zaikunata sasikuNsapa ni mikuNsapa-cu 
porotota ni ar6sta (19) Zaipi paikuna sukamaN tabaliaN (20) tabaliaN 
deberas kiEu likidu Zuk9iNsapa sasikuimaNta (21) idgN sukamaN siN-Ci 
uNkudu gina (22) ZaimaNtana atipaNsapa paikunaka brux6na tukull 
(23) ilakakuNsapa (24) proibaNsapa birote-Nkunata bakapi /bestiapi 
aZcupi / uamrakunapi / uaEuZiNsapa (25) ýaimaNta Ra a-suaN mamalia- 
ptiNkunana -zabl6Nkuna (26) manaN kikiNkuna munagpaZu / 2ab16 
Exclamations are not part of phonological form, and are given 
between apostrophes e. g. *ail, $punt etc. 
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supaina RakakuN EakaZiNsapa (27) ta-snami paikunaka kausaN 
(28) medikokunapig tiliaN Eakadukunataka atipatiNsapa (29) paikuna- 
pig Zagna sasiku-spa medikUliaN (30) manaN pai bruxU-cu (31) uakiNka 
bruxS"/ manaN tukuiFu (32) ZFikniNsapa kai medikokunatapig brux5, - 
kunaka birote-Nkunata surkuptiNka /faborta rurakuptiNkuna (33) 
uakiNka uaiýuNZi ZakaFuluaN manaN utka medik6ta maskaZpa (34) uakiNka 
medik&ta manaN munaRZIL (35) manaN muna5pa riNsapa sanitari6maN 
doktormaN tuksinakuk (36) upiaNsapami koNtrata / -caikunaluaN 
uaEuNBi Bakadu kagpaka (37) manaN Rakadu kagpaka atipaNZi (38) Zai- 
raiku uakiNka prFm6r6 medikokunapi taNteliaZinakuk uNkuzikugpaka 
(39) uNkugpaka kikiNkuna riNsapa taNteliaZinakuk /, raNtiZpa trag6- 
Nkunata (40) trag6tuaNrami medikokunaka taNteliatuaNEi /faborta 
ruraN (41) manaN trag6luaNka manaN (42) Zagnami paikunaka kausaNsapa 
kausanisapa ffukaikunaka /kai bruxokunaka sukamaN -ciknidumi kausak 
(43) medikokunaka uakiNka Eu-zakugpaka uakaiZatuaNZi uasiNkunapi 
(44) taNtelia'ua9paNZi_/Rak, adumi kaNki / cupanapa kaNki, (45) Zagna 
6aipi suk i-skai kiz-ata kausaZiluaNZisapa sukamaN gastakuspa 
(46) tukui latiata raNtiNZi / trag6ta / mikunata / plaNtanuta 
iaNtata Zura9pa (47) sukamaN gasta-cituaN-ci (48) ZaimaNta despaFa- 
uanaNFi oras kobraluaNZi itkai paZak /kimsa paZak / sokta paFak / 
pusak paFak, (49) manaN ku2kiliuk kaspaNZi / maipiti tariNZi / mai- 
piti tariN (50 modosta ruragpa pagarakunaNkuna tiliaN Eutakugpa 
(51) manaN atipagpaNkunaka sanoliaita kobraNsapa (52) ZaimaNta 
kas-kaN suk medik6maN riptiN / suk uiýaN manaN n-akadu-CU kaNki / riiai 
2ý3- 
sanitaridpi / tuksinakumui / doktormaN riZai (53) deberas FaimaN 
ri9pa tuksiZinakuN (54) doktorpig ganaN sukamaN karuta (55) kobraN 
tuksigpaka paikunapig asta pusak paZak / isk6N paFak (56) uakiNka 
manaN taNteliaZikugpa ri9pami doktormaN uaguNsapa (57) doktorpa 
remedi6ka aNpi Eakadupaka 
Witches 
(1) Witches live everywhere in this Pishwaya (2) there are witches 
in every town (3) these witches diet, drink remedies, as if they 
were ill; you know, some of us fall from a tree and injure our- 
selves; or, mending the house, we fall from the roof (4) our horses 
throw some of us (5) in those things we injure ourselves (6) they 
(the witches)diet really hard (7) there, while dieting, they reach 
their devils (8) they drink Ibushikv, Iyakusisal, Ichuyachakit, 
Obolakirulp tchuchuwashall Orenakat(medicinal drinks) (9) these 
things make them into witches (10) they diet really hard under a 
mosquito-net (11) they diet really hard, eating only one green 
banana(per day) (12) up-ýo two, three months they diet (13) they 
don't put salt on anything (10-: the -a __ 
they eat fat for a year 
(15) they don't eat hog, deer, lituksif (18) all those things they 
diet, and they don't eat beans, nor rice (19) then they get really 
thin (20) they indeed get thin - they come out of the diet pure 
yellow (21) like some really sick person (22) after that, they can 
carry out the task of a witch (23) they bewitch (24) they test their 
poison-dart on Cows, on horses, on. dogs, on children, and they kill 
them (25) by this time, their devils are mothering them a lot 
(26) they themselves don't want to bewitch people, but their devil 
bewitches, 
__making 
them bewitch people (27) that's the way they live 
(28) there are shamans too; they can help the bewitched person get 
well (29) they too diet and become shamans (30) the shaman is not a 
witch (31) some are witches, but not all (32) the witches hate the 
shamansp for they take out their(the witchesl)poison-darts, and 
help People (33) some of us die with the curse if we don"t look for 
a shaman quickly (34) some don't like the shaman (35) not. liking him, 
they go to the hospital-post, to the doctor, to be injected(lit. to 
get pricked) (36) they drink Ikontral(trade-name), but with these 
things we die, if we are bewitched (37) if we are not bewitched, we 
can take them (38) because of that, some people first have them- 
selves examined by the shaman, when they are made ill(by the witch) 
(39) being ill, they themselves-go and get examined, buying liquor 
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(40) with a drink from us, the shamans examine us, help us 
(41) without their drink, they donft (42) that way they live; that- 
way we live; these witches live a hated life (43) some shamans 
tell lies, and tie us down to their houses (44) on examining us, 
they say, "you're bewitched, you must be sucked" (45) that way they 
make us live one or two months, spending lots of money (46) we buy 
-all kinds of thing - drink, food, bananas, fire-wood - all this we 
put(before the 
-m")--, 
(4 
- 
7) 
- 
they make us spend a lot (48) then, when the 
time comes to send us off, they charge us 200,300,600,800(sols) 
(49) being poor, where do we find it? where does he find it? 
(50) making sacrifices, they must pay by telling lies (51) and, 
not being able to cure-us, they charge money (52) then, once more 
going to a shaman, he says, "youtre not bewitched; go to the hospital- 
post, get an injection; go to the doctor" (53) indeed, going there, 
they get themselves injected (54) the doctor too earns a lot of 
money (55), for an injection they charge up to 800,900(sols) 
(56) some donft go and get examined(by a shaman), and still go to 
the doctor - they die (57) the doctor's medicine is poison for a 
bewitched person. 
2. /siNkasapa/ 
auk paFagi auk uainAa Zatiak uasipi / tiliarkaN auk Bipa-s 
(2) manaN iaZaksapaZu tataN mamaNka Zipagpa imaraikumi ZaliaN 
nigpa (3) uieak Zai uainata / gamui iaikumui /-. gamui samai 
(4) rik pakZanakuk baNk6pi / manaN rikZu titiarik / pakZanakugpa 
parlak (5) -caina parladu karkaN -cai ZipaguaN kasaranaNpa (6) parla- 
ptiN uiZarkaN Zipagka tatainipi gamui maZak / ma5adumi kasaraguN 
(7) niptiNka tataNta mamaNta ulZarkaN -cal maZuka kasaranaNpa 
na tata parladuml kani suk gipaguaN / pu-sawaiZi ma- k tataNpi mamaNpi 
(8) niptiNka rirkaN /pugarkaNsapa tataN mamaNka man-ak'(9) ZaimaNta 
uainaka rirkaN baNk6pi sirigpa pakZanakuk (10) tataNka kaliarkaN 
gipagniNta / deberasZu parladu kaNki kai uainatuaN (11) arVia 
tata parladumi kani/ nigpa uiZarkaN (12) uarmipa mamaNka uiEarkaN 
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uzkupa nobi6pa tataNtaka / mai atarimuZuNia kai uainaka siNkaNta T 
katuanainipa aEiZu manaM ni9pa (13) tataNka kaliarkaN uainata 
atarimui tiliarimui / manaN atarinatiarkaNZu (14) ZaimaNta tataNka 
makiNmaNta rirkaN atariZik--(-15) atariZiptiNka mamaNka uarmipa 
katuarkaN (16) uiZarkaN 'ail tata -zos / manaNmi siNkaliukFu kai 
uainaka imatati. kasaraNka kai manaN siNkaliukuaNka / Zukapaka 
ualuainika maNEaiba siNkasapami / manaNmi munaniZu Fai latialuaN 
kasaranaNpaka / manaN siNkaliukc-u (17) Zairaiku sukamaN piNkakuipj 
kutirkaNsapa paikunaka / manaN uarmipa mamaN munarkaNZu 
"Big Nose" 
(1) once upon a time, a young man used to arrive at the house; there 
was a young girl (2) the father and mother of the young girl didn't 
know why he arrived, they-say (3) they would say to that young man, 
t1come in, rest" (4) he would go and lie face down on the bench; he 
wouldn't go and sit down, but, lying face down, he would speak 
(5) he was engaged to that girl to be married (6) being engaged, the 
girl said, ftcome and ask of my father; when you have asked for me, we 
will marry" (7) when. -she , 
said that, that youmg bat told his father 
and mothers in order that he might get married, "father, I'm engaged 
to a girl; take me to ask for her of her father and mother"(8) saying 
that, they went; they took him to ask of her father and mother 
(9) then, the young. man went and rested, lying face down on the bench 
(10) the father called the young girl, "is it right that you are 
engaged to this young man? " (11) "Yes, father, I am engaged", she told 
him (12) the mother of the young girl said to the father of the fiance', 
ftmay that young man get up, so that I may see his nose, to find out 
if it is alright or not", she said (13) her father called to the young 
man, "get UPI sit up!! Ilbut he didn't want to get UP (14) then, the 
father went and got him u, _p_by, 
his__hand (15) getting him up, the girl's 
mother saw (16) she said3, "Oh, Godl that man doesn't have a nose I why 
on earth will she marry a man without a nosel my little baby has a 
huge noses and I dontt want her to marry that kind! he doesn't have a 
nosel"(17) therefore, very ashamed, they returned; the girl's mother 
didn't want them. 
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/iaku runa/ 
tiliarkaN suk uaina / tiliarkaN gipa-skuna (2) -caj uainata 
sukamaN gipagkunaN kiEunakuk munaksapa tukui (3) uainaka manaN 
munakZu (4) s-;. ipa-skuna sukamaN kiZunakuk. paita munaksapa-tukui gipag 
katua-skaNkuna (5) FaimaNta taNt6pi suk gipaguaN kasararkaN (6) Zai 
su. kniN gipaB munak / sukamaN EakirkaN, / rabiarkaN maZak iaikuptiN- 
kuna pailuaN maZakuptiNkuna pai#uaN kasaraptiNna (7) FaimaNta 
disiata Zura'gpa kasararkaN (8) kasaragpa Za tataNuaN mamaNuaN 
kausarkaNna (9) Faipi Fai gipa-sika rabia9pa UiZarkaN tataNta manaN 
paituaN kasaraptiN /tata kai. uainatami sukamaN munas-kani / parladumi 
-Ca kasaiaN VikaN. uarmiluaN kasaraN niZpa kaskani'/ manaNmi EtukaluaN 
rimarkaN (10) daimaNta uiZarkaN tata kinimi Ruka balekuk suk 
medik6pi medik6okunami paita aZi'caX anaimaNta aPiBik ZukaluaN 
kasaranaNpa rLi9pa uiZarkaN tataNta (11) tataNka uizarkaN / rizai 
balekumui / paimi iaZaNka / paiml iaZaN imagnami ruraN ni9pa 
(3-2) FaimaNta Fat Bipaska rirkaN deberas suk medik5pi parlaZik 
(13) parlaFi9pa uiZarkaN kagnami cai uainaka parladuini kaskaN 
manaN munaluaskaKFu EikaNuaN kasaras -kalf / -cairaiku munani n-uka 
rekofiita Fai runata / kiZuita uarmiNta kusaNta / Rukami sukamaN 
munani kasaragpa kausaita / animaNta api9pa paita ganapaluai 
(14), niptiN uiEarkaN medik5ka arilia gukami iýukami apini animaNta 
mawLN ZailuaN atipagpainiZu Eukami iaku runaluaN iakupi urmaZini 
Jakupi kausaNka EablokunatuaN supaikunatuaN / sirinakunatuaN niZpa 
uiZarkaN (15) Zaipi ui-zarkaN gipar-. ka / Zai; na rurapai / paitapiZ 
munami fregaita / imagna Zal ilukata fregatuas--kaN gina (16) gipa-ska 
uiFagpa sakirkaN (17) rurapaNki Zai ruegagkainita / niptiNka 
uiZarkaN (18) deberas Zai uainaka kausarkaN suedroNuaY (19) suedrs- 
NuaK kausaikagpa uarmiNuaN rik armakuk (20) armakuk rip'tiN pai 
manaN iaZarkaNZU imatami ruraZinatiarkaNsapa (21) nitimuk maNZaiba 
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olaxada / iaku / iaku ZaupimaNta nitimuk (22) manaN iaZakZu imapami / 
taNtUpi r: LkurirkaN suk iaku runa (23) uiz-arkaN kaNZu kaNki kai 
uaina gabilaN (24) Zaipi pal uiEarkaN aritia -nuka (25) kurvaN guka 
esika pusaiki / ilukami moNtoNta maskaiki / n-ukatuaN kausanaiki tiliaN 
iaku ukupi / Fiukami iaku ukupi kausani / uiZaNsapa iaku runa ni9pa 
(26) Zaipi pai uiZarkaN / manaNmi nima laliapi pugalual&iZu / kunaNmi 
esika kaNtapig balelia9pa ua? iuZinl / n-ukapami tilialuaN suk 
Fskop; taini uaRu-cinainiýa (27) niptiN maNZakugpa iaku runa sakirkaN 
(28) ZaimaNta Zagna katiksapa sukamaN / iakuta armakuk riptiN /I 
olaxadas nitimuk (29) maNZaku9p& Zai uainaka rirkaN ZakraNpi kausak 
suk maipiZa manaN atuN iaku tiliaN Zaipi (30) suk positupi armakuk 
uarmi rik iakumaN (31) moNtoNta maska9pa iaku runaka ilata tarirkaNna 
Zaipi (32) Zaipipig armakuk riptiN /iakumaN riptiN Eagna olaxadas 
nitimuk (33) PaZiamuk Zaupi positumaNta / maNEaibata paZiak / Zaipi 
sukamaN maNZakuk (34) Zaipi sumiZinaliak iaku runaka manaN 
puede-k! 6u (35) 'FaimaNta rimarkaN / uarmiNpi uMrkaN kunaN esika 
manaN JakuniaNka riniZu / sukamaNmi iaku runaka pugatuanatiaN 
kulialuaN ZiknituaN / kaipi kai kaN iakuta apamui kai uasiNFimaN 
armakunainipa / manaNmi armakuk rinalianiFu iakupika / apamui 
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pui7lupi umaEigpa nirkaN (36) niptiN deberas iakuta apak uarmiNka 
uasiNpi armakunaNpa (37) uasiNpi armakuk Fai runaka (38) niptiN 
taNt6pika ka9kaN Eata kuNkaspana rirkaN atuN iakupi armakuk 
(39) ka-skaN armakuk riptiN tarirkaN moNtoNta maskaZPa (40) moNtoN 
olaxadas nitimuptiN sumiZik (41) makiNuaN despidik rininami rini- 
nami uiEaptiN (42) uarmiNka uiEak / imapata sakiluaNki gabilaNsitu 
paluamui / ama defakuiZu pugagunaNpa (43) niptiN Zai gabilaN kusaNka 
paluamuk (44) patuamuk iaku ukumaNta kaskaN (45) patuamugpa ladoNpi 
caliarimuk (46) uarmiNka pugak abrasa-spa uasiNkamaN (47) sukamaN 
ku'gikui puru maNFakui puru (48) Waa, katiptiN kagk&N uiEarkaN 
kunaN esika manaN armakuZpaka kausaga (49) ZaimaNta iaku puiZupi 
asta iaku puiEupi rikurik iaku runaka. (50) iaku Pui5uPi sumi-cinaliaN 
(51) iaku puiEupi rikurik iaku runa (52) Zaipi maNZakuZpa ui7arkaN'/ 
kunaN manaN iaku puiiiupika iakukuniFu /patipi Zurapai iakuta 
upianainipa / maNZakunimi iaku puiZuta ratakuita /Zaipimi sumiZina- 
iaN iaku runaka C53) niptiN uarmiNka, Zurakuk iakutami kada mikunaN 
oras patipi (54) upiak -caipi (55) -daipig kas-kaN rurak (56) iaku 
runaka sumiZina'iaN patipi (57) ZaZna kausaZik sultamaN tieNp6 
kati5pa ZikrLigpa sumiZinalia'gpa patipi C58) taNt6pi suluarkaN Zai 
iaku runaka / iaku patipi sumiZirkaN (59) manaN ia-carkaNsapazu 
maipimi ZiNka-skaN (60) uarmiNka iaFarkaN (61) iaku patipi pai 
ZiNkarkaN (62) rirkaN tataN mamaNta uiEak uarmiNka / ZiNkaZkaNnami 
tata gernbikika iaku patipina / manaNmi kaluaniZu mikuikaptiNEami 
kaluas-kani FiNkaptiN / iaku patipina sumi9kaN / iaku runami pu-sa- 
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9kaN / iaku runami sumi-ci-skaN paimi suluagkaN / kunaNka 
paikunaluaNmi kausaN iakupimi kunaN esika pierd99kanina kusa- 
inita / Fai Ziknik uarmiNkunami nobiaNkuna kagkaNmi Zaita 
ruraFi-skaN / pu-saEiskaN iakupi medikSkunapi balekuk ri9pa uiiak 
ri5pa ruegatpa pagaraku-Spa pus-aZi-skaNsapa ni9pa rimarkaN 
(63) ZagnamaNta -cai Zipaska kiparirkaN ka9kaN manaN kusaliuk-cu 
(64) manaN kusaliukEu karkaN (65) Za-sna kausarkaN paipit fregadu 
tukui laliapi (66) tataluaN mamaluaN kausak manaNmi kasaraita 
atiparkaNna-cu / Zaipi 
"The River Man" 
(1) There was a young man; there were young girls (2) the girls 
really squabbled over that young man, and they all loved him 
(3) the young man didn't love them (4) the girls really squabbled 
over him, for on sight every girl fell in love with him (5) mean- 
while, he married a young girl (6) another girl loved him, and 
she was really sad and angry that they had gone(to the parents)and 
asked(to get married), and that he had married her (7) then, 
setting the day, he got married (8) getting married, he now lived 
with her mother and father (9) then, that girl who was angry said 
to her father, "father, I really loved this young man; I was 
engaged to him, but he didn't marry me; he married another girl", 
she said (10) and then she said, "father, I am going to complain 
to a shaman; the shamans will 'put him right'; they get hold of 
souls; (I'll do that)so he will marry me", she said to her father 
(11) her father said, 11go and complain if you wish; he will know; 
he will know what to do", he said (12) then, the girl went to a 
shaman to converse with him (13) conversing with him, she told 
him the following: 11I was engaged to that young man, but he didn't 
want me, but married another; therefore, I want to get that young 
man back, to take her husband from that woman; I really want to 
live a married life; you get hold of his soul and win him for me" 
(14) when she said that, the shaman told her. "yes, I will get hold 
of his soul, and if I can't manage the business that way, I will 
knock him into the water with the river man; he will live in the 
water with devils, demons and sirens", he told her (15) then, the 
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girl said, "do that for me; I want to ruin him too, just as he 
ruined me" (16) saying that', the girl left(him) (17) "do that 
which I have asked youll, she said (18) indeed that young man lived 
with his father-in-law (19) living with his father-in-law, he 
went to bathe (20) when he went to bathe, he didn' t know what 
they wanted to have done to him (21) huge waves pressed him 
(22) he didntt know why; meanwhile, a river man appeared (23) he 
said, 'fare you the young man Gabilan? " (24) then, the young man 
said, "yes, I am" (25) "now I will take you off; I have looked 
everywhere for you; you must live with me under the water; I live 
under the water; they call me the 'river mant"(26) then, the 
young man said* t1you are not going to take me off at all; now, I 
will shoot and kill. YOU; I've got my gun here to kill you" 
(27) when he said that, the river man got scared and left him 
(28) then he kept following him in this way; when the young man 
went to bathe, waves would press against him (29) afraid, that 
young man went and lived on the farm where there was no river 
(30) he would bathe in a well, and his wife went to the river 
(31) searching everywhere, the river man found him there (32) in 
that place too, when he went to bathe, going to the water(in the 
well), waves pressed against him in that way (33) water burst 
from the middle of the well in great waves, and then the young man 
was really scared (34) the river man wanted to pull him under water 
there, but couldn't (35) then he said, to his wife, "now I won't 
go to the water; the river man wants to take me off; he 'loves$ 
me; he hates me; you bring water to the house for me to bathe; I 
don't want to go to the water to bathe; put the jug on your head 
and bring water"(36) when he said that, his wife indeed would 
bring water so that he could bathe in the house (37) that young 
man would bathe in the house (38) when he was saying these things, 
meanwhile, he forgot and once more went to the well. to. -bathe 
(39) when he went again to bathe, searching everywhere, (the river 
man)found him (40) huge waves pressed him, pulling him under 
(41) with his hand, he bade farewell, "I'm going now, I'm going 
now" (42) his wife said, "why are you leaving me, my little 
Gabilan? don't let them take you off - fly! " (43) when she said 
that, Gabilan, her husband, flew (44) he flew from the water once 
more (45) flying, he arrived at her side (46) his wife took him 
off to the house, hugging him (47) she was really happy, but really 
scared as well (48) with. the river man. following him that way again, 
the young man said, "now I shall live without bathing (49) but the 
river man appeared in the jug, even in the jug (50)' he wanted to 
pull him under in the Jug (51) the river man appeared in the jug 
(52) then, afraid, he said, "now I shall not take water from the 
jug; put water in the gourd for me to drink; I'm afraid to go 
-jug; the river man. wants to pull me under in it" near the water 
(53) when he said that, his wife put water in the gourd every 
meal-time (54) he would drink there (55) the river man did the same 
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thing there (56) the river man wanted to Pull him under in the 
water-gourd (57) he made him live that way for a long time, 
following him, hating him, wishing to, pull him under in the 
gourd (58) meanwhile, the river man stole the young man away; 
he pulled him under in, the water-gourd (59) people didn't know 
where he disappeared to (60) his wife knew (61) he disappeared 
in, the water-gourd (62) his wife went to her father and mother 
and told them, "father, your son-in-law has disappeared in the 
water-gourd; I don't see him; he was just eating, when I saw him 
disappear; he went under in the water-gourd; the river man took 
him off; the river man pulled him under; he stole him off; now he 
lives with then under the water; now indeed I have lost my 
husband; those despising women of his, those girl-friends of his 
have had this done to him / they have had him taken away, by 
going to complain to shamans, by going to tell things, by asking, 
by paying, they have had him taken away", )she said (63) thus, that 
young woman remained once more husband-less (64) she had no 
husband (65) thus she lived too, broken in every way (66) she 
lived with father and mother, for she could not get married now; 
that's it. 
/u-zku nasiktiN/ 
u Zku nasiktiNgi kai kaspi uakaN uarmi nasiktiNka utkugi uakaN z 
kaspiluaN utku uakaptiNgi kiluaka ui-zaN kaspitaka ama uakaiZa 
gukami paitaka biex6liaZiga / kaN uakaNki kai u2ku nasiktiN / mag 
Juliai 5uka paita biex6liaZiga 
"When man was born it 
When man was born, the tree cried, they say; when woman was born, 
the cotton cried; the cotton and the tree were crying, they say, 
when the grass told the tree, "Don't cry, I will make him grow old; 
you cry when man is born, but think on it -I will make him old". 
/Fuizu/ 
suk paFagi uiEarkaN 2uiZuka sap5ta (2) sapoka uiZarkaN 
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toil ýuiZu aku gananakuipa kaEpagpa (3) ýuiZuka ui2arkaN / buen6 
manaN 5uka ginaZu kaZpaNki / Rukami esika sakiiki kaZpa9pa sap6 
ni9pa uiZarkaN (4) uiiýarkaN sap6 / aku katia gananakuipa ka2pagpa 
Zusku fil6tami tikragpa gananakuNZi (5) uiý: aptiN deberas sapo 
maskarkaN kimaa pelioNniNta (6) uiZarkaN sap6ka masiNkunata 
akuiZi FukaNZikuna kada fil6pi Furanakuipa-ci / n-uka kaipimi 
kiparini / kaNka riEai Zai sukniN fil6pi guliamui / kaNka 
kimsainiN fijUpj / kaN ZuskuiniN fil6pi / kaliai tiliariFii 
Zagnami Eui-cutaka fregaguN-ci ganaguNZI/ manaN 5ukaNZjkuna'uaN 
igualaNZa (7) deberas kaliaNtiNka -zuiFuka uiZarkaN sap5taka 
toil sap6 / kunaN esika akuna kaZpaipa (8) deberas Za-sna oras 
kaEparkaN EuiZuka gaupata (9) uiZarkaN sapoka / uagaikitami 
katiaipi. katiiki (10) kada fil6pi -catia9pana kalialuaNki 
(11) FaimaNta fil6pi Zaliagpa kaliarkaN sapotaka / sap6 
(12) tko ko ko kot (13) fait maldesidu manaNmi sakiiki&i 
(14) ZaimaNta ka-skaN kaEparkaN (1,5), ka2pagpa ka9kaN suk M6 
puNtapina Fatia9pa katiarkaN loi* sap6 (16) Iko ko kol ainirkaN 
(17) tat maldesidu sap6 manaNmi sakiita atipaikiZu / kaN aguaN 
kaEpaN sukamaN siNFita manaN Baiku9pa / Bami gaikuZituaNkinaN 
(18) Zai karkaN is-kainiN (19) kimsainiN filS'pi ZaliarkaN ka9kaN 
katiarkaN sap6 (20) Iko ko kol (21) tat maldesidu sap6 Eami 
uaffuZituaNkinaN (22) ka9kaN ka-zparkaN -zui-cuka manaN siNEitanaZu 
lo, mataka kaEparkaN pusuk puru gimiliuk kaZuNta surku-spa-za 
gaikuiluaN (23) manaNna kaipaita-atiparkaNnaZu (24) ZuskuiniN 
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fil6pi rirkaN sirlk paFa (25) Zaipi uagurkaN Euicuka (26) sapFka 
ganarkaN Euranaku-skaNraiku (27) ZuiZu kikiNna ualluZinakurkaN 
sukamaN siNZita rarkakunata ZiNpagpa 
"The Deer" 
(1) Once upon a time, the deer told the frog (2) the frog told 
the deer(correction. by the speaker), "hey, deer, letts go and 
have a race" (3) the deer said, "alright, but you don't run like 
me; 1#11 leave you behind at running, frog" he said (4) the frog 
said, "come tomorrow and we'll have a race; the winner passes 
four hills" (5) saying that, the frog looked for three helpers 
(6) the frog told his companionsi "come now, let us Place our- 
selves on each hill; I stay here; you go and wait on that other 
hill; you on the third hill, and you on, the fourth hill; sit there 
and call out; that way, wefll ruin the deer and beat him, and he 
will not equal us" (7) indbed, the next day, the deer said to the 
frog, "hey, frog, let's go and run" (8) at that moment, the deer 
ran off ahead (9) the frog said, "It'll come behind you calling" 
(10) "on every hill you will call to mell(said the frog) (11) then, 
arriving on the hill, he(the deer)called the frog - frogl (12) Iko 
ko ko kof(call of the fiýog) (13) llay, damn you, I donl't leave you 
behind running"(said. the deer) (14) then, he ran off once more 
(15) running, he arrived at the top of the hill, and called - hey, 
frog! (16) Iko ko kol replied the frog (17) "damn you, frog, I 
cantt leave you behind; you run pretty fast without getting tired... 
now you are tiring me out" (18) that was the second frog (19) he 
arrived on the third hill and once more he called - frogi (20) tko 
ko kol (21) "ay, da .. n you, frog, now you're killing melt (22) off 
he ran again, trying hard, but not running strongly; he ran up the 
slope, his. mouth pure foam, his tongue hanging out (23) he could 
not run (24) on the fourth hill, he went and laid himself down to 
rest, that's all (25) the deer died there (26) the frog won by 
placing themselves on the hills (27) the deer killed himself, 
running too hard, crossing barrancos. 
5. /medikV 
(1) tiviarkaN suk uiku masi (2) Zaika Ui7arkaN tataNta / tata 
rinimi sasikuk xeber6spi / rinimi sasikuk / 5ukapig munanimi 
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medikUtiaita / sukamaNmi eNbiEani medikokuna cupakuptiNkuna 
paikuna sukamaN ganaN karuta / sukamaN ganaN kuEkita / Zairaikumi 
irukapis rinaliani rinaliani sasikuk / xeber6spi tiliaN sukamaN 
siNBi medik-kuna / Zaipina rinaliani iaZakuk (3) niptiN tataNka 
uiZarkaN / riFai manaNmi RukapaFu kaZaiki manaNmi Euka-cu obligaiki 
uigaiki riFai sasikumui nis-pa (4) niptiNka Zai u^zku rirkaN sapaEa 
(5) sapa7a ri9pa xeber6spi Zaliagpa patroNniNta maskarkaN 
patroNniNka uiZarkaN maskaptiNka / buenU sasikui 5uka gina 
kanaikipa iulialuanaikipa / Zuka gina alaboluanaikipa / sukamaN 
munadu kanaikipa / Eaipimi-xe-Ntglcuna ratakuguNka BiNZi runa ka9pa 
saludaBuNka rimaZiguNkisapa, munaguNkisapa tukui laliata ZaskiNki 
pagaraguNkasapa FablUikiraiku samainiikiraiku (6) ni9pa uiZaptiN 
deberas sasikurkaN (7) paika sasikurkaN i9kai uatata (8) tataNpi 
rikurimurkaN kimsa uatamaNta sukamaN siNZiN medik6 ka9pa 
(9) xeber6smaNta EukgiikaptiNka patroNniNka uiZarkaN / ri-zai 
tukui laliata apii (10) paika apirkaN pumata / paimi apirkaN sirina- 
ta / paimi apirkaN iaku runata / pai apamurkaN iakumamaNta / kai 
maNZakuikunata (11) sukamaN siNZi runa karkaN (12) apamurkaN 
kai piNgata (13) apamurkaN gareata (14) Zaikuna karkaN ýabloNkuna 
(1.5) ZaimaNta gamuk / rirkaN kausak tataNpi (16) Ealiamugpa 
uiEarkaN / gami tata sasiku-skanimi / sukamaN padesgshkani / iakami 
uagur, kani iarkaimaNta / tabakuluaNmi kausa -skani / tabakutami sukamaN 
upiaskani / sigaruta / kagiNpukuZkani /Z cailuaN kausagkani tata 
sigaru kusniNuaN (17) niptiNka tataNka uiEarkaN / kunaN esika 
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Zupakugpaiki aEi-cakugpaiki ganai imagnaZu sufri-skaNki -caZna gina 
kaNnami kobrakuNki (18) ni9pa uiiaptiN deberas iaZagpaka xFMZý- 
kuna ratakuita kaZarirkaN (19) ratakuita kaýaraiptiN xg'Nte-kuna 
deberas EupakurkaN fabortana rurarkaN / aEitiaZiksapa aipata 
uami u-zkuta (20) manaN uarmiliukZu karkaN -cai uainaka (21) Zai- 
maNta medik6 kaPtiN sukamaN munakuptiNkuna kasararkaN (22) kasa- 
raBpa uiZarkaN tataNta / tata Zami kasaraghkanimi (23) rinimi 
Rukapig kai kebrada anakpi Zakrakuk kausak uiluakuk (24) niptiNka 
deberas -caipi tataNka rosakuptiNka puZukuita ianaparkaNsapa 
(25) ruraptiNka ianaparkaNsapa uasikuita (26) tarpurkaNsapa tukui 
laliata / plaNtanuta /sarata / rumuta (27) pukuptiNna rirkaNna 
eNte-kunaka ZaikamaN Zai u-zkuka kausak uarmiNuaN (28) Zata x- 
-s kaptiN riksapa moNtoN xgNti; (30) katirkaNna (29) karupipý casna 
atipaaikuptiN Fai uainaka sukamaN paita 
Ziknimuksapa uaýaga 
partgmaNta sukniN medik6mi paipig siNZI runa (31) uiEarkaN / nuka- 
m: L esika apamuni Zai EuEa brux6taka / manaNmi liukaluaNka igualnaFu 
manaN fuersasiuk iluka gina-cu kaNka / iluka esika aguaN siNZi runa 
kani ni9pa rimaksapa (32) taNt6pi Zai uainaka Paipig Ba disipul6- 
iukna karkaN / disipuloNkuna Zupakuk fabortana rurak (33) Zai 
uainaka disipuloNkunata ZakaptiN-siN-ci runata uaEuEik (34) uazu- 
ZiptiN manaN iaZaksapaZu uaEaga parti; pi maipimi Zai uainaka / mai- 
maNta n-akas-kaN / rabiaZiptiN uaZuZiksapa ni-Spa (35) ZaimaNta 
sukamaN Zai uainata maskaFiksapa tukui maita kai muliuluairatuaN 
alt6ta aipata manaN tariksapaZu moNtoN padesg-spa (36) aipa sukamaN 
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maskaksapa (37) suk tutapi i9pakuk ri9pa. / manaN atuN iakupiFu 
kausarkaN / suk rarka anakpi (38) manaN kaýpakZu siNZita (39) ulia- 
rirkaN uraipi laNZata surkaikaptiN (40) laNZaka surkarkaN Icha 
cha chat Fagna (41) FaimaNta rirkaN uarmiNta uiEak / imaZami anak- 
iamuikaN kai rarkata / sukamaN buEalýuaN gamuN (42) niptiN 
uarmiNka sukamaN maNZakurkaN (43) ui---arkaN / kunaN esi ua! Mýilua- 
NFisapa / maskamuguikaNki / Zaikunami pugagunaliaNkisapa / ualiuZi- 
gunatiaNkisapa / iakupimi ZuragunatiaNkisapa (44) niptiN kusaNka 
uiZarkaN / ama EakiiZýu / ilukami iaZani imagnami salbanakuga ni2ýpa 
(45) deberas aguaN uliarirkaNsapa aZuaN serkapi (46) pai kaEarirltaN 
bersUkuita (47) uarmita uiz-arkaN / kumuluai kagiNpuinita kumuluai 
tabakuinita / kanelainita kumusuai / Zu sigaru-sa Zu bers6ku-sa 
(48) ni9pa bersokurkaN tukui iaZa&aNta (49) bersUku9pa sukamaN 
tabakuta upiarkaN (50) tabakuta upiarkaN (51) aguaN sur4arkaN 
(52) maEirkaNsapa ila uasiNta ZukZuZiptiN moNtoN uairata maEirkaN- 
sapa Ea uasiNta robaZiptiN (53) sukamaNmi uarmiNka uakakurkaN 
maNZakuiluaN urmaZimunatiaptiN uasiNkunata (54) ZaimaNta tat ýab16 
ila pugatuanaliaNkiZina / munuaNkieu pugatuaita maledesidu supaikuna 
kaNkuna supaimi kaNkiZi / supai maslini fpuns Zablg>masiinikuna / 
mag kunaN katuaNkiEi nigpa rimarkaN (55) ZaimaNta aguaN 5a serkaliapi 
pi-cka 25uNka metrupina karkaN uasiNkunamaNta (56) ila maZirkaNsapa 
aZpaka sumiptiN (57) ila uaiiur), aNsapana uaira roba-ciptiN uasiNkunata 
(58) uiZarkaN uarmiNta ý tat ZablÖý kunaNka PuZatuaNZisapa / kumutuai 
7abl& Uskopgtainita (59) tsumt baleliaga Zai maldesidu masiini 
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Eabl6ta / laNFapi gamuNmi Eab16 / manaNmi deberas laN-caEu nigPa 
baletiarkaN (60) baleliarkaN Fskop6taNta aisamugpaka tpal 'pal 
i-skai tiruluaN (61) laNZaka surkarkaN (62) ZaimaNta paika aguaN 
kargakurkaN / bersokurkaN (63) FaimaNta ka-skaN tirukurkaN 
(64) tirUku9pa. iskai tiruta tirukurkaN (65) bale' iarkaN Zai 
laNZata manaN kaluagpaFa (66) FaimaNta baletiarkaN ka-skaN i9kaj 
tiruluaN Fusku tirutana baleliarkaN (67) baleliaptiNka laNZaka 
maNeakuituaN kaZparkaN uraita (68) asta kunaN oraskamaN manaN 
iaFa9paFu maitami ri-skaN ni9pa (69) imami kas-kaN / Pimi maskaZiskaN 
ni9pa (70) pai iaZak ZikaN X&Ntg manaN iaZakZu (71) 'POiuPi muskuN 
tabakuku9pa / tabakuku9pa kaluaN / imani sosede-N / imaluaNmi 
uaffuni (72) Eagnami pai kausaN kunaN. oraskamaN /Zaipi 
"The Shaman'? 
(1) There was a man like. me (2) he said to his father, "father, I 
am going to diet in Heberos; I am going to diet; I too want to 
become a shaman; I envy the shamans as they suck(poison-darts out); 
they earn a lot of money; therefore, I too want to go and diet; in 
Heberos, there are really strong shamans; I want to go there and 
learn (3) when he said that, his father said, "on you go; I don't 
send you for my own benefit, nor do I force you; I tell you, go and 
diet, if you wish (4) when he said that, the man went off alone 
(5) going alone, he arrived in Heberos and looked for his chief 
(6) having searched for his chief, he said to him, "fine, you diet 
so you may be like me, so they may think of you the, way they think 
about me; so you may be praised like me; so you may be much loved; 
then, people will come to meet you, for you will be a strong man; 
they will greet you, they will make you pronounce, they will want 
you, and you will receive all kinds of things; they will pay you 
because of your devils, and because of. the rest you give(them) 
(6) when(the chief)said that, indeed he dieted (7) he dieted for two 
years (8) after three years, he appeared before his father, a really 
strong shaman (9) as he was leaving Heberoat his-chief-said to, him. 
Ifgo and get hold of all kinds of things (10) he(the young man)got 
hold of the Jaguar, he*got hold of sirens, he got hold of the boa, 
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and the snakes (11) he was a really strong man (12) he brought 
that 'pinshat (13) he brought the crane (14) these were his devils 
(15) then he came, and went to live with his father (16) arriving, 
he said, "I have dieted now, father; I suffered a lot; I almost 
died of hunger; I have lived on tobacco; I smoked a lot of tobacco, 
cigarettes; I smoked my pipe; I lived on that, yes on cigarette 
smokelt (17) when he said that, his father said, "now indeed, with 
your tsucking' and curing people, earn just as much as you suffered; 
now it is you who collect (18) when he said that, indeed, when they 
knew, people began to meet him (19). when the people began to meet 
him, indeed he Isuckedf and helped them; he cured lots of men and 
women (20) that young man was not married (21) then, being a shaman, 
and with a great number of people who loved him, he got married 
(22) when he got married, he said to his father, t1father, I am 
married nowt, (23) "1 too am going to make a farm, to live and rear 
a family up this creek (24) when he said that, they helped him to 
clear the ground and to break it up (25) having done that, they 
helped him set up house (26) they sowed all kinds of thing - banana, 
maize, yuca (27) when the crop was ripe, that man went and lived 
there with his wife (28) then, the people arrived there (29) even 
when he was far off, lots of people would go to him (30) while he 
was curing people that way, another shaman from the Huallaga, who 
was a strong man too, began to hate him desperately (31) he said, 
lijill certainly carry that green (young) witch off; he is not my, 
equ'al; he will not be as. strong as me; Itm a strongish man, I amt, 
(32) meanwhile that young man also had his pupils; and his pupils 
that young man bewitched his pupils "sucked' and helped people (33) 
and they killed the strong man (34) when they killed him, those 
f rom the Huallaga district didn' t know where that young man was, 
or from where he had bewitched him; someone, getting angry, killed 
him, they said (35) then, they searched for that young man every- 
where with a whirl-wind, high, on the ground, but they did not find 
him, even though they suffered a lot (36) they really searched a 
lot (37) one night, he(the young man)went to pass water; he did not 
live by a ýbig watert(river); up a creek (38) it(or he? )did not 
run fast (39) below, he heard a boat, ploughing forward (40) the 
boat ploughed forward Icha cha cha chal, like that (41) then, he 
went and said to his wife, "what could it be that is coming up this 
creek?; it is making a lot of noise as it comes (42) when he said 
that, his wife grew really scared (43) she said, "yes, now they 
kill us; it is looking for You; they want to take you off; they want 
to kill YOU; they want to put you in the water (44) when she said 
that, her husband said, "don't be sad; I know how we can save our- 
selves" (45) indeed, they heard it really close now (46) he began 
to chant (47) he said to his wife, Itgive me my pipe; give me my 
tobacco; give me my cinammon; I shall chant and smoke (48) saying 
that, he chanted all he knew (49) chanting, he smoked a lot 
(50) he smoked (51) the boat ploughed on (52) they were feeling the 
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house now, and making it' shudder; they were feeling with a lot 
of wind, making the house shake (53) his wife began to cry a lot 
in fear, for they wanted to knock the house over, she said (54) then 
he said, "ah, devil, you want to take me away; you want to take me 
away, damn you, devil; you are a devil; a devil like me, 'punt, but 
now you will see", he said (55) by then, it was quite near, only 
fifty metres from their house (56) now they were feeling, and the 
ground was sinking (57) now they were dying, as the wind shook their 
house (58) he said to his wife, "ah, devil, now you take us away; 
, 
devil, give me my gun (59) 'sum' I'll shoot that demon; -, a, Oevilt: comes 
to the boat; it is not really a boat', # he said, and shot (60) he shot 
his gun and, as he pulled the trigger, it went 1pa pat j. two'shots 
(61) the boat ploughed forward (62) then he loaded up quite a few 
shots (63) then he shot again (64) shooting again, he shot twice 
, 
(65) he shot without seeing that boat (66) then he shot two more 
shots; he shot four shots (67) when he had shot, the boat, in fear, 
rushed down-stream (68) until now, they don't now where it went 
(69) what it was; who sent it to look for him (70) he knows, but 
others don9t (71) in sleep, he dreams, and smokes; and smoking sees 
it; what is happening?; why'dm I dying? (72) that's the way he has 
lived until now; that's it. 
1. 
SAMPLE OF*PHONOLOGICAL FORM(SYSTEK B) 
/aragaIT/ 
(1) tiliarkaN suG Uarmi kusaNuaN kausaG ZaGrapi (2) Ea. ZaGraNzuna 
karkaN pastuna (3) -caGraN pasuNguna karkaN galuiNtalta (4) tiliarkaN 
is-, kai uatuaNguna / kimsa uZku ualuaNguna trabaxad6rkuna (5) Zai 
suG maliUrka ZuGZirkaX aragaN likidu (6) manaN trabaxanatiaGZu 
tataNuaN (7) tataNga sukamaN asutiG kapariZiG aragaN kaBtiN (7) manaN 
katainaliaBt: LN ZaGramaN (8) Faipi uNguG tukuN (9) manaN ni mikuG 
ratakuGZu (10) mama tataN ZurapuG, platuNta lad6Npi / manaN mikuna- 
iaGZu aragaNniNuaN (11) gimiNpi curapuBtiNga api9pa mikuG / tragaG 
miEpuk (12) ýaimaNta ladoNpi -curapuBtiNguna. manaN mikuGZu (13) manaN 
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apiita atipaGZu ZuEatuaN aragaNniNuaN (14) ZaimaNta ZiGnirkaNsapa 
manaN trabaxaita ianapaBtiNguna (1,5) kaNgimi sukamaN araghN maipina 
rizai / uailumui / manaNmi katuanaliaikisapanaZu kai uasiinikuna ukupi 
manaN ni trabaxaita ianapaluaNkisapa TuEaku9pami kaipi sirikuNgi ama 
g trabaxana: Lkipa nispa (16) Zagna uiZaBtiNgunana taNtopika Fai aragaN a 
Fai galuiNtalpi moNtoN galuiNtu karkaN (17) urmak moNtoN ualiu 
moNtoN pukuria (18) Zaipina ri- rkaN siriG (19) Fai gatuiNtu sikiNpj 
gimiNta kiZarigpa 9u I iaG gat uitu, urmaBtiN gimi ukupi mikunaNpa 
(20) moNtoN galuiNtu urmak asta saluaNpi (21) manaN api9pa mikuita 
atipaQCu (22) gimi ukupiZa urmaBtiN mikuk (23) kada divia suG iskai 
9jmipi urmaG (24) Zaita miku9pa kausaG (a5) taNt6pi tarirkaN suk 
siZuka (26) siEukaka uanudu niSpa ratakua tudsiG (27) tuGsiBtiN 
siFuka kuliuG (28) maNUaýiG Ishuut (29) niBtiNga patuaG (30) patuag- 
paka tiliariG suG ramapi ZaimaNta kaluaG ZaimaNta gata ka9kaN 
kaN ratakuBtiN maNZaFiG (32) maN aZiBtiN sakiG ratakuG (31) kaZ c 
(33) katiaNtiN'riG FapaG Faipi tariG (34) kaskaN ratakuG kada 
tuGsiBtiN kutiuG (35) siFuka patuarkaN suG ramapi tifiariG manaN 
altUpiZu (36) ZaimaNta siFukaka rimarkaN / buenS'kai xe-Nte-kunaka kai 
7aGtapi iakumaNtanami uaEunaliaN (37) manaN kai ZaGtapika iaku tiliaN 
(38) suG rumi sikiNPi tiliaN iaku (39) cai rumita polb6BtiNga esika 
jakuka paZiamuNmaN (40) aragaN sakirkaN (41) tiliarkaN kai EaGtapi 
moNtoX soldadU (42) uiZaG parlaUG rirkaN (43) oNbrg kaitami Bamuiki 
UlZak tiliaNsi kal rarka naGpi iaku suG rumi sikiNpi kutuai 
soldadokunata rinainipa Zai rumita polbUG (44) niDtiN uiEarkaN Zai 
% 
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telleNtg buen6 riZai pugai kimsa soldad6ta si manaN deberasZu 
karkaNga kaNtami uaauZiikisapa (45) pugarkaN aragaNga soldadokunata 
polb6G rumita (46) deberas polborkaNsapa Zai rumita (47) rumimaNtaka 
rumi sikiNmaNtaka deberas pa-ciamurkaN / tiNbumurkaN ide-N iaku 
tiNbuikaG gina (48) iaku c-iriEa paFiamurkaN / kaEparkaN siNZita 
(49) ZagnamaNta Zai aragaNtaka moNtoN ku-zkita kurkaNsapa' (50) ku-zki- 
iarkaN / ku-zkitiagpa ZailuaX trabaxarkaN (51) -cagnamaNta iakuka 
tilias-kaN Fai Eaktizupi / Zaipi 
I'Lazybonealt 
(1) There was a woman, who lived with her husband on the farm (2) the 
farix was pasture land (3) it was pasture land, and they had a 
Ishawintul orchard (4) there were two children; three boys were good 
workers (5) the eldest one resulte-d a complete lazybones (6) he did 
_, 
not want to work with his father (7) his father would beat him, for 
the. boy, being a lazybones, made him angry (8) he would pretend to 
be ill. (9) he didnI t even* come to eat (10) his mother and father 
would put the plate by his side for him, but he didn't want to eat, 
because he was lazy (11) when-they put food in his mouth, he would 
asp it and eat it; he would swallow it (12) then, when they put it gr 
by his side, he wouldn't eat (13) he. CouldnIt grasp it in his lazi- 
ness, in his sloth (14) therefore, everyone hated him, because he 
did not help in the work (15) "you're'really lazy; 90 Off somewherel; 
go and die!; we don't want to see you inside our house; you don't 
even help with the work, but instead feign illness, and lie there so 
that you don't have to work" (16) when they said that, meanwhile, that 
lazybones was in the tshawintul orchard, where there was a great 
amount of Ishawintut (17) lots of fruit was falling, lots of ripe 
fruit (18) he would go there and lie (19) at the foot of a Ishawintut 
tree, waiting with his mouth open (20) lots of Ishawintul feli even 
on top of him (21) he couldn't grasp them and eat them (22) when they 
fell right inside his mouth, he did eat (23) each day, one, or two 
would fall into his mouth (24) he would live by eating those (25) mean- 
while, a vulture found him (26) the vulture said to himself - hets 
dead - and went up to him, and pricked him (27) when it prick , 
ed him, 
he moved (28) he seared it off Ishuul (29) when he said that, it 
flew off (30) flying off, it sat on a branch; Mfp there, it watched; 
then again it came to him (31) again Coming to him, he scared it off 
(32)' when he scared it. off, it left him (33) the next day, it went 
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to spy on him, and found him there (34) again it came to him, but 
every time that it pricked him, he would move (35) the vulture flew 
and sat on a branch, not very high up (36) then, the vulture, said, 
'well, the people in this town are about to die of thirst (37) there 
isnIt any water in this town (38) but under a stone there is water 
(39) if you smash that stone, then water may well burst out" 
'(40) the lazybones left(the vulture) (41) in that town, there were 
lots of soldiers (42) he went to tell them, to speak to them 
(43) 11hey, I come to tell you; they say that there is water up this 
creek under a stone; give me soldiers so that I can go and smash 
that' stone" (44) when he said that, the lieutenant said, "fine, off 
you go, take thirty soldiers; but, if there isnit really water, we 
kill you" (45) the lazybones took the soldiers to smash the stone 
(46Y indeed they smashed that stone (47) from the stone, from below 
the stone, indeed water burst out; - it bolled'lik&, ýýb6iling water 
(48) pure water burst out and ran strongly (49) then, they gave that 
lazybones lots of money (50) he became, rich, and getting rich, he 
worked (51) that way, there was water in that little town; that's it. 
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balance(in the system), 86,127,129,218,228. 
basic statement, 85. 
bilingual data, 7. 
- defined, 42- 
bilinrual system, 39-42 passim 
- defined, 42. 
Bloomfieldian, 2-4. Passim, 57,60-3 Passim, 65,78,86,97. 
de f ined, 2. 
linguists, 129,186,188-9,212. 
phoneme, 167,168. 
- phonological descriptions of Quechua, 55,56,65-66,160-8 passim 
- syllabification, 60-70,161-2. 
bound syllable(sý, 75-6,271. 
bundles(simultaneous), 24,52,78,153,167,204,205. 
Cajamarca Quechua,, 178.. 
Cartesian multiplication, V59,273. 
Castilian, 24,419 96,97, loo, 152,153,154. 
Ocentrel(of the system), 16,127,227. 
chain, 21. 
classes of distinctive features, 29,72,77,170-4, Passimi 195- 
200 passim 
classification, 30,31. 
classificatory calculus, 38,39,83,110,202. 
- System A, 112-36. 
- system B, 216-31. 
combination(s), 20,21,204,211,2609 263,272,276,279. 
combinatory variance, 97,177-8,182,183,258. 
- k, 9,59,92,95-8,99,146. 
- /u 1/, 64-5,99,210. 
- in Cuzco Quechua, 183. 
305. 
- in Ecuadorean Quechua, see Ecuadorean Quechua 
commutation(s), 37,118,119,120,122,127,129,202,205,232, 
a33. 
- defined, 112. 
class(es), 117-9,219-21. 
complementary formal element, 178-81. 
complex item(s), 52-4 passim, 159,211,212,272-3. 
confrontation with the data, 183. 
connective opposition class(es)/Cop(s), 118-22,220-3. 
consistenSZ, 8,14-6 passim, 40,84,85,86, lo6,188,189. 
consonant(s), 34,60-3,124,143-59,163,179. 
- defined, 68. 
consonant-vowel(s), 35,138,158,163,180. 
- defined 68-9. 
context(s;, 66,96,192,263-4. 
contrastive(function), 184P 186. 
Cornell University 160. 
correlation(phonetic), 96,99. 
correspondences(between classes), 125,126,132,218,227-30. 
corroboration, 7. 
count er- intuitive, -93,192,193,207,208,212. 
Cuzco Quechua, 164,168-76,181,183. 
data, 5,6,7,8-12 passim, 55,85. 
deductive method of testing, 4-7,189. 
definition, 8,11. 
definition(s) of thetheory, 19-22,37,38. 
demonstration, 41,43,104,230. 
description 6,12,14,159,163. 
- defined, 
;. 
descriptive adequacy, 6-12 . 
- statements, 6,167. 
306. 
diachronic, 40-3 passim, 49,51,55,56,95,101,102,103,107, 
135,175,201,202,210,212,277,279. 
- defined, 40. 
different systems, 33,51,167. 
disjoint(classes), 30,62,72,171,19,5,197. 
diphthong(s), 66-7. 
discrete unit(s), 183. 
distinctive feature(sj, 22,24,27,28,29-35,78,80,122-4 passim, 
134,162,169,195,196,197,198,199,222. 
defined, 37. 
Jakobsonian, 33-4,78,230. 
distinctive, functiont 19,20,112,118,178,184,186. 
- defined, 38. 
distribution, 77,81,1149'115,165,209,218,259-80. 
- defined, a63. 
distributional unit 24,26,44-70 pasaim, 72-8 passim, 112,185, 
20.5, ' 206,208,214-6,233,259-80 passim 
- defined, 21,38. 
double articulation, 184. 
Ecuadorean_Quechua(Napo), 99,176-8. 
English,, 4,105,107,156,186, igo, 191,2o6,207,209. 
empty class, 72,115,131- 
e_quivalent context(a),. 117,120. 
euphony, 186. 
tEuropeani'linguistics, 57,164,188-, 9. 
- linguists, 78. 
explanation, 11,39,40. 
explanatory power, 9. lot 11,12,86. 
explosive(position), 25-6, passim, 38,44P 164,233. 
- realisation, 100,139,141,149-50v 152. 
extraneous element(a),, 40-3 passim 
307. 
Ofacts', 5,6,8.17,82. 
,. flap, 
154. 
'. form(s), 17,19,20. 
formal similarityp 41,, 113, "135,167,168. 
jour-position unit, 44-55 passim, 232-3,272-80 passim 
fragmentation(of classes), 227-30 passim 
free varianis of /p/, 91-4,99,190-1,240,241- 
of /t/, 94-5,99,191,242- 
of /-z/s loo. 
0f A/ in Ii", 98,146-r7. ' 
French, 68,100,152. 
, functional, 19,78,80,117,127,164. 
functional equivalence class(e6)/FeqKe), 115,120P 124-33,218, 
ý, 225-30- 
iýnctio I nalism, 309 33,55,56,58,78,97,160-89 Passim, 23o. 
functionalist principle(of Martinet), `86-7. 
,,. 
g4s(in the description) , 1.5,16,55. 
-gemination, 88. 
generating context(s), 57-9,72-7, passim, 81,82,83,89,194P 199, 
201,212. 
generative phonology, 34- 
German, 140. 
gleason, H-A--s 4 
glide(s), 140,141. 
glottal(s), 168-74 passim 
grammar, 178,185-6. 
grammatical element(s), 19,20,270,279. 
Haa2j_ W. , 15-6,86. 
308. 
Hockett, I F- , ? -s 4,160,168,182. 
Hulnuco Quechua 178. 
Huaylas Wechua, 178. 
hush, 100,152,153,206. 
hypothesis(es), 3,6,7,81,84,85,86,93,106,, 201. 
identical context(s)., 116,117. - 
idiolect(s), 185. 
imbalance(in the system), 86,129,136,227. 
implications of /b/, ', 129-35 Par-aim. 
of /l/, 126-35 passim 
implosive(position), 25-6 Passim, 38,44,165,179-81 passim, 194- 
realisation, 139-40,141,142,149-50,152. 
inductive methodp'3-4 passim, 8-12 passim, 61,160-1 passim, 188, 
228. 
defined, 3. 
intersection(of classes), 30,72. - 
intonatio! j, 184,186-88. 
intuitive a 84,86,89,104,106,107,110,1249 184,186,188,211, 218,227,231,233,268,277,280. 
inventory(of phonemes), 34,35,167. 
irrefutable statement(s), 9,86. 
Jakobson, R., 33-4,62,78,230. 
Jakobsonian universal features, 33-4- 
Jones, D., 142- 
Lamas Quechua, 99,17ý. 
309. 
Lastra. Y. , 160,175. 
left-hand expansion(s). 265,275,276. 
lexical element(s), 185,271,279. 
listing of forms, 93. 
loan(s. ) . 40.43,89,101,107. 
logical set(of syllable-instances), 260,261. 
Lyons, J.., lop 11. 
main distribution class(es), 114,125-6,. 216-8,264-5,272. 
majority set(of forms), 49,50,52,58. 
marginal element(s)-, 16,41-3 passim, 80-4 Passim, 85P4 92-3 passim, 
94P 113,120,124,129,135,150,159,165,193,201,211,229, 
230-1, 
Marquand Graph(syp 115, -126,128,130,131,133,217. 
Martinet, A., 16,57,79,80,96,153s 184,208,279. 
meaning, 19,20. 
measurement(of data), 12,13. 
mestizo Spanish, 31,41,89,98,99,103,113,135,152,201,202, 
210.211,212,277. 
mestizo speaker(s), 106-7 passim 
methodology, 1-18 p ssim, 161,1679 168. 
minimal pair(s), 103,105,110,112,135,222. 
minority set(of forms), 49,50,5? - 
mixing of principi-es, 16,86,87. 
model(s), 8,11,63. 
moneme(s), 81-2,110,178-83 passim 211. 
monophonematic syllable(s), 265. 
morphophonology, 82,84,178-83. 
Mugica, P. C., 176. 
mutually exclusive(contexts). 96,192. 
310. 
Nahuatl, 260. 
Napo, see under Ecuadorean Quechua 
nasal(s), 29,30,57-9,89, 
- series, 71-2,77,80,147-50,201. 
neutralisation, 29,30,57-9, passimý 71-90 passim 194-201 passim 
- defined, 38- 
- in Cuzco Quechua, 168-74. 
non-functional element(s), 19,91,95,185. 
n-tuple(s)-, 25,37,259,260,272. 
nuclear(position), 25-6 passim, 38,44,63,68. 
objectivity, 3,5. 
observation, 3,4, 
opposition(a), 19,20,21. 
order(and series), 30-32,123,162,163,223,225. 
ordering relations, 20,21,22-26 passim, 28. 
over-all system, 31,34,162,166,174,196. 
Cuzco Quechua, 31- 
- Ecuadorean Quechua, 176. 
- mestizo, Spanish, 31. 
- System A., 94,123-4,134,135. 
- System B., 225. 
outside the system, 32,35,123-4 passim, 134,135,142,163,177, 
224,225. 
paradigm(s), see under phonematic_paradigm(s) and strict paradigm(e). 
paradigmatic relation(s), 21,35-7,112. 
defined, 20,22,29. 
paradigmeme(s), 22,37,112,273. 
311. 
parasitic consonant(s), 80,89,212. 
Parker, G. J., 78,160,175,182,183,186. 
pattern(s)-v 4.8,10,61,106. 
peripheral(positions)t 34,63,65,265. 
philosophical base, Y, 8,168. 
phoneme(s), 22,24,2;, 27,28,52,78,112,203-8 passim, 210, 
259. 
- defined, 27,37. 
phonetic harmony, 80,174. 
- syllable(s), 139-40 passim, 141-2,150. 
phonological element(defined), 20. 
phonological form(s), 65,66,67,68,880 97. 
- of moneme(s), 81-2 passim, 84,185,186,211,270,279. 
phonological w6rd(s), 184,271. 
Plan de Fomento UnEUIsticoo 160. 
Popper, K. R. , 3,4,5,10,18,84-5 passim 
position(s), 21,22-6 Eassim, 35-7,66,99,114,115,215. 
- class(es), 114-5,207,216. 
Postal, P., 12. 
power set, 131,225, 
pragmatic Objection(s), 50,52,106. 
primitiveterm(s), 10,60,62. 
productive,. 85,222,268. 
2rosodic feature(s), 183-8. 
protocolized data, 17. 
psychol6gical, 111,260. 
Quechua, 51,99,101,102,124,160. 
- dialect(s), 160-90 passim 
- forms(diachronic), 41,429 45s 49,50,53-7 passim 
- speaker(s), 106-8 passim 
4 
312. 
question(s), 187. 
redundant feature(s), 143,163,164,168,169. 
refutation, 6,7,9,13-4 passim, 85,86,87,209. 
retroflex, 154-5p 17,9. 
right-hand expansion(s), 265,276,276. 
scope(of a neutralisation), 72. 
samanteme(s), 185. 
semiotic set(s), 19,112,113. 
- system(s), 23. 
semi-vowel(s), 100,149,150P 152,206. 
series(and order), 30-2,123,162,163,223,225. 
sign, 19,180,185. 
simPlicitY, 14-6 pass , 81,189. 
- criterion, 15,84-8 passim, 94,106,209. 
simultaneity, 21,24,28,29,204,259. 
sisa, 89. 
Sol;, D. F., 160,168,175,176,181,183. 
'Spanisht forms(diachronic), 40,46,49,50,51,53-7 passim, 89-90, 
91,95,103,104,107,113,114,126,129,135,136,164,166,167, 
183,192,200,201,205,206,210,211,212,219,227,277,278,279, 
280. 
defined, 42. 
speaker(s), 106-8 passim 
sporadic assimilation, 101. 
statements(nature of); 5,6. 
- testability of, 6-14, passim, 84-8 passim, 184. 
313. 
stress, 184-6. 
strict paradigm(s), 103,116,218-9,233. 
strong neutralisation, 80,89. 
structuralism, 12. 
subsystem(s), 31,32,34.122-4 passim, 134-5,164,, -222-4. 
syllable(s), 22,34,44-70 passim 73-6 passim, 99,179-81,203,211, 
214-6,259-80 passim 
- defined, 38,47- 
- instances, 261,262. 
syllabic boundary, 68. 
synonym(s), 94,105-9 passim, 158,183,203,211. 
s bol(s), 19,20, 
sX metry(in the system), 127. 
synchronic, 40-3 passim, ý6,89,93,101,107,202,227. 
syntagmatiS, 21,22-6 passim, 27,35-37. 
syntagmeme(s), 22-5 Passim 37,259,273. 
system(s), 19,51,113,, 193, 
- A, 26,42,55-7 passim, 193. 
- B, 26,42,55-7 passim, 193. 
testing(the deductive method of), 4-7. 
testability(of statements), 7-12,149 16,17,39,409 84-8 Passim, 
184- 
theoretical linguistics, 18. 
three-poeition unit,, 44-55 Par-sim,, 57-8 passim 
Torero. A. 
-* 
99,152. 
traditional grammar, 2. 
- of Quechua, 160,178-9 passim 
transformationalism, 12. 
314. 
universal(s), 33,34,230,231. 
- statement(s), 3,4. 
unordered combination(s), 24,259. 
unproductive element(s)' 82,83,85,233. 
unrelated systems, 46, _ý, 
51. 
upper limit(of distinctive realisation), 104,109,2Q2,203. 
usage 107,108. 
Venn Diagram(sy, 11.5,124-5. 
vowel(s) 34,60-3,124,137-43,158,163,208-9,224,265-6, 
275-6. 
- defined, 68. 
vowel harmony, 110. 
weak neutralisation, 164,174- 
tzerot, 48,67,114,120,214,233,265,277,278. 
